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ABSTRACT 
Many engineering companies 1n Br1taln have been forced to lnnovate 1n 
order to maintain, or develop, a strong hold and high proflle 1n varylng 
competitive markets, researchlng, deslgnlng, redesigning and developlng 
new products. With the immlnent introductlon of the European EconomlC 
Community such companles face even greater competition with their European 
rlvals all seeking to develop into larger markets. The tlme is rlpe for 
innovatlve new products. 
The work presented in thiS thesiS concerns Just such a product, a slngle 
arm automatlc door closer/control deslgned for Newman Tanks Englneerlng 
Ltd, the project sponsors. 
The body of work may be divlded lnto three main parts 
1 A conspectus of door closers 1n general famillarlslng and educatlng 
the reader with the types and features available, 1nclud1ng the 
general performance and ergonornlc requirements of the product to be 
designed. 
2 Complete research wlth the analysls and assessment of selected 
products resulting in the compllation of a data base lnstruct1ve 1n 
the project development and a general reference for Newman Tanks 
Engineering Ltd. 
3~ The design of an orig1nal door closer from concept, In terms of 
englneerlng and aesthetics, through to the production of a worklng 
prototype with full evaluation 
• 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.0 INTRODUCTION TO DOOR CLOSERS 
A door closer of the type to be deslgned, when fitted, automatically 
closes a door wh~ch has been opened manually and then released. There 
are many types lncorporatlng varylng refinements and functlons 
described 1n the next seetlon. 
On top of the basic function of door closing they have additional 
purposes :-
(a) In prevent~ng the spread of f~re and smoke in buildings which can 
only be guaranteed if doors are held in a closed position, 
preferably latched. Often an ~ntumescent seal ~s bu~lt ~nto the 
door set but can only operate correctly 1n the event of a flre when 
the door ~s closed. 
(b) In the conservation of energy by keeping doors closed thus 
preventing unnecessary heat loss to both the outslde of a building 
and between sections within a building. 
(c) In security when used in conjunction with doors wh~ch are self-
locking when closed. 
(d) In lessen~ng the damage caused to both the door and door furn~ture, 
frame and walls by arrestlng the movement of a door 1n closlng and 
opening; such as under abuse when kicked, thrown and blown open or 
closed. 
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1.1 TYPES OF DOOR CLOSERS 
It is poss1ble to d1v1de door closers lnto the following maln 
categor1es by function '-
1.1.1 Overhead Door Closers 
These are usually mounted at the top of the door or frame and are 
used to provide full control of single action doors. They are 
usually surface mounted so slmple to install. Used 1n combinatlon 
w~th door latches, by design, they must produce a high torque near 
the door closed posltlon so overcoming the latch bolt frlctlon and 
resistance. le, the door closer must have a 'snap' actlon. ThlS 
type of door closer 15 perhaps best descrlbed as a door control, 
because closing and latchlng speeds are controlled as well as 
closing torques, and the door closer reslsts efforts to be pushed 
closed at a faster rate than it would normally, such as due to wind 
pressure on an outside door. They often have an adjustable back 
check incorporated into the mechan~sm which arrests the door when it 
~s 'flung' open prevent1ng damage to the door furn~ture, the frame 
or the door itself 
The mechanism is usually a rack and pinion hydraulic damped system, 
such as the NTEL 2000 series. See Append~x 4, page 229. 
1.1.2 Concealed Overhead Check Action Door Closers 
These are as above except that they are not surface mounted but are 
set into the door. 
1.1.3 Concealed Transom Mounted Check Action Door Closers 
These are as above except they are set into the door frame above the 
door. 
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1.1.4 Floor Springs 
These are positioned 1n the floor below a door supporting and 
controlling the door. A hole must be dug below the door to 
accommodate the closer which is often set in concrete. They are most 
commonly used in double action doors where the door closer itself 
holds the door in a closed posltion rather than forcing it against a 
jamb and over a latch. 
The mechanism usually used is a cammed drive shaft with a sprlng 
loaded roller follower, again hydraulically damped to give control. 
1.1.5 Concealed Non Check Door Closers 
These are set into the door and frame on the h~nge s~de of the door 
See Append1x 7 on page 229. 
They do not offer any add1t10nal force to overcome the latch bolt 
resistance of the door relying instead on the momentum of the door 
slamming it shut. ie, no 'snap action' is ~ncorporated ~n the door 
clos1ng mechan1sm. They have limited strength and no control over 
closing speed. 
The mechan~sm 18 based on the compression of a hellcal compresslon 
sprlng when in openlng a door a chaln connectlng the door to the 
frame is pulled Obviously thlS means 1n some SlCuatlons the door 
may be forced closed faster than it would close normally due to the 
cha1n wh1ch has no compress1ve strength. Consequently th1s type of 
door closer cannot concrol the door. 
1.1.6 Concealed Jamb Fixing Check Action Door Closers 
These are the same as above but incorporate an adjustable back 
check. They may also be hydraulically damped to control closing, 
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but the dependence of this design on the chain connecting the door 
to the door frame l~m~ts ~ts control as above. 
1.1.7 Jamb Fixed Non-check Door Closers 
These flX to the door jamb and usually have an arm project~ng from 
the door closer to the door, wh~ch closes the door. Aga~n see 
Appendix 7 for a typ~cal example. Its limitations are the same as 
the above, but the spring tension and so closing torque are easily 
adjusted. 
The mechanism is based on the arm tw~sting a tension spr1ng 
1.1.8 Single and Double Act1ng Spr1ng Hinges 
These are ~ncorporated 1nto the door hlnges so also carry the door 
Accurate fitting is therefore necessary. They may be further 
dlv1ded by the mechan1sm used. Append1x 8, page 229 shows both 
types. The 'Hawgood' type uses a compression spring where the 
opening of the door causes the spring to be compressed v~a a tens~on 
member. The , Frldavo' type uses either one or two torsion springs ~n 
the h1nge axis for slng1e or double acting doors respect1vely. The 
second type has only lim1ted adJustability, but neither 1S 
controlled or has a 'snap' action. 
All of the door closers descrlbed are mechan~cal relYlng on the 
opening of the door to generate enough energy to then close it. 
Electronic door closers were not consldered in the project because 
they are not 'free standing' requiring instead, some form of 
electrical supply. 
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The Guild of Architectural Ironmongers (GAl) only recommend us>ng 
types 1 and 4 above for use on f~re reslsting doors 1n public 
buildings. ('Flre Reslsting Doors', Part 1, seetlon 5, Door Closlng 
Devices). Th>s w>ll soon be publ>shed as Pt 4 of BS 6459. If the 
door closer does not satlsfy what are now GAl recommendatlons then 
they will not qual>fy for class>f>cation as BS door closers >n 
future. 
1 and 4 are recommended because they both latch or close the door 
and control the door in shuttlng. The others either do not do thlS 
or so much material 18 removed from the door or frame for fixing 
that the door's effectiveness 1n preventing the spread of flre is 
reduced. 
1 2 SURFACE MOUNTED OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS 
The type of door closer WhlCh NTEL wlshed to have designed was a 
surface mounted overhead door closer because lt may be used with 
fire resistlng doors wlthout affecting the integr~ty of the door and 
so compliance wlth the GAl recommendatlons That is they :-
(a) should not be capable of be>ng d>sconnected easily 
(b) should not be f>tted w>th a mechan>cal stand open fac>l>ty 
(c) should override any latches f>tted to the doors on which >t >s used 
(d) should be of a type that has been shown, by test in accordance w1th 
BS 476 Pt 8, to be capable of hold1ng a door into a frame until an 
lntumescent seal has been activated 
(e) should effectively close the door from any angle of swing, 
Resisting Doors, Pt 1, Door C1os1ng Devices), 
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(Fire 
Such overhead door closers design is comprehensively speclfied 1n 
British Standard, Door Closer, Pt 1 'Specificatl0n for mechanical 
performance of crank and rack and plnion overhead door closers', 
9 Occober, 1986 and fully supporced by che GAl. 
ThlS most common type of surface mounted overhead door closer 
usually uses a crank or rack and plnlon mechanism (although other 
mechanisms exist). When the user opens the door the spring inside 
the door closer 15 compressed storing the user's energy input. Once 
released the compressed sprlng returns this stored energy and so the 
door to its orlglnal closed state. Often the speed of the door's 
mOcion is concrolled by regUlating the flow of a fluid (usually oil) 
through a system of valves. The fluid's movement is lnduced by a 
p1ston moving laterally with the mot10n in the spr1ng chamber. 
1. 3 TORQUE 
The opening and clos~ng torque of a door may be defined by the 
following equation 
T 
Where 
+~ 
dt 
+ R.B x 
T Torque (Nm) 
M 
e 
t 
-
Moment of inertia about the hinge (kgm2) 
Angular pos1tion of the door (degrees) 
Time (seconds) 
c Damping coeffiCient 
-------
R = Spring -rate (NI·) 
x 
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The acceleration of the door and its velocity functlons, le, the 
M.d 2 8 and c.de terms of this expression are commonly 19nored when 
dt 2 dt 
deriving a character1st1c for a door closer Stat1c openlng forces 
(the force required to push the door open) and clos1ng forces (the 
force returned by the door closer 1n closing the door) at var10US 
angles of door position,measured at known d1StanCes from the door 
hlnge,glve the torque. This Torque versus Door Angle characterist1c 
lS known as the 'Powercurve'. 
1.4 THE POWERCURVE 
The closlng torque on a door should be large at zero degrees to 
overcome the latching resistance of the door and any draught lt may 
experlence which are most noticeable at this point. Following thlS 
peak torque it lS preferable that the torque then drop to a lower 
level which is only necessary in overcoming the momentum of the 
door, resistance of hinges and draughts. 
The opening torque on a door should be small so that the user flnds 
the door easy to open, although large enough to glve the user some 
resistance and to overcome the doors resldual momentum once the user 
releases it. ThlS dlctates an approXlmate ideal power curve shown ln 
d1agram 1, page 8. 
In practice such a power curve characteristic is unachlevable for a 
self contained door closer relying on energy storage and not on some 
form of energy lnput such as electric or pneumatic power. This is 
because the energy input to the door closer must equal the energy 
returned (assum1ng 100% efficiency) o~ 1n fact,be greater to 
compensate for any inefflciency. So where the user, as a matter of 
ergonomic preference, would llke the opening torque to be low and 
remain low the energy input to the system, the area under the graph, 
15 not enough for the energy returned to give the deslred peak 
closing torque at the latch. 
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Diagram 2 shows the next best alternative. The overall energy input 
of the opening torque character~stic would be equal to the energy of 
the overall clos~ng torque characteristic Here a compromise ~s 
scruck by reducing the ergonomlcally undesirable h~gh latch~ng 
torque so that openlng the door ~s less difflcult. However, the rest 
of the openlng torque lS requ~red to be hlgher thus maklng up the 
addit10nal energy necessary. Sadly this requ1res the door to be 
opened fully for the energy in the door closer to equal the energy 
returned by it and so close and relatch the door. ie, if lt were 
only opened to 2·, Just off the latch, then there would not be 
sufficient energy in the door closer for it to close the door. 
Th~s diScuss10n outlines some of the llmltations of energy storage 
devices and so, in turn, the llmitatlons placed on the powercurve 
characteristics. It can, therefore, be seen that the opening torque 
characterlstic must replicate the closlng torque characterlstic but 
at a higher level to compensate for energy losses due to 
lnefflciency. This means the energy stored 1n the door closer at 
any one po~nt, whether the door lS opened to two degrees or one 
hundred degrees, 1S always enough to close and relatch the door. 
See diagram 3, page 8. The powercurve shape is dlscussed 1n more 
detail in the D~SCUSSion of Powercurve and Efflclency 
Characteristics section 3.6C page 37 
Due to the considerable varlance of doors in both mass and width 
there are varlable 'power sizes' of door closer. Where the door 
closer is wider or heavier the 'power slze' rat~ng must be larger so 
the closlng torque ~s large enough to overcome the greater latch 
resistance, 1nert~a of the door etc. Likewise, if the door is 
narrow or light a smaller 'power s1ze' 1S necessary 
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So the opening torque of the door closer is always going to be 
greater than ~ts clos~ng torque to compensate for losses due to 
~neffic~ency from the door closer mechanism, armset, h~nges of the 
door, etc. Th~s level of eff~c~ency may be defined ~n the following 
equation :-
Eff1c1ency (9 I 
open~ng torque 
clos~ng torque (Nrol x 100% 
(Nrol 
The eff~c~ency requirements of a door closer also vary accord~ng to 
the power size rat1ngs. Where the efficiency is high then for any 
g~ven closing torque, the corresponding open~ng torque need only be 
marginally more equat~ng Co an eas~er door to open The efficiency 
requirements are less for smaller power s~ze ratings and larger for 
higher power Slze rat~ngs. Th~s works out ergonom~cally favourable, 
1n absolute terms this means the increase of what is a smaller 
torque anyway wh1ch causes l1ttle problem. If 1t were an 
1neff1cient, larger rated door closer the user would find 1t very 
d1fficult to open the door. 
This is as much to do w1th the manufacturers ab1l~ty to make larger 
door closers to proportlonally higher tolerances as 1t has w1th 
achie1ving desirable user frlendly ergonom1cs 
BS 6459 Pt 1 'Door closers specification for mechanical performance 
of crank and rack and plnion overhead door closers' specif1es the 
power sizes w1th corresponding max~mum door leaf wldth, maximum door 
leaf mass, min1mum closlng moment (torque) 2°, rnlnlmum closing 
moment (torque) 90° and minlmum effic1ency. Refer to table 1, page 
11. 
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Door closer power s~ze number 1 2 3 4 5 6 
MaX1mum door leaf width (mm) 750 830 930 1030 1130 1330 
Maximum door leaf mass (kg) 30 45 60 80 110 150 
Minimum closing moment (T) 2· (Nm) 5 10 17 27 37 48 
}1~nl.mum closing moment (T)90· (Nm) 1 2.5 5 9 13 17 
Min1mum effic1ency (%) 40 40 50 60 60 60 
TABLE 1 
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The add~t~onal data for s~ze 1 door closer is based on the ARGE 1973 
: *Spec1flcation of overhead door closers', They are for weak user 
groups such as the hand~capped, elderly, inf~rm or young. They 
should only be used in draught free situations. The latches with 
which door closers are used and around which the BS 6459 
specification is based are accordlng to the MOB Statement of 
Requ~rements, 1986, WhlCh states that the latch should have a 
closlng torque of not more than 15 Nm. ThlS is because the 
performance of a latch can be significantly reduced 1f It 15 
incorrectly fltted or lncorrectly adjusted while 1n position, 
llkewlse the strlke shape 15 also lmportant often being shaped for 
the best factory operatlon, not efflclency. 
The BS data is a guide and not absolute, where a heavy door is 
mounted on needle bearings a smaller power size door closer would be 
necessary. When closlng agalnst a draughe it 18 often best to 
specify a larger power slze, for example on external doors, 
slmllarly if a door is large d1mens10nally and so on. Manufacturers 
w~ll usually advise. 
It 1S not unusual for a door closer to have an adjustable power Slze 
rat1ng ach1eved by 1ncreasing or decreas1ng the preload compression 
on the spring inslde the door closer. This makes it possible to 
reduce the power Slze to the minimum necessary to latch the door and 
as a consequence make it easier to open. The adjustable power 
feature 1S also used when the door closer has a un1versal fitting 
application. ie, where both single arm appl1cat1ons and projecting 
arm appl1cations are possible wlth the same door closer, so 
compensating for any variance 1n mechanical advantage between f1xing 
methods. 
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1.5 FUNCTIONAL FEATURES AVAILABLE ON OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSERS 
Controlled door closing 15 of prime importance in door closers, 
typically taking between 5 and 7 seconds to close a door from 90·. 
This timing is the result of the hydraulic damping mentioned 
earlier. The door should not be slammed shut by the devlce but 
should latch. If the door is only opened to Just off the latch ~t 
should relatch le, relatch from this 'worst' posltlon without 
relying on any bUlld up of momentum. 
Overload facilltles are often built into overhead door closers so 
that damage does not occur to the fixlng, or the door closer itself, 
if the door closer is forced closed quicker than 1n normal closing. 
1.5.1 Back check 
A back check 15 a form of 'buffer' wlthin a door closer WhlCh 
prevents the door passing a certaln angle, in the same way as a 
floor mounted stop, but is used in situatlons when a floor mounted 
stop would be ~mpract~cal or hazardous. The back check is usually 
adJustable to d~ffer~ng door positions. 
1.5.2 Delayed Clos~ng 
The delayed closing feature w~ll hold a door open for a variable and 
often adJustable length of time before closing. It usually operates 
between 180· and 70·, typ~cally delay~ng for twenty seconds. It ~s 
a useful feature to 1ncorporate on doors regularly used by,say,the 
elderly or hand~capped. Because ~t only delays temporar~ly the door 
closer may st~ll be used on fire resisting doors without infr~nging 
standards. 
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Where the reslstance that a door closer causes to a door results In 
opening difficulty, such as when a wheelchair user passes through 
regularly or on a door opening into a hospital ward or one where 
luggage lS often carrled through, trays, etc, the Clrcumstances 
dlctate the need for some form of hold open or 'stand open' faclllty. 
(a) Mechan1cal: 
A mechanical 'stand open' device wlll act llke a 'wedge', 
keeping the door propped open at a predetermlned angle. Often 
thls 15 achieved by lncorporatlng a locking mechanism on the 
arm set WhlCh can only be released manually. Such a mechanlsm 
18 perfectly ~cceptable unless used on flre resisting doors 
where the door needs to be released automat1cally, essential 
for the barrier/seal which prevents the spread of flre to work. 
Here there lS the need for another sort of stand open fac1l1ty 
(b) Electromagnetic: 
The electromagnetic stand open device has the same effect as the 
mechanical stand open devlce except that here the door may be 
released manually, as before, and automatlcally after receiving 
a signal from a fire alarm or from smoke detectors on both 
sides of the door. (Fire precaut10n Act 1971). These break the 
electromagnetic circuit. Consequently thlS fac111ty may be 
used on fire doors It is also important to note tha~, should 
there be a power failure, the door wlll slmply close, a vltal 
'fall safe'. Often a test sWltch 15 placed near the door so 
the deV1ce may be period1cally checked. 
1.5.3 Electromagnetic Swing Free 
After first opening the door manually the energy stored in the door 
closer, ie,the compression of the spring, is held electromagnetic-
ally a1low1ng the door to swing free as if there were no door closer 
attached. But 1f the alarm goes off, or there 1S a break 1n the 
power supply, the door closer comes back 1nto operatlon closing the 
door as normal. These are most commonly used in old people's and 
d1sabled people's homes and should also be tested regularly as 
above 
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1.6 FIXING POSITION 
Hand1ng 
BS 1192 Pt.3 def1nes a slngle action door as clockwlse clos1ng or 
anticlockwise closing depending on whether the h2nges are set on the 
r1ght or left hand side of the door (ie the handing). 
Doorface 
The opening face of the door 15 deflned as the face which opens 
towards the user, the hidden face being furthest away. See diagram 4 
page 16. 
These definltlons help 1n understanding the varlOUS armset 
appllcatlons of the door closer. 
1.6.1 The projectlng arm applicatlon,or 'normal' appllcation,is when the 
door closer 1S fixed to the opening face of the door with the armset 
attached to the door frame. The door may close clockwlse or 
anticlockwlse. 
1.6.2 The parallel arm appllcat10n is when the door closer is f1xed to the 
closing face of the door. The arms et is attached to the underneath 
of the frame. The door may then close either clockwise or 
anticlockwise. This has the advantage of hiding the door closer 
leavlng the openlng face clear. 
1.6.3 The transom application is where the door closer is fixed to the 
frame above the closing face of the door with the arms et flxed to the 
face of the door. They are used on outward openlng external doors 
so that the door closer remalns inside. They are also used on doors 
wlth narrow-top rails where the door closer itself would not fit. 
15 
Closing face 
A 
Opening face 
Door B must close first. 
Diagram4 
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1.6.4 The universal application refers to a door closer suppl1ed with all 
the fitments necessary to be attached in any of the above 
applications. The parallel arm applicat~on is a geometrically weaker 
arrangement so adjustable power sizes are often used in thlS type. 
1.6.5 The slngle arm appllcatlon 18 where the door closer is mounted on 
the openlng face of the door. The slngle arm lS, in the restlng 
pos1t10n, parallel to the door face. The end of the arm 
incorporates a roller or silder which runs along a channel fixed to 
the door frame. It cannot be mounted on the closing side of the 
door because it restrlcts the door openlng. This application not 
only looks sleeker in posltlon but It reduces the risk of vandallsm 
to the arm set. 
It 18 also possible to have a slngle arm door closer fixed 1n a 
transom posltion as described 1n 1.6.3 above. 
1.7 DOOR CLOSER CLASS 
A door closers class ~s determined by two factors 
1.7.1 The angle through which the door closer will allow the door to move 
1.7.2 The angle over Wh1Ch the door 1S controlled on closing. 
Class A 
Class B 
Class C 
The door can open to greater than 90° and w~ll close and 
control the door from a m~nimum of 45° down to the closed 
pos1tion. 
The door can open to greater than 90· and will close and 
control the door from a m1nimum of 70· down to the closed 
position. 
The door can open to greater than 175 0 and will close and 
control the door from a minimum of 115° down to the closed 
positlon. 
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2 THE PROJECT AND ITS OBJECTIVES 
2.0 INTRODUCTION TO NTEL 
On 20 July 1988, some months prior to the start of the proJect, the 
author visited NTEL The reason for this vis~t was :-
(a) To be ~ntroduced to various members of the technical staff at NTEL 
whose spec1allsed Skl11s would be of essentlal aSslstance throughout 
the development of the project. They were :-
Mr Dave Yates - Dlrector of Research and Development 
Mr Dave Evans - Development Manager 
Mr Arthur B1shop - Chief Des1gner 
Mr Roger Dutton - Testing Manager 
Cb) To be glven a preliminary gUlde around the testlng, manufacturing 
and assembly plants at NTEL and so ga,n an understanding of the 
nature, scale and range of the company and lts manufacturlng 
capabllltles which lnfluence, to some degree, the developmental 
dlrectlon of the proJect. 
Cc) To be adVlsed on the performance requirements NTEL wlsh to 
lncorporate 1n the proposed new range of overhead door closers wlth 
a s1ngle arm/slide arm application. These were factors NTEL 
cons1dered essential to remaining competit1ve In the surface mounted 
slngle arm overhead door closer market. 
(d) To collect Brit,sh Standards for door closers (already referred to), 
NTEL trade literature, competitors trade literature and relevant 
NTEL llterature concernlng door closer powers, the effects of air 
pressure on closing doors, sizlngs, power curve characteristics, 
efficiencies and gUldes to speclal applicatlons. 
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This in1t1al phase resulted in the drafting of a Product Des1gn 
Spec1ficatlon. 
The layout of the PDS was based on the SEED publicat10n 'Package of 
Preparation Material for Deslgn Teachlng. Speclflcation Phase' 
Prof. S Pugh, Un1vers1ty of Strathclyde. 1986, Wh1Ch 15, 1n turn, 
based on BS PD6l12 'Guide to the Preparation of Spec1f1cations' May 
1967. 
2.1 THE NATURE OF THE PROJECT 
The project was formerly initlated at a meetlng convened on 26 
October 1988 where a programme of work and the proposed Product 
Design Specificatlon were discussed. Those present and thelr 
re!atlon to the project were :-
Mr David Yates 
Mr Syd Pace 
- D1rector of Research and Development, NTEL 
- Project Supervisor and lecturer in the 
Department of Des1gn and Technology, LUT 
Mr Alan Underhlll - Project Supervisor and lecturer in the 
Department of Mechanlcal Engineerlng, LUT 
The author 
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The proposed work was agreed at this meeting and outllned in a letter 
sent to NTEL dated 7 November 1988. Th1S has been adhered to 
throughout the proJect and any changes of plan have been agreed by 
all parties. 
The proposed Product Design Specification was amended reSUlting 1n 
draft 2:27/10/88, Append1x 1 page 229. The amendments made lessened 
the constralnts lmposed on the conceptual deslgn wlth a View to 
increas1ng the scope for originality and lessened the factors by 
WhlCh the project would be evaluated to those where the auehor's 
coner1buelon was additional to NTEL's own capabilities. 
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For example, the spec1ficat1on excludes any d1rect cons1deratlon of 
cost although lt 15 recognised by all involved that the solutions 
finally proposed by the author should be v1able. Deta1led 
development to full productlon relatlng to manufacture, flnlsh, 
productlon technlques etc. are, instead, left to the staff at NTEL 
whose knowledge and experlence 1n these techniques enable them to 
tackle such tasks more effectively. It 1S simply a question of 
priorities and quite wisely NTEL wished the author's tlme, and that 
of NTEL, to be spent appropriately. 
It was understood that the door closer be capable of being fitted to 
the opening or clos1ng face of the door, or transom mounted whether 
left or right handed a factor not spec1fied 1n the PDS, ie. be a 
realistic replacement to the present NTEL 2000 ser1es door closer. 
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3 PRODUCT RESEARCH 
3.0 INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH 
A me~hod1cal and ruthless programme of researchlng was necessary 
for the author to collect the greatest amount of relevant 
1nformation about the field of door closers in the short t1me 
available. The approach used was based on the advlce of Hr R G 
Rhodes~ Information Retr1eval expert at LUT. ThlS research 
programme may be spIlt into the followlng areas ,-
3.1 Standards and Legls1ation 
3.2 NTEL Llterature 
3.3 Factors Inf1uenclng Architects' Choice of Door Closers 
3.4 Currently Marketed Product ReVlew - Trade Llterature 
3.5 Currently Marketed Product Review - Current Product Testing 
3.6 Door Closers Tested 
3.7 Use of patents 
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3.1 STANDARDS AND LEGISLATION 
Most of the necessary standards and 1egislat10n were suppl1ed by NTEL 
as descrlbed 1n the 'Introductl0n to NTEL' section, page 139. 
These 1nc1uded :-
(a) BS 6459 Pt 1, 9 October 1986 'Specification for mechan1cal 
performance of crank and rack and pinion overhead door closers' 
(b) BS 6459 Pt 3a, 1987 'Specification for the performance of floor 
springs' 
(c) Fire reslsting doors. Pt 1, seetlon 5 'Door Closing Devices', GAl 
recommendations 
BSI 1S proposing an adjunct to BS 6459 spec1fY1ng performance of door 
closers on fire reslsting doors. This would appear as part 4 of the 
standard. It w111 be S1m11ar in content to (c) above. 
These standards formed the basis of the performance section of the 
Product Deslgn Specification. As had already been stated such 
standards are the result of a consensus of opinion by a number of 
manufacturers on well established concepts such as the rack and 
pinl0n type door closer. A certain amount of obJectivity must, 
therefore, be kept when uS1ng such standards to des1gn a new 
concept, bearing 1n m1nd that, at this stage, the concept could have 
been quite different to those def~ned in BS 6459. This does have 
an 1nfluence on the design phase because new products not covered 
by standards, although-perhaps equally as 'good'~ are of a greater 
risk to the manUfacturer, 1n terms of liab1l1ty, who cannot then 
claim compliance with a standards protect10n. With recent changes 
eo l~abillty laws manufacturers are ~ncreaslngly less prepared to 
take th1S risk so 1nnovatlon can suffer. 
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3.2 NTEL LITERATURE 
The followlng NTEL trade lterature was researched 
(a) Briton 2030 'Non projecting slid1ng arm series" Gct 1988 Ref 
A-12-3 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
'Briton 
'Briton 
'tBriton 
'Briton 
'Briton 
'Briton 
door controls' : July 1987 Ref 87 
floor springs and accessories' : Jan 
fire and smoke door controls' : Mar 
1000 series overhead door closers' : 
2000 serles overhead door closers' : 
5000 series overhead door closers' : 
1989 Ref C-01-13 
1989 Ref F-01-13 
Apr 1989 Ref A-09-7 
Aug 1989 Ref A-Ol-11 
Mar 1988 Ref A-08-10 
(h) 'Briton 8800 serles door closer for concealed transom mountlng': 
Sep 1988 Ref A-11-5 
(i) 'Br1ton 'T' shape overhead door closers': May 1988 Ref A-02-6 
(j) 'Briton emergency eX1t hardware': May 1988 Ref B-01-6 
The reason for such research was so that an ldea of the range of 
products, their appllcation, the avallable features, corporate 
aesthetics, the materials and manufacturlng technlques used (such 
as steel or plastlc cases, cast or extruded bodles) were 
understood. 
Addltlonal NTEL lnhouse literature was used so that the author 
could understand common termlnology relating to the door closer and 
common service problems assoclated with door closers such as wlnd 
and air pressures, the selection of closer size relatlve to door 
width and/or weight, etc. :-
(a) 'Door Closers: Effects of mov1ng nearer to the h1nge for greater 
angle of opening.' Rand D Department, Eng Divis10n 31 Get 1985. 
(b) 'Door Closer Powers' Rand D Department, Eng Div1sion 18 Apr. 
1985 
(c) 'Determlnatlon of approximate openlng and closlng forces where 
variations in both efficiency and spring load are expected from a 
measured door closer unit' A E Bishop. 
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3.3 FACTORS INFLUENCING ARCHITECTS' CHOICE OF DOOR CLOSERS 
On 4 Apr 89 the author Y,s'ted professor Hallam a practising 
architect and Head of Department for Industr~al Design at Le~cester 
Polytechnic. The aim of the v1sit was to estab11sh why an architect, 
or customer,chooses one door closer in favour of another. 
The majOrity of NTEL's door closer sales are, 1n fact, the result 
of specification by architects. Speaking object1vely, and thus 
attempting to VOice the opinions of architects as a whole, the 
factors which influenced him are listed below :-
(a) The arch'tect would naturally assume that the product satisfied all 
ns requirements and fire resisting door standards before the door 
closer was speCified. It was agreed that the proposed new door 
closer power curve characteristic would be of benefiC to the user 
and would probably influence his cho,ce, proY,ded that the price of 
such a product was not sign1ficantly d1fferent to other door 
closers fulfilling BS performance requ1rements but which may not 
have the improved 'ergonomic' powercurve 
(b) There ,s a preference for a simple product wh'ch is less complex to 
, \ 
f1t and adjust and w1th less bits to go wrong. 
(c) Installation, removal and replacement by one person using 'normal' 
tools to a yar,ety of d,fferent door types w~th m'n~mal damage to 
the door (necessary for compliance w1th GAl recommendat10ns). 
Fitting instructions should be included wh,ch should be explicit 
and unamb'guous and preferably include templates. 
appreciated by contractors). 
(This is much 
(d) Past reputation and reliab,lity are ,mportant. This avoids the 
need for replacement 1n a failure situation and the detrimental 
effect 1t may have on the user's perception of the manufacturer and 
that of the bu,ld,ng itself in the case of the arch'tect. 
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(e) The architect likes to see conslstency in deslgn, a corporate 
1mage, across door closers of different sizlngs when f1tted to 
d1fferent door types in different appllcat10ns which would occur 1n 
any building. (eg, some will be on outslde doors, 1nslde doors, 
double doors, etc). An adjustable power size ratlng lS considered 
a useful feature 1n attaining slmpl1c1ty of aesthetlc because the 
same product is used for all power Slzes. It does, however, 
compromise simpllcity and has cost+lmpllcatlons 
(f) Archltects prefer a door closer to be unobtrusive 1n deslgn. This 
1S as much to do with Slze as shape and colour. 
not be 1nterpreted as ignorable. 
Unobtrus1ve should 
(g) A door closer which usually links or blends its constituent parts 
together rather than look1ng llke a collection of parts performlng 
a funct10n, as lS often the case, would be des1rable ObVlously an 
lmportant conslderatlon for the aesthetic deslgn phase of the 
project. 
Ch) A range of colours should be available so the door closer matches a 
range of interlor colour varlations, partlcularly those of offlce 
furnlture, warm greys and creams. 
Professor Hallam also advises that careful consideratlon of matt and 
gloss finishes should be made, le. matt on upward faclng surfaces 
llkely to collect dust. Such conslderatlon often enhances the 
visual quality of the product. 
An architect 18 perhaps more in tune with the vlsual look of a door 
closer than the average member of the publ1c. He is also often the 
specifier of the door closer so, after performance WhlCh is to some 
extent assumed, aesthetlcs are important. There 18 a llmit to hoW 
unobtrusive an overhead door closer can be positioned where it is. 
A strong argument for careful aesthetic conslderation. 
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3.4 CURRENTLY MARKETED PRODUCT REVIEW - TRADE LITERATURE 
3.4.1 'ABC European production' 1988 
3.4.2 'Barbour Compendium 1988' BU11ding Products 
3.4.3 'Kelly's BUS1ness D1rectory' 1988 
3.4.4 'Kompass, UK Products and Services' 1988 
These were used as the baS1S of the trade literature search. The 
search was initlally 11mited to Europe for the following reasons :-
(a) To keep the S1ze of the search to manageable proport10ns and so 
reduce the time taken for the search. 
(b) NTEL indicated that their main compet1tors were, 1n fact, based in 
Germany and not elsewhere in the world. 
(c) This was considered a large enough cross seetlon for all the common 
door closers aV811able to be ldentlfled . 
Some additional companles based 1n Japan, Talwan and the USA were 
also 1ncluded ln the search havlng been highlighted as 
products/concepts of partlcular interest durlng the patent search, 
discussed later 
The list of companles wrltten to 15 included in Appendlx 2, page 
229 
A standard letter was sent to each company requestlng the followlng 
lnformation (see Appendlx 3, page 229):-
(a) The torque characteristlc, or powercurve,of the door closers that 
the companies manufacture, which is the prime performance crlterla. 
Any overhead door closer which had an ideal power curve was of 
interest and tested. Door closers without this ideal powercurve 
were also of lnterest and assessed to see if subsequent development 
work may result In vlable concepts. 
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Cb) The mechanical operation of the door closer combined wi~h ~he 
energy storage device used was to enable basic product concepts to 
be related to partlcular powercurve characteristics 
(c) The measures taken to meet the eff1ciency requirements of BS 6459 
which was recognised as the aspect of BS most difficult to achieve 
by a considerable number of products. 
The reference made to door closers attaching to the door rather 
_ than being an integral part of the door was to mlnlmlse the amount 
of irrelevant information recelved. Although, at this stage, lt 
was difficult to say when requesting 1nformation Just what exactly 
was going to be relevant or not. For example, a prlnclple applied 
to electrically powered door closers may 1n1t1ate or1ginal thoughts 
or be 4irectly appl1cable to mechanical overhead door closers. The 
author also hoped that belng more specific would encourage a more 
favourable response. 
Finally, trade llterature was requested so companles not willlng to 
divulge the above informatlon would respond in a way that 
indicated, at the very least, their product range. 
The literature search enabled the author to understand and 
appreciate an essential cross section of door closer concepts, 
their different price ranges and different aesthetic consideratlons 
from country to country and company to company. 
There are two companies producing door closers of the variety thlS 
project is concerned with, they are Geze w1th the TS5000 (2-4) and 
Dorma with the TS93 (2-6). Both companies are German and both 
products are tested in the following section. 
Although the Geze and Dorma products exhib1t the '1deal', or at 
least preferred, powercurve they are not yet competit1ve w1th the 
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NTEL existing product range on price, reducing any ~mmed~ate threat 
1n the OK. NTEL is keen to be the first UK manufacturer to develop 
a door closer of th1s type and so guarantee a large share of the UK 
market at least The trade 11terature d1d show that other UK 
companies, Wh1Ch as yet produce door closers almed at the cheaper 
end of ~he marke~, have ~he resource and ~echnology ~o developln~o 
this area. 
3.5 CURRENTLY MARKETED PRODUCT REVIEW - CURRENT PRODUCT TESTING 
In November 1988 a rlg was built to test a number of door closers. 
This is shown ln Flgure 1 pages 29 and 30. 
Fi~ted to it is the Briton 2033, NTEL's present sllde arm/single 
arm overhead door closer. See Appendlx 4 page 229. Its 
characterlstic 18 shown later in this seetlon. The test rig 
enabled 
(a) Powercurves for a selectlon of door closers to be generated 
(b) An assessment of thelr general performance to be made as defined in 
the Product Deslgn Speclflcatlon Appendix 1 page 229. 
(c) An ldea of how easy or otherwlse the product was to flt and the 
lnstructions to follow. 
(d) An eaSler assessment of product aesthetics and quallty to be made. 
The powercurve was generated by measuring 
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Fig.1 Test Rig 29 
Fig.1 (con tinued ) 
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(a) The mass needed to begin pull1ng the door closer open at each of 
the angles measured. Thus enabllng the opening torque to be 
calculated. 
(b) The mass needed for the door closer to begln shuttlng the door 
at each of the angles measured. Thus enabling the closing torque 
to be calculated. 
The rig des1gn is such that the point of appl1cat10n of the load on 
the door closer rig is central between lts two hinges, tangential 
to the arc described by the door and perpendicular to the face of 
the door at each angle descrlbed acting 750 mm from the hlnges of 
the rig. 
The angles at which the torque is measured are SS speclfled 
although some additlonal angles are included to generate a more 
accurate characteristlc. 
It was not necessary to test examples of every door closer type 
descrlbed 1n the 'Types of Door Closers' section page 2. Those 
tested were the two German products, NTEL's own product and those 
types of door closers whose 'powercurve' characterlstlcs were not 
pred1ctable or those which were of 1nterest or where 1nformat10n 
concern1ng f1ttlng, ergonomics and qua11ty of instructlons were of 
1nterest. These latter products were not necessarily designed as 
door controls and so Br1t1sh Standards 6459 is not relevant. 
An aesthet1c appra1sal and dlscussion of the power curve and 
efficiency characterist1c was only carrled out on NTEL's own single 
arm overhead door, closer the Dorma TS 93 (2-6) and the Geze TS 
5000 (2-4), to enable a compar1son to be made directly between 
NTEL's product and the two door closers which already offer a 
solution to the desired powercurve characterlstlc described in the 
PDS. 
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3 6 DOOR CLOSERS TESTED CONTENTS 
PAGE NO 
3.6A General Assessment 33 
3 6B Discussion of Door Closer Aesthet~cs 35 
3.6C D~scuss~on of Power curve and Efficiency Characteristics 37 
3.6D Discussion of Door Closer Sizlng 38 
NAME OF PRODUCT 
Dorma TS 93 (2-6) 39 
Geze TS 5000 (2-4) 47 
Briton 2033 Non Projecting Slide Arm Series 59 
Gibcloser 'Orig,nal' Door Closer 65 
Crompton Door Closer 68 
Hawgood 4000 Sprung Hinge 72 
Band Q Lay on Sprung Concealed Hinge (Corner Jo'nts Ltd) 78 
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3.6A GENERAL ASSESSMENT 
As well as the physical test1ng of each door closer to produce 
power curves and efficiency character1stlcs each door closer 
underwent a more general assessment 1n the following areas :-
(a) Prlce Range 
This allows the reader to make some judgement of what to expect 
from a particular door closer. For example, it would be 
expected that as the prlce of a door closer increases then it 
would begln to control and not just close the door. 
(b) Descrlpt10n 
What type of door closer it is. 
(c) Fittlng 
This is concerned with the versatl11ty of the door closer's 
fittlng posltions. For example, whether it may be fitted to 
the opening or closlng face of the door, normal or transom 
mounted on elther the left or rlght hand of the door etc 
(d) Application Tested 
This is the fitting posltion 1n WhlCh the partlcular door 
closer was tested. Normal positlons were tested mostly but It 
must be remembered that different fltting posltions affect the 
geometry and so torque of the door closer characterlstlc 
(e) MechanlSm 
This is the mechanlSm or concept used as the basis of the door 
closer's operation. The resulting power curve and effic1ency 
characteris~ics may, therefore, be assoc1ated w1th the mechan1sm 
used rather than the produc~ itself, a useful association for 
design purposes. 
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(f) Fixing 
Th~s was concerned w~th the method by which the door closer 
was fixed to the door and how easy it was to do so using the 
instruct~ons and/or templates provided. 
(g) Performance Spec1fication 
Th1s lS an indication as to whether the door closer satisfied BS 
6459 requirements or not. 
(h) Adjustment 
The door closer may have lntegral adjustment faCllltles 
incorporated. ThlS seetlon lists and explalns them. 
(i) Colour/Finish Available 
The range of colours and finishes available. 
(j) Footpnnt 
-The dimenslons of the space It takes up on the door or frame. 
(k) Aesthet1c Appra1sal 
The door closer is aesthet1cally assessed on the following 
points :-
(i) 
(ii) 
( hi) 
(iv) 
(v) 
Slmplic1ty of form 
Use of sharp or round edges 
Use of details (such as logos, textures, etc) 
General design conslstency throughout the product 
Aesthetic 1n Sltu 
(1) Power curve and efficiency character1st1cs and power S1ze ratings 
(m) Conclusion 
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3.6B DISCUSSION OF DOOR CLOSER AESTHETICS 
The aesthet1cs of any door closer, partlcularly surface mounted 
overhead door closers, are hlghly lnfluenced by practleal 
requirements. They may be f1xed on a left or r1ght handed door, on 
ltS openlng or closing face or transom mounted. It should look 'in 
place' or sUltable in anyone of these fixing positions not as if 
designed for a particular flxlng posltion but used 'wrongly· in 
another. This requirement dlctates some symmetry about the 
central, vertical aX1S, as vlewed from the front 1n both the 
channel and body of any such door closer. 
Fixing, number of constituent body and/or casing parts and 
manufacture qUlte ObVlously influence the aesthetics but are 
constraints imposed by choice of, or type of, door closer rather 
than those associated with prlme functlon. Belng less constrained 
than the practical requirements described above they become 
aesthetically more lmportant because they are what makes one door 
closer look v1sually dlfferent to another So assum1ng that 
comparable door closers do, 1n fact, functlon 1n the same way, or 
reasonably s1m1larly, 1t must be concluded that the 
buyer/speclf1er's dec1s10n to buy one door closer and not another 
18 heavily lnfluenced by the1r relative aesthetic rnerlt8. It is in 
ChlS context that the lmportance of aesthetics may be understood. 
The aesthetic factors discussed with Professor Hallam, section 3.3 
page 24 were cons1stency throughout the constituent parts; whether 
some effort had been made to blend the parts together so the door 
closer could be seen as a slngle 'product'; unobtrusiveness and 
finally the range of colours available. 
Assesslng the door closers point by point like this enables, as far 
as poss1ble, an obJectlve aesthetic appraisal to be made. 
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The aesthetic part of the analysis has only been carried out on 
the Geze, Dorma and NTEL product. The others were analysed for 
their mechan1sm type, their aesthetics often be1ng 1n no way 
comparable to the door closer to be designed and often much more 
the result of the mechanism used. 
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3.6C DISCUSSION OF POWERCURVE AND EFFICIENCY CHARACTERISTICS 
As discussed ~n section 1.4 the closlng torque characteristic 
follows the opening torque characteristlc but at a lower level, the 
result of mechanical inefficiency in the door closer. The ldeal 
shape of these characterlstlcs 18 determlnea because in closing the 
latch torque is required to be high and at any p01nt other than 
this the torque should be low to make the door easy to open. 
BS 6459 only defines torque in closing and only at 2· and 90·, lt 
1S the PDS that requlres the shape. Simllarly BS 6459 only 
specifies the efflciency requirements at 2·, not over the full 
movement. Agaln, ergonomlcally, efficiency should be hlgh since an 
lnefficient door closer is harder to open. (The type of mechanlsm 
used in the design is significant here, not just the accuracy of 
manufacture). 
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3.6D DISCUSSION OF DOOR CLOSER SIZING 
Each of the BS power Size ratlngs lS spec if led by a mlnlmum torque 
value at both 2° and 90°, So a size 1 door closer, for example, 
would have torque values between the minlmum size 1 ratlng and the 
minimum size 2 rating. Size 2 would be between the mlnlmum size 2 
rat~ng and the mlnlmum Slze 3 ratlng,up to 6,whlCh has no upper 
l1mit. 
A non adjustable door closer can, therefore, be categorlsed lnto 
one of these bands. Where a manufacturer clalms a range then the 
door closer must be adjustable across the ranges claimed. A range 
of 2-4 would then completely encompass the range of torques between 
the minimum size 2 requirement and the mlnimum S1ze 5 requirements. 
55 does not, however, apply to anyth1ng that 1S not a UK 
manufactured product. So the range take claims of Geze and Dorma 
spec1fied as 2-6 or 2-4, are to German standards not BS. Siml1arly 
dlfferent countries have preferences for d1fferent nom1nal torque 
values, le, in the UK the Slze 3 constltutes some 65% of the 
market In Germany a higher torgue in any applicatlon 15 
preferred, equ1valent to the BS Slze 4. Th1S must be borne 1n mlnd 
1n the follow1ng sectlon for a falr comparlson to be made. 
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DORMA TS 93 (REF APPENDIX 5 PAGE 229) 
a Price Range 
f40+ 
b Descrlpcion 
Single arm surface mounted overhead door closer. 
c F1ttlng 
It may !It to the openlng or closing face of the door or be transom 
mounted whether the door 1S left or right handed. 
d Application Tested 
To the opening face of a left handed door. 
e Mechanlsm 
Cammed rack and pinion. 
f F1xing 
Slmple screw flxlng on all parts marked out using a paper template 
g Performance Speclfication 
To BS 6459. Class C door control. 
h Adjustment 
The Dorma TS 93 1S ava1lable with the follow1ng adjustments 
Clos1ng torque (power S1ze 1-4 or 2-6 1e, two door 
closers 1n the range) 
Backcheck on or off 
Latch act1on/speed 
Sweep action/speed 
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Addltionally the TS 93 'speclal model' is avallable for delayed 
action closing; and w1th dlfferent guide ralls the followlng 
varlatl0ns are posslble :-
TS 93 HO wlth mechanical hold open faclllty 
TS 93 EMF wlth electra-magnetic hold open faCllity 
TS 93 EMR wlth electro-magnetic hold open and optlcal smoke 
detector facility 
The above varlatlons are aval1able with a 'door selector 
(Coordinator)' (SR) incorporated in the sllde channel so that 
double doors close in the correct sequence if they are single 
actl0n. 
(i) TS 93 SR 
(ii) TS 93 SR EMF wlth electro-magnetlc hold open facility and d~or 
selector/sequence controls. 
All the control adjustments are on the front of the door closer which 
means adjustments are easlly made although the door closer appears 
somewhat complex. 
i Colour/Flnish available 
Dark bronze anodised, silver anodlsed, red, green, yellow, gold and 
white which is a basle but comprehenslve range. The annodlsed 
finlshes are a good contrast wlth most enVlronments. 
j Footprint 
The Dorma TS 93 body footprlnt is a compact 299 x 68 mm and the 
normal channel footprlnt is 467.5 x 20 mm. 
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k Aesthetic Appra1sal 
The TS93 has a simple basic form. The body and channel are both 
cuboid w1th a square/rectangular cross section. The front edges of 
the body, channel and arm are of a small/tight radius giv1ng cr1Sp, 
easily read 11nes. The ends of both the channel and body are of a 
much larger radius so the ends and front v1sually run into one 
another. These rad1used ends are formed uS1ng 'end caps' to the 
channel and by 's1des' mount1ng a cas1ng to the body, but 1n both 
the channel and body consistency is maintained. The radius of the 
ends is vlsually arrested at Join I1nes so the end caps and body 
shapes are read easily. The jOln line, if vlewed from the front, 
lies within the footprint of the door closer in the vertical plane, 
the effect be1ng to shorten the apparent visual length of the door 
closer and so lncrease the apparent visual height of both the 
channel and the arm. 
The radii, end caps and join lines maintain a consistency throughout 
the product blending the constituent parts together, a factor 
further emphasised in the use of colour and finish on the body, 
channel and arm. 
ThlS comblnat10n of rad11 used v~sually softens the shape maklng It 
a little less hard and masculine looklng and contributes to lt 
being successfully unobtrusive w1thout 10slng v1sual strength. 
The relieved Dorma logo ~n the bottom r1ght hand corner of the body 
and the flxlng screws at elther end of the channel are the same 
colour and flnlsh as the rest of the door closer so do not distract 
from the baslc shape. The logo provides a means of breaklng the 
symmetry of the door closer body and gives the viewer,some 
essential detall, however subtle, preventing the body of the door 
closer looklng like a SOlld machlned block but in fact appear much 
lighter. 
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In the author's op1n1on there are perhaps two specific areas where 
the aesthetics may be improved. The first would be to extend the 
channel length so that it starts level w~th the body end. Th~s 
common edge would encourage the viewer see the channel and body as 
one. Secondly the f1xing screws on the channel should be covered 
or disguised, perhaps by ~ncorporation into the end caps of the 
channel. They offer an unnecessary distract10n 1nconsistent w1th 
the body. Were they not there then the door closer would look 
s1mpler, with the viewer's eye being drawn to only one detail on 
the door closer, the Dorma logo. Th1S may give the door closer 
even more visual impact further emphasising ies v1sual quality and 
simplicity 
The design does not blend the channel and body together so they are 
seen as a separate units rather than as one, which would be more 
desirable. 
Finally cons~deration has been g~ven to the TS 93 in situ. 
Throughout a bU11ding, no matter what the requ~red power slze, 1f 
the TS 93 is used, even of different power S1zes, its body would be 
~dentical just simply adjusted to SU1t the appl1cat10n whether S1ze 
2 or size 6. Cons1stencY,and so an ~nherent aesthet1c, 1S 
therefore generated throughout a bU1lding which certainly appeals 
to the architect. 
When features l1ke electra-magnetic hold open or smoke detectors are 
~ncluded they are 1ncorporated 1n the channel section which varies 
1n size accord1ngly but maintains the same aesthet1c This Slze 
~var1at10n or 1ncons1stency is less noticeable to the viewer because 
1n most applications the channel is mounted on the door Jamb not 
the door (the door being the more prominent pos~t~on). In the case 
of double doors a channel ~s available which runs the length of the 
top of the door frame. This looks like an integral part of the 
door jamb and so ~s all but ~gnored by the viewer, ~t is again 
consistent w~ch the well cons1dered overall aesthetlcs of the TS 
93. 
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1 Powercurve and Efficiency Characteristics and Power size Ratings 
See graph la, Ib, 2a and 2b pages 44 and 45. 
The TS93 is ava~lab1e ~n one standard body s~ze. It ~s, however, 
available with two d1fferent adjustable spring strengths 
corresponding to BS 6459 power sizes of 1-4 and 2-6 see Appendix 5 
page 229. Th1S allows the door closer to be adjusted on sight for 
any door closer applicat~on, one being adjustable upwards from the 
German size 4 average setting for heavier/larger doors and one 
downwards for lighter/smaller doors. The type tested was 
adjustable from 2-6. The two powercurves and eff1c1ency 
characteristics refer to the m~nimum, S1ze 2, and the maximum size 6 
settings. 
In both cases the power curve characteristic is the ~deal shape 
There 15 a h1gh torque at the latching point tailing off to a lower 
torque which 1S ma1nta1ned from 30° onwards. It is quite 
interest1ng to note that at the S1ze 2 sett1ng the spec1f1ed BS 
6459 torque of 10 Nm at 2 and 2.5 Nm at 90· 1S cleared in closing 
but at the S1ze 6 setting falls short of the requ1rement for 48 Nm 
at 2· by 6.6 Nm. The 17 Nm requirement at 90· 18 cleared. 
German s1z1ngs are therefore not d1rectly applicable to the 
English. 
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DORMA TS 93 (2-6) Minimum Setting. 
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The efficiency for a S1ze 2 door closer should be 40% at 2°. For 
the size 2 sett~ng the TS 93 has a lowest level of 42%, but at the 
critical 2° pos1tion it is 67% efflcient. For the S1ze 6 settlng 
the door closer should be 60% at 2·. The TS 93 does fall to 45% 
but at the cr1t1cal pos1t10n 1S a safe 69% eff1C1ent. Although 
this satisfies as it does mean that the user 15 requ1red to put a 
lot of excess energy_int~ the system Wh1Ch 1S not desirable (see 
D1Scusslon of Power curve and Efficiency Characteristlcs on page 
37). Certain user groups may f1nd this a problem, partlcularly for 
the hlgher Slze ratlngs where the torque lnput,in absolute terms, 
becomes quite hlgh. 
It is 1nterest1ng to note at thlS pOlnt that the arm of thlS door 
closer actually slides in the channel rather than havlng a roller 
like the Geze and the NTEL 2000 d1scussed later. One would assume 
that this would create addltlonal frlctlon cau81ng a fall in 
efflclency but,ln fact, is not the case. In a lot of door 
positions a roller was found to sllde anyway. The benef1t a sllder 
has over a roller 18 that It can be to closer tolerances inslde the 
channel making the door closers hold on the door f1rmer. The low 
efficiency of this door closer is due to the rack and plnlon 
mechanism used although BS requirements are fully satlsfied 
m Concluslon 
The Dorma TS 93 achieves the deslred power curve characterlstlcs 
while satisfying the BS efflclency requirements. It 15 adJustable 
to every power size rating so may be used 1n any application. It 
1S a well thought out product ln both engineering and aesthatics 
and undoubtedly the best single arm overhead door closer on the 
market at the present time, although rather expens1ve. 
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GEZE TS 5000 (REF APPENDIX 5 PAGE229)(Also available w1th case as 
the TS 5500) 
See figure 2, page 48. 
a Price Range 
£30 - £40 
b Descript10n 
Slngle arm surface mounted overhead door closer. 
c Flttlng 
To the opening or clos1ng face of the door whether left or r1ght 
handed. 
d Appl1cation Tested 
To the open1ng face of a left handed door. 
e Mechanlsm 
Cammed drive shaft wlth piston actlon sprlng loaded roller follower. 
A mechanism more commonly found in floor sprlngs, see section 
1.1.4. 
f Fixing 
Slmple screw flxlngs marked out from lnstructlons 1n the packaglng. 
g Performance Specificatlon 
To BS 5459, class C. 
h AdjustmenL 
The Geze TS 5000 ser1es is available with the following adjustments 
(i) Closing torque (power size 2-4) 
(ii) Back check on or off 
(lii) Latch action/speed 
(iv) Sweep action/speed (thermo stab1lised) 
Additional features lnclude :-
(i) TS 5000 SITS 5500 S delayed act10n closing 
(ii) TS 5000 IS/TS 5500 IS integrated closing sequence control 
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Fig 2 Geze TS 5000 (without cover ) 
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And with different guide ra~ls, the following adjustments are 
possible 
(,) TS 5000/TS 5500 wieh mechanical hold open faciliey 
(,,) TS 5000 E/TS 5500 E w,eh electro mechan'cal hold open 
fac,l'ty 
(,',) TS 5000 R/TS 5500 R with electro mechanical hold open facil,ey 
and built in smoke detector. 
These same fac,l,e,es are available on the integrated clos,ng 
sequence control type (IS) so double doors close ,n the correce 
sequence. ~e, 
(i) TS 5000 E - IS/TS 5500 E - IS has electro mechan,cal hold 
open faclllty and integrated closing sequence control. 
(i,) TS 5000 R - IS/TS 5500 R - IS has electro mechanical hold 
open facility with smoke detector and lntegrated closlng 
sequence control. 
All the adjustment controls are on the front of the door closer, 
easy to use and clearly labelled, although apparently complex. 
i Colours/Flnish Available 
Silver, wh,ee, brass (maet), brass (polished), sta,nless steel 
(matt), sta,nless steel (polished), to RAL red, to RAL blue, to RAL 
yellow, to RAL black, a comprehenslve range. 
j Footprint 
The footprint of ehe Geze TS 5000/5500 body is 287 x 60 w,thoue 
case and 301 x 70 mm wieh case. The normal channel is 449.5 x 20.5 
mm. The dimens,ons of the TS 5500 w1th the case compare w1th those 
of the Dorma although the channel is some 19 mm shorter. Without 
the case the body he1ght is reduced by some 10 mm so looks 
noticably longer and thlnner. 
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k Aesthetic Appra,sal 
The Geze 5000 ser1es door closer 18 available with and without a 
case/cover, the TS 5500 and TS 5000 respectively. Their performance 
18 identlcal. Although the case is available for practical reasons, 
better dust prooflng, tamper/vandal proofing, eec, the net result lS 
to leave the llser/specifler a cholce aesthetically. 
First the aesthetics of the unit Without the case Will be considered. 
The TS 5000 has a s,mple basic form. The body and channel are both 
extruded cuboid shapes with a square/rectangular cross sectlon. They 
both start at the same dlstance from the door hinge so have a common 
edge which helps blend the channel and body together. All the edges 
of the body, arm and the front horizontal edges of the channel are of 
a small/tight radlus glving crisp easily read llnes. The 'end caps' 
on the channel are of a larger rad~us on the front vertical edge 
similar to the Dorma TS 93 end caps described earlier. Aga~n the 
rad1~ on these end caps are visually arrested by a Join l1ne which 
makes the channel shape easy to read v~sually. They are, in this 
case, lnconsistent with the rest of the product The crisp edges 
give a hard, functional, mascu11ne look to the product, more 
~ggress1ve than the Dorma 
A front cover protects and hides all the adjustment controls 
sl,ding ,nto a horizontal lip at the top and bottom of the body. 
See fig 2 page 48 and diagram 5 page 51. Th,. creates horizontal 
lines within the external per1meter or 'foot pr1nt' of the body at 
the top and bottom. The channel, on the other hand, has vertical 
J01n I1nes between the end caps and channel section with1n 1ts 
perimeter or 'foot print'. The inclination is for the body to look 
narrower and longer and the channel is the opposite. Th1S 
demonstrates an 1nconsistency 1n the des1gn~ aesthet1c. 
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The colour and finish on the body, arm and channel ~s the same. 
Details such as screws on the channel and the logo are the same 
colour, the logo being in re1lef. The logo breaks the symmetry of 
the body, g~ves some essent~al detail, and makes the body look 
smaller and llghter than it would otherwlse. The body has round 
end plugs screwing into the plston bore which emphasis~the 
funct10nal engineering element of the product, it is a solid 
machined block: ThlS promotes a stronger more masculine aesthetic 
consistent wlth the sharp edges used throughout the product. 
In the author's oplnlon the aesthetlc of the TS 5000 would be 
greatly improved were the end caps on the channel to be made flush 
wlth the channel's end. See dlagram 6 page 51. This would 
malntaln a consistency of rad~l throughout the product as well as 
removlng the vertical jOln lines on the channel wh1ch were at odds 
with the horizontal lines on the body. Finally, dlsguislng the 
flxing screws would lmprove the aesthetlc. 
The overall aesthetic of the TS 5000 lS again functional and largely 
unobtruslve, although visually harder and more mascullne than the 
Dorma TS 93. 
Next the aesthetlc of the unlt wlth a case will be consldered (the 
TS 5500). 
The case has large radli on all its edges maklng It dlfflcult to 
read visually as well as introducing inconsistency wlth all other 
radii in the product except those of the front vertical 'rounded' 
edges on the end caps. The case makes the body foot prlnt longer 
by 4 mm and taller by 10 mm which lS slgnlficant in terms of visual 
size. The lncreased height is further emphasised by no longer 
having horizontal visual Ilnes withln the foot prlnt. So with the 
cover the body and channel deslgns are actually more inconsistent. 
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The logo on the case, 15 set 1n a recess 1n the bottom left hand 
corner of the face. Its contrasting colour and bold letters create 
n def1nite focal p01nt for the product which draws the eye. This 
bold logo also serves to break the symmetry of the body and adds a 
pOlnt of lnterest to what is essentlally a soft, 111 defined shape. 
The aesthetic of the deslgn 15 less masculine than that of the TS 
5000 havlng none of the raw functlonal components showlng such as 
end plugs, the sllde on face, etc. It is less obtruslve than the 
5000 but acheives th1S by being vlsually weak, this also reduces 
the visual quallty of the product. 
Finally, llke the Dorma TS 93, consideratlon has been given to the 
Geze TS 5000/5500 in situ. Throughout a buildlng, no matter what 
the required power size, if the TS 5000 or 5500 is used its body 
15 ldentical, slmply adjusted for the particular applicatlon 
although lts range 15 less than that of the Dorma Conslstency, 
and so an inherent aesthetic, is kept throughout a building which 
appeals to the architect/speC1f1ers. When features like 
electromagnetlc hold open or smoke detectors are lncluded they are 
lncorporated In the channel section which varles in Slze to 
accommodate them. The aesthetic remalns the same. This 
size varlation lS less notlceable to the viewer because the 
channel, ~n most applications, 15 mounted on the door Jamb not the 
door. In the case of double doors a channel 1S available which 
runs the length of the top of the door frame. Th1S looks like an 
1ntegral part of the door Jamb and so is all but ignored by the 
viewer. The overall aesthet1c of the TS 5000/5500 1S less well 
considered than the Dorma, more design inconsistencles occur wlthin 
It. 
1 Powercurve and Efflclency Characteristics and Power Size Ratings 
See graphs 3a, 3b, 4a and 4b on pages 54 and 55 
The TS 5000/5500 is available in the standard body types described 
belng adjustable from power size 2-4. ThlS means adjustment on 
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sight is poss~ble to suit any appl~cation, except heavier or w~der 
doors where a size 5 or 6 would be needed The two powercurves and 
the two effic1ency character1st1cs refer to the minimum size 2 and 
the maximum S1ze 4 settings. 
Both powercurve character1st1cs for the maX1mum and minlmum sizes 
are qUlte different. 
For the maximum size 4 setting, when claslng, the power curve 
characteristic peaks at the latch/2° door angle pos1tlon with a 
torque of 44.15 Nm thus clearing the BS 2' requirement of 27 Nm 
sign1f1cantly. By 90' the torque has tailed off to 20.6 Nm in 
closing, agaln clearlng the BS m1nlmum requirement of 9 Nm 
significantly. Th1S clearance 1S large enough for the door closer to 
be classlfied as a BS size 5 Wh1Ch is an additional power Slze to 
that claimed. In fact 1t only falls short of the S1ze 6 m1nimum 
requirement by 3.85 Nm at the latch1ng position. The characteristic 
follows the correct shape shown in the POS except that 1deally the 
torque would fall faster from the latching pos1t10n. 
For the m1nimum Slze 2 settlng, 1n clos1ng, the powercurve 
characterist1c does peak at around 2 w1th a torque of 16 19 Nm 
clearing the BS m1nimum requirement of 10 Nm signif1cantly At 90' 
the torque is 10.48 Nm,aga1n clearing the BS requ1rement of 2 5 Nm 
slgnlf1cantly. This min1mum sett1ng lS nearer the BS size 3 
requirement. The shape of the powercurve itself is, however, not so 
good. In the 1deal curve, at 40°, the torque should be plateauing 
to a level comparable to the BS requirement for 90° but lnstead it 
has hardly dropped. Th1s is worse 1n opening le, that actually 
'felt' by the user and whose shape is the more critical of the two. 
The character1stic actually r1ses after latch1ng and remains high 
unt1l 40' after which the torque begins to ta1l off. In this power 
Slze setting the power curve characteristic 1S no better than the 
rack and pinion mechanism ~t replaces. 
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The effic1ency of the TS 5000/5500 is high for both the min1mum and 
maximum power size appl~cations. In the minimum settlng the 
efficiency characteristic rises to, and peaks at, 76 8% at the 2-
position. BS requlres lt to be a minlmum of 40%. At the maximum 
sett1ng the effic1ency peaks at 85.7% in the 2" posit10n where lt 
1S requlred to be 60%. The eff1ciency is then h1gh for the rest of 
the door's motlon WhlCh, from the user's point of vlew, is 
·excellent. Very l1ttle excess energy 1S requ1red to open the door 
so one's passage through is easy,although the effect is 
counteracted by a less desirable powercurve shape. 
Such a hlgh efflclency 15 the functlon of the rnechanlsm. It is 
better for the maximum setting because the integral frlctlon/ 
lnefficiency of the mechanism becomes proportionally less due to 
the hlgher forces involved. The only crlticism 15 that this 
efficiency costs and savings must be posslble 1n manufacture while 
stllI retaining more than adequate levels of eff~ciency, ie this 
may leave room to reduce the product cost. 
Should th,s mechan1sm type be developed by NTEL ,n the1r own 
product then the power Slze adJustability function should be 
carefully cons~dered. A comprom~se occurs, so much so that in the 
lower power size sett1ngs, where the spring preload values are less 
the powercurve characterist1c is barely any better than the 
conventional rack and pinion door closer it is replacing, although 
much lmproved in the higher s~zings. The eVldence also suggests 
that in the higher power size settlngs adjustab~llty may be limlted 
because such large/strong components are requlred that the product 
would become too blg. 
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m Conclusion 
The door closer ach1eves a reasonably desirable power curve for the 
more popular power S1ze settings in its range, its adjustability is 
limited and its character1stic, in lower Slze settings, is little 
improved. The overall aesthetic of the door closer without the 
case is of a strong, funct1onal, englneering SOlution, whereas With 
the case some visual strength is lost. It does,however, lack some 
of the Dorma's aesthetic reflnement and consistency and,as a 
consequence, looks a cheaper product than the Dorma, WhlCh lt lS. 
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BRITON 2033 (REF APPENDIX 4 PAGE 229) 
a Price Range 
£20 - £30 
b Descrlption 
Single arm surface mounted overhead door closer. 
C Fl tting 
To the opening or closing face of the door or transom mounted whether 
left or r~ght handed 
d Application Tested 
To the opening face of a left handed door 
e MechanJ.sm 
Rack and P~nion. 
f F~x~ng 
Simple screw flxing marked out from instructJ.ons 1n the packaging, 
not a template 
g Performance Specificatlon 
To BS 6459. Class B. 
h Adjustment 
The Brlton 2030 serles Whlch,lncludes the 2033, are avallable wlth the 
followlng adjustments 
(i) Backcheck 
(~~) Latch act~on/speed 
(~~~) Clos~ng act~on/speed 
The power Slze 18 not adjustable so the correct power size must be 
spec~fied for each application. They are available as follows :-
2032/2532 
2033/2533 
2034/2534 
= size 2 
s~ze 3 
size 4 
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The s1mpl1c1ty and product cost sav1ngs th1S gives compromises the 
versa"ili"y "ha" adjus"men" gives. 
All other adjustment contrOls, such as door speed, latch aCtlon and 
back check are on the ends of the door closer They are easy to 
use with the adjustment tools supplled with the door closer. These 
adjustments would be better though if they were front mounted,for 
ergonomics, uSlng standard rather than suppl1ed tools. 
i Colour/Finish Available 
Sprayed silver, gold or brown bronze on steel, pollshed brass, 
1mltation bronze, satin nickel and stalnless steel and also avallable 
1n colours to match NT Hardware's Normbau Range. The arm and 
channel are always sprayed black. A very comprehensive range. 
J Footpr1nt 
The foo" pr1n" of the 2000 series body 1S 268 x 55 mm for sizes 2 and 
3 ~losersJ and 299 x 55 mm for size 4 closer. The channel fOD~_print 
1S 490 x 20 mm The larger Slze 4 body is about the same length 
but cons1derably narrower than both the Dorma and Geze body so is 
noticeably thlnner visually. The size 2 and 3 door closers are 
shorter as well so they, too,are visually smaller than the Dorma 
and Geze products. 
k Aesthetic Appra1sal 
The NTEL 2000 series door closer has a slmple baS1C form. The 
channel and body are both cuboid wlth a square/rectangular cross 
section. The front edges of both the channel and body are of a 
small/tlght radii giv1ng crisp easily read llnes. The arm edge radii 
are more rounded, but in_ thlS case the less preClse edge that thiS 
creates serves a purpose. When in position on a door, with the door 
closed, the arm front is not always parallel to the body and 
channel front. This would be more ObVl0US 1f there were sharp 
edges on the arm. 
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The arm is black, not the body colour, so is not so lmmediately 
noticeable against the body. The product, therefore, looks even 
smaller and by deflnition less obtruslve. 
The end caps on the channel have crlSp edges and are flush with the 
channel's end. The j01n llne created between the channel and the 
end cap 1S scarcely not1ced. ie, the channel 1S seen as a slmple 
rectangular block cons1stent w1th the body. With no lines on the 
body, whether applled or join Ilnes, no illuslon of a longer or 
shorter body or channel 1S made. It 1S as simple as poss1ble. 
The proJectlon of the main central pinlon shaft,top and bottom of 
the body casing, adds a functional, mascul1ne feel to the des1gn. 
It also means that the dark channel and arm, Wh1Ch would give the 
deslgn a one slded appearance, are, to some extent, balanced. Some 
of the body casting protrudes from the case at th,S point giving 
the viewer an 1dea of what 1S beneath the case. This helps to 
promote a functl0nal and pract1cal aesthet1c. 
The Brlton logo/badge on the case in the bottom right hand corner 
It is a simple lettered badge reflectlng the simpllclty of the door 
closer form. 
The screws on the channel, although the same colour and f1nlsh as 
the channel, would be better dlsguised to create less of a 
distract1on. It 1S interest1ng to note that the slmpler, 'normal' 
screw head has been used rather than the Posidr1v or Ph1llips head 
Wh1Ch are v1sually more complex. The screws on the ends of the 
case f1x1ng the case to the body are not disguised but are bright 
steel. Some localised pressing in the case here would stop them 
looking like an afterthought, or indeed they could be disgulsed in 
some way, even hav1ng them black would be an improvement. 
Unfortunately these screws cause a Sllght buckle or bend 1n the 
body sldes local to the screw. This is vlsually messy and has a 
tendency to make the case look thin and weak. The perceived 
quality of the case would also be improved if the NTEL logo fitted 
lnto a pressed recess rather than directly on to the case surface. 
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Flnally, some consideration has been given to the Brlton 2000 
series 1n situ. Although there is some variation in body length 
between the Slze 4 and sizes 2 and 3 door closers, unless they were 
used in a sltuation where a direct comparlS0n was posslble, the 
dlfference would not be immedlately noticeable, in every other 
respect they are ldentlcal. On site adjustment of a door closer to 
suit a particular applicatlOn is, of course, not possible relYlng 
lnstead on the accurate speclflcatlon.of the door closer before 
fitting. 
The overall aesthetic of this door closer 15 one of utilltarlanism. 
It is basle, functional and unobtrusive. A very safe deslgn and 
consistent throughout. 
1 Powercurve and Efficiency Characteristics and Power Size Ratings 
(See graphs and Sa and Sb, page 63) 
The size 3 Br1ton 2033 was tested. Because there 1S no 
adjustabil~ty there is only one powercurve and eff~c~ency 
characterlstic. 
NTEL are very conscious that the power curve for th~s door closer (and 
the 2032 and 2034) ~s far from perfect hence ~n~tialis~ng this 
proJect. 
The 2033 satisf~es SS m1nimum requirements for a closing torque of 
17 Nm at 2· and 5 Nm at 90· with no trouble, the actual values 
measured were 18.1 Nm and 11.6 Nm respectively. The problem ~s 
that the characteristlc peaks at around 40 - 45° which is 
undesirable ergonomically as previously discussed. 
The efficiency of thls door closer again satlsf1es the BS minimum 
requirement of 50% at 2° for a size 3 door closer, the measured 
value being just 50.2%. However at 122.5·, the maximum opening 
angle of this door closer ~n this application, the eff~c~ency level 
~s only 32.5% wh~ch is undesirable for the user. 
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Th15 low efficiency 15 due to the mechan1sm used but it could be 
~mproved if fr~ctlonal elements such as bearlngs, rack and plnlon 
teeth surface flnlsh and bore/piston tolerances were improved Cost 
would lncrease but then the user would beneflt. 
It is hard to declde whether to admire the manufacturer for 
satisfY1ng BS by such a small marg1n, in that over spec1fied parts 
are removed or replaced with approprlate mlnlmally speclfled 
components or to crltlclse the manufacturer for glving the user's 
preferences/ergonomics an obviously lower priorlty than lts own 
profit margins. The reader must appreciate, though, that the 
present 2000 serles door closer, 1n the single arm appllcation, lS 
only a temporary measure while a new product lS developed with 
lmproved characterlstlcs. It must also be remembered that the 
Briton is perhaps 60% of the price of the two German competitors so 
minimal specificat10n becomes important in keeping that price low. 
m Conclusions 
Despite sat1sfY1ng BS 6459 the 2000 ser1es door closer has a far 
from des1rable power curve. There 1S no adjustability which means 
once one 1S chosen it 18 not possible to adjust it to sU1t 
1nd1vidual applications. AdJustabil1ty makes the task of 
spec1fY1ng the correct door closer easier but then relies on the 
correct adjustment on site. A second problem is that because the 
torque values for each size are constant it 1S always possible that 
the 1deal size for a particular application falls between those 
constant sizes. le, lt could force a performance compromise 1n 
situ. Adjustab1l1ty, although leading to a more complex product 15 
desirable, except in cost. 
The overall aesthetic of-the door closer is one of a strong, s1mple, 
purely functional engineer1ng solution. It is very well thought 
out but sadly does not compete with either the Dorma or Geze 
products 1n terms of powercurve. It 1S, however, substantially 
cheaper. 
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GIBCLOSER 'ORIGINAL' (REF APPENDIX 7 PAGE 229) 
a Price Range 
£4 - £6 
b Description 
Surface mounted jamb fixed non check door closer. 
c Fitting 
It f1ts so the arm contacts the opening face of the door. The door 
may be left or right handed. 
d Appl~cat~on Tested 
To the Jamb on the open~ng face of a left handed door. 
e Mechan1sm 
Torsion spring 
f F~xing 
Slmple screw flxing marked out from the instructlons on the 
packaging. 
g Performance Speclflcation 
N/A 
h Adjustment 
It is poss~ble to adjust the torque suppl~ed by the door closer by 
altering the inittal sprlng torslon. The manufacturers claim it can 
close a '150 lb' flre door, but this relles on a build up of momentum 
of the door to overcome the latch action of the door. 
i Colour/Fin~sh Available 
It 18 sold in whlte,normally, but other colours may be supplied on 
request from the manufacturer - subject to minimum order 
quantities. 
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j Footprint 
116 x 32 mm body w1th an arm wh1ch projects a further 117 mm 
k Aesthetic Appraisal 
N/A 
1 Powercurve. Efficiency Characteristic and Power S~ze Ratings 
(See graphs~6a and 6b page 67) 
ThlS 15 not a BS door closer. There 1& no control of the door and 
the powercurve and efficlency characteristics are not of the 
preferred shape. The power curve steadily rlses from ltS preload, 
Wh1Ch 15 adjustable, conslstent with lncreaslng the torque on a 
torsion spring. Th1s is approximately the Oppos1te to the 
preferred power curve defined in the PDS. 
At 2" the eff1ciency is lower than that specified for any door 
closer slzing. Power Slze rating ~s therefore not posslble. 
m Conclusion 
For the price th1S 1S a perfectly reasonable door closer but ~s not 
really comparable to the door controls defined In BS. Its 
aesthetics are d1ctated by functlon. Th~s demonstrates the level 
of efflclency and the shape of powercurve to be expected from a 
torsion spring type mechanism. 
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CROMPTON 'DOOR CLOSER' (REF FIGURE 3 PAGE 69) 
a Price Range 
£4 - £5 
b Description 
Surface mounted jamb fixed non-check door closer. 
c F1tting 
It may only fit so the arm contacts the openlng face of the door. 
The door may be left or r1ght handed. 
d Applicat10n Tested 
To the jamb on the opening face of a left handed door. 
e Mechan1sm 
TorSl0n spring 
f Fixing 
Simple screw fixing marked out from the instructlons on the package. 
The screw flxlng project10n fits between the door sp1ne and frame gap 
requlrlng two persons to flX the closer to the door, one to hold it 
on one slde of the door and the other to screw it 1n place from the 
other side of the door. This the author bel1eves shows a lack of 
thought in the design, or rather, compromises baS1C ergonomics for 
the visual look of the product. Cons1der1ng it has a Des1gn 
Councll Award one would have expected fittlng to be eaSler. 
g Performance Speciflcatlon 
N/A 
h AdJustment 
It is possible to adjust the torque supplied by the door closer by 
altering the initlal spring tension. 
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Fig. 3 Crompton DC 
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i Colour/finish Avallable 
White. 
j Footprlnt 
N/A, it appears like a hinge on the door 
k Aesthetlc Appralsal 
N/A. 
1 Power curve and Efficiency Characteristics and Power Slze Ratlngs 
See graphs 7a and 7b page 71. 
As in the Gibcloser 'Orlglnal' except that the efflciency at 2 lS 
far greater at approximately 62.5% A power size rating is not 
appllcable. 
m Conclusion 
For the price thiS lS a perfectly reasonable door closer but agaln 
lS not really comparable to the door controls defined in BS. There 
has been far greater consideratlon given to the aesthetics of thiS 
door closer than its nearest 'rival', the Glbcloser, but it is more 
dlfflcult to flt. 
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HAWGOOD 4000 SPRUNG HINGE (REF APPENDIX 8 PAGE 229) 
The type tested was a tw~n spr~ng type. (See figure 4 page 75) 
a Price Range 
£10 - £20 
b Descript10n 
Semi concealed double acting sprung hinge. 
c F~tt:ing 
The p~ston shaft f~ts to the Jamb requ~r~ng two holes and the hinge 
straddles the door and sits in a groove. (See d~agram 7 page 74) 
It may fit to a left or right handed door. 
d Appl~cation Tested 
Two were tested 1n un1son on a left handed door. 
e Mechanism 
Cam displaced compreSS10n spr1ng p1ston. 
f Fix~ng 
Screw fixing. Instructions are not included and drill hole diameters 
not suggested. Because Lt is also the h1nge of the door accurate 
fLtcing is necessary to prevent any contact of the door with the 
frame or the floor 
difficult to fit 
InstructLons should be given because thlS is 
g Performance Spec~f~cation 
N/A. 
h Adjustment 
No adjustment is possible, the correct SLze must be ordered to begln 
with which is dependent on d~fferent door we~ghts and th~cknesses. 
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Fig.4 
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Type 4000D and 4500D, twin spr1ng for door th1ckness 20-25 mm and 
maximum we1ght 33 kg. 
Type 4000E and 4500E, single spring for door thickness 20-25 mm and 
maximum we1ght 22 kg 
Type 4142, single spring for door ~h1ckness up to 39 mm and maximum 
we1ght 60 kg. 
i Colour/Finlsh Avallable 
Pollshed brass or nlckel plated, although Ilttle of It shows 1n 
SltU. 
j Footpr1nt 
Showing 45 x 47 mm both sldes of door in each door posltion. 
k Aesthetic Appra1sal 
N/A. 
1 Power curve and Efflclency Characterlstlcs and Power Size Ratlngs 
See graph 8 page 76. 
The closlng torque powercurve for thlS door closer falls below zero 
after 80' because beyond th1s angle the door closer w1ll hold the 
door open. If the door is not opened this far it wlll close the 
door. The door closer 18 double actlng so lts characterlstlc 18 
reflected about the O' line. 
The characteristic is far from desirable rlsing after the 2· 
position. The hold open mechanlsm also defies 'flre resistlng 
door' recornmendatlons. 
It is only poss1ble to calculate the effic1ency at the 2" pos1t1on 
before the character1stic starts to become negative. ie, before the 
open1ng effect of the mechanism takes effect. 
Power Size 
N/A 
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m Conclusion 
Th1S door closer was tested because the author was interested in 
generating its powercurve thus decid1ng whether such a mechanism or 
combinat1on of mechanisms could be utilised 1n th1s project. The 
power curve is in fact favourable but no control of the door is 
afforded even though its price is h1gh. 
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BAND Q LAYON SPRUNG CONCEALED HINGE (CORNER JOINTS LTD) REF FIGURE 
5 PAGE 79 AND DIAGRAM 8 PAGE 80 
a Price Range 
£1-2. 
b Description 
Concealed single acting sprung h1nge. 
c F~tting 
To the ins1de of a door and jamb on e1ther a left or r1ght handed 
door. (eg, f1tted k1tchen cupboard hinge type) 
d Application Tested 
To the clos1ng face of a left handed door. 
e Mechan~sm 
Over centre snap actlon. 
f Fixing 
Screw f1x1ng. The f1xing method 1S explained in the packaging. 
Because it is also the hinge, accurate posltloning 18 important for 
correct functioning of the door. 
g Performance Speciflcation 
N/A. 
h Adjustment 
None 
i Colour/Finish Available 
Polished brass or white. 
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Fig.5 
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Diagram8 
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k Aesthet1cs Appra1sal 
N/A. 
1 Powercurve and Eff1c1ency Characteristics and Power S1ze Rat1ngs 
See graph 9 page 82. 
As 1n the preV10us example the door closer either snaps open to 90 
or snaps closed so the powercurve character1Sc1c has negative 
torque values after, in th1S case, 30°. For this same reason an 
effic1ency character1st1c is not possible, just the effic1ency of 
the cr1t1cal 2° pos1tlon wh1ch 1S h1gh. 
Power Size 
N/A 
m Conclus10n 
This seemed an interesting and lngenlous mechanism which, wlch some 
varlat10n, could have been applied to this project so generat1ng 
lts characterist1c was important. 
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3.7 USE OF PATENTS 
A lot of the following section lS based on informatlon supplied by 
The Patent Office acknowledged ln the bibliography. 
A patent discloses an invention in qUite some detail. So much so 
that people wlth appropriate skills would be able to repeat the 
invention. The 'prior art' sections within each patent give an 
account of the reasoning which led to the invention as well as 
information on any previous related technology. Consequently they 
are an excellent source of technical information. 
3.7 1 Method of flndlng relevant patents 
The 'Catchword Index,l identifies subJect areas into WhiCh patents 
are grouped giving a 'Heading,l in the 'ClaSSification Key,l For 
example, the catchword 'door closer' gives the code E2M in the 
classiflcation key. 
There are a number of entries under the 'heading' WhiCh are sub 
divisions or terms w~thin th~s catchword area and each has an 
additional code. For example MI6 "crank, cam, lever and link 
mechan~sm (414)". After each term there is a number in brackets, 
1 the 'term frequency' wh~ch 1ndicates the number of 
specifications ass1gned to thlS term after the patent ser~al number 
1,000,000. 
The list of all specif~cation serial numbers asslgned to each term, 
the 'flle list,l, may be ordered from the Patent Offlce by stating 
each term's code and heading as one code, so the term given as an 
example above would be ordered under E2M(M)16. The file Ilst 
lncludes specification serial numbers for World, European and Great 
Britain patents. The specificat10ns are numbered in a similar way 
to drawings in a drawing off1ce, the larger the number the newer 
the patent. They are located by this serlal number not by subject. 
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Eleven file lists were ordered under the E2M heading, 'door 
closers' defined as :-
"door and gate operating - appllances, and controll1ng devlces, 
therefore, (1e means for openlng, closlng, balanclng and 
controlling the operatl0n of doors, gates and barrlers of 
buildings, ShlPS, vehlcles, roads and railways; operatlng 
lift- cage doors independently of movement of the cage; 
operating appllances for doors, llds and covers for resistlng 
fluid pressure (other than tightening on seats) and for 
soaking pits; door checks for cablnets and showcases; and 
operatlng and control appliances of general and unspecified 
appllcatlon for other doors and barriers) - " then the 
category is subdlvided. 
E2M(M) llF2 - "applled to doors and gates having special movements" 
- "hinging and pivoting (other than sliding- fold1ng and so on)" -
"about a vertlcal aXls". 
E2M(M)13 - "cha1n and cord arrangements" 
E2M(M)16 - "crank, cam, lever and llnk mechanism", 
E2M(M)12A - "electr1c and magnetic". 
E2M(M)12G - "float (including by 1ncom1ng leakage)". 
E2M(M)26 - "interconnected with or operated 1n conJunct10n with, 
latching means (including appliances adapted to open or close door 
on release of latching means)". 
E2M(M)AX2 - "miscellaneous·' - "interlocklng doors and 
door-operating mechanism'· 
E2M(M)AX3 - m1scellaneous" - "selective operation of doors 
through disengaglng-gear". 
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E2M(M)14 - "screw-and-nut mechanism acting directly and through 
ll.nks" 
E2M(M) 12ElA - "spring" - "door closers of the type wh~ch 
~ncorporate check devices (l.ncludl.ng door closers of thl.S type not 
provided WHh checks)" - "adapted to be" - "attached to surface of 
door or door frame", 
E2M(M)12EIC - "spring" - "door closers of the type wh~ch 
lncorporate check devices (includlng door closers of this type not 
provided with checks") - "adapted to be" - "mounted lnside door or 
door frame" 
E2M(M) 12EX - "spring" - "unclassified". 
E2M(M)IE - "kinds or types" - "operated hydraulically, 
pneumatl.cally, electr1cally and automatically", 
One additional file llst was ordered under the 'E2F' headlng 
"Hlnges and so on" and was .-
E2F(F)IIO - "ass~st~ng or resisting movement by energy stor~ng 
devlces, eg, springs, integral with the h~nge or pivot" - "pos1t1ve 
engagement devices including cam-like devices" - "effect1ve at more 
than one pos1t10n of the hl.nge or Pl.vot", 
QUl.te ObV10usly many more categorl.es exist but the author could 
only reallstical1y search this number of patents, The ones chosen 
were those considered most likely to demonstrate concepts with 
wh~ch the author was not already familiar. 
\oIhen using the Patent Off~ce the procedure from this point onwards 
18 usually to try and zoom 1n on, and locate, a single patent. 
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For example a patent with a ser~al number fall~ng ~nto more than 
one of the terms thus narrow~ng the flle 11sts down to manageable 
proport10ns. For example, if the door closer required should fall 
into the following E2M(M)13, "chain and cord arrangement", and also 
E2M(M)12A "electr~c and magnetlc" then the pat:ent number wanted 
would be one of a smaller number of patents WhlCh are ~n bot:h sets 
ot lists. 
The obJectlve of the patent search in th1S partlcular circumstance 
was to summarise the different basic concepts w~th~n these twelve 
areas. Consequently there are no short cuts, as many patents as 
posslble needed examining under each term. W~th each patent belng 
signlficantly dlfferent from the next (otherw~se the patent would 
not exist) it is arguably worthwhile looking at every patent on all 
12 11sts, although not pract1cal. The method used was to look at 
the front page of the patent of lnterest, which 1n most cases 
fully describes the lnvention ~n a concise manner One can see 
what w111 be relevant from th1S. If 1t 1S of interest then the 
patent spec~flcatlon can be read in greater detail. 
Due to the overall tlme span of the project It was not posslble to 
look at all the patents on the 11sts, a task Wh1Ch would take 
~07eeks, if not months. Instead the author vlslted the Sc~ence 
Reference and Informatlon Service, London (formerly the SClence 
Reference Library) on two occasions, the 17th November 1988 and 
15th December 1988, one of eight public librar1es 1n the country 
houslng a complete set of patents (World, European and Great 
Britain). Only Great Britain patents were consulted and 1n the 
time designated it was only possible to go back to approx1mately 
1980 for all 12 file lists, some 400 patents altogether. 
ThlS patent search fulfllled the chlef obJectlve of summar~sing the 
main concepts wlthln these twelve terms. 
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Search~ng patents in this way was an ~nvaluable source of 
~nformat1on and, to some extent, lnspiration. How much they 
posit1vely influenced the author's thought process 1S 1mposs1ble to 
guess. It must be remembered that the trade literature search 
concerns ltself with concepts 1n production, only, whereas patents 
are equally likely to cover the concepts ~ 1n production that may 
now be viable, perhaps in some new context, such as mater1al 
development or by comblnat1on w1th another concept. The patent 
search, again unlike the literature search, was confined to 
overhead surface mounted door closers cover~ng car doors, automatic 
swing doors and many more. If these had all been llterature 
searched thousands of companies would need to be consulted, a 
massively t1me consuming and largely unnecessary process. The 
patent search saved this time and, of course, companies of 
particular 1nterest could be singled out for inclusion 1n the 
literature search. Some Taiwanese, Japanese and American companies 
were 1ncluded 1n this way. It was pointless wasting time 
developing 'new 1deas t and flnding they were conce1ved 50 years 
before, reinventlng the wheel as it were. 
Def~n1tlons used from Patents, a source of technlcal lnformat10n 
(1986) Patent Off1ce, Department of Trade. 
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3.8 PRESENT COMPETITIVE PRODUCTS SUMMARY 
Th~s section is concerned wlth assesslng the relative merlts of the 
systems used by Dorma and Geze to achieve an lmproved power curve 
characterlstlc, thelr lmpllcatlons on manufacture, and how 
nvallable such systems would be should NTEL wlsh to develop 
products along slmllar lines. 
The Dorma TS 93 uses a cammed rack and plnlon system WhlCh may be 
shaped to achleve the ideal power curve characterlstlc or, lndeed, 
any power curve characteristic the manufacturer wlshed; it is 
versatile in the extreme. Its only significant disadvantage 18 the 
h1gh friction between the teeth WhlCh causes the efficiency of the 
system to be low, like a 'normal' rack and pinlon system. The 
cammed rack and plnlon teeth profiles are actually produced by 
extruslon, not machining 11ke the usual rack and pinion systems. 
Although lt is not actually necessary the efflclency could be 
lmproved if the teeth prof1les were smoother, such as if they were 
ground. Most lmportantly, though, 1S that it functions ~n the same 
way. It uses 011 damping to control the door and the parts in the 
product use the same plant and so expertise and technology of a 
manufacturer who produces rack and pinion door closers already 
Investment by NTEL into this type of system would be limited 
primarily to englneerlng deslgn, so as a concept it would be 
extremely attractlve. 
Unfortunately the system lS completely patented by Dorma preventlng 
other companies using it. 
The Geze TS5000 mechanism uses a plain cam on the axis of the pivot 
arm wlth a sprung loaded roller follower. It ~s mechanically 
efficient but does not produce such an ideal powercurve 
character1st1c, nor 1S 1t so adJu~table in terms of powersize. 
Again the manufacturing facility requ1red to produce it is common 
to existing door-closer technology being based, in concept, on 
floor springs. 
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There are two further problems wlth the system. 
The f1rst is that the cam proflle must reverse a posltlve spring 
rate as well as be angled to malntaIn a torque on the PIvot arm 
which must be partlcularly high at the latch posltlon. Dlagram 9 
page 90 demonstrates the problem. 
preload is requlred of the sprlng. 
The result lS that a very hlgh 
The problem lS then further 
emphaSIsed because in order that the resultIng door closer 18 of 
practical dimensions, ie comparatlvely small (where a floor sprIng 
need not be) the cam dimensions and so plston stroke are also 
small. The sprIng rate is then required to be hIgh to compensate 
so the forces wIthin the unIt become hIgh and It becomes very 
substantIal, corresponding wear, therefore 15 also a problem. 
The second problem lS that the stroke of the roller follower piston 
is not far enough to move a large enough volume of oil to dampen 
the system sufficiently, this controls the door In closlng A 
second cam IS needed for thls which means more parts. The test 
work carried out on the product prevlously suggests that to have 
adJustment for dlfferent power Slzes in this product compromises 
the powercurve characteristic, ie, lt may lend ltself more to a 
product per power slze, as NTEL already do. Thls would allow the 
power curve to be optimlsed~ The power curve would be a large 
improvement on NTEL's existing product and the concept, which is an 
old one, lS no longer protected by comprehenslve patents so is free 
for use. Without doubt lt would be a rellable concept on which to 
develop a vlable product. 
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Load SPRING RATE 
Door 
Torque 
Diagram 9 
POWERCURVE 
90 
Energy 
Door Angle 
Door Angle 
4 PROPOSED CONCEPTS 
4.0 THE CONCEPTS 
The author consldered a number of possible solutions to the door 
clos1ng problem. These may be d1vided into two main categories. 
4.0.1 Energy Storage Concepts 
This was concerned with using energy storage devices other than 
the helical compression spring usually used and how they may 
affect the torque/powercurve characterist1c when applied to 
existing mechanisms. Examples of these include accumulators, disc 
springs and constant force spr1ngs. 
4.0.2 Mechanism Concepts 
These were proposed original mechanism concepts for door closers 
Wh1Ch were likely to fulfil the proposed PDS when, and if, 
developed. They include the 'Bowden' mechanism and Briton 'Snake' 
idea. 
These solut10ns were developed during the Design Development 
phase of the proJect and run in parallel to,and 1nfluenced by, the 
research phase. Please see the sketches on the followlng pages. 
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The following section takes the concepts outlined in the development 
sketches and examines them in more detail. 
4.1 ENERGY STORAGE CONCEPTS - REPLACING THE HELICAL COMPRESSION 
SPRING WITH AN ACCUMULATOR 
US1ng an accumulator lnstead of a helical compression spring was an 
idea proposed by Mr Alan Underh111, t~e,",!uJ;hor' s superv1Sor 1n 
Mechanical Engineer1ng, LUT. The reasoning behind this be1ng to 
combine the 011 damplng and energy storage in one thus reducing parts 
and the problems assoclated wlth wear. The followlng 18 a slmple 
lnvestlgation into this system based largely on lnformatlon supplled 
by Fawcett Christie Hydraulics Ltd, Dees1de, Clywd. 
4.1.1 How an Accumulator Works 
See diagram 10, page 111. The deslgn of an accumulator 15 based on 
Boyles law making use of the d1fference 1n compress1b111ty between a 
gas and a fluid. The shell of the accumulator conta1ns a bladder 
precharged w1th nitrogen gas (usually) to a pressure determ1ned by 
the work to be done. After precharging the bladder occup1es the 
whole of the volume of the shell (lOa) from here the working can be 
Spllt into three stages. 
(a) When the hydrau11c pump 1n the system causes the fluid to 
enter the accumulator the nitrogen contained in the bladder 
compresses and 1ts pressure 1S 1ncreased (lOb) 
(b) The process of d1stortion of the bladder ceases when the 
flu1d and nitrogen pressure balance. The bladder, at th1s 
stage, is not SUbject to any abnormal mechanical stress. 
(lOc). 
(c) If the system pressure then falls the stored fluid is returned 
to the system under the pressure exerted by the compressed 
nitrogen. This returns the accumulator to the state descrlbed 
in (lOb). 
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Accumulators have many applicat10ns being commonly used in the 
followlng ways ;-
(a) Dampen1ng the pulsat10n of pressure 1n a system for example 
pressure changes caused by the pulsat10n of a pump (this w111 
often also reduce sound levels). Th1S may also be instant 
pulsat10n such as 1n shock absorbers. 
(b) Monitoring pressure by uSlng an accumulator charged in 
advance. 
(c) Absorbing pressure differences caused by thermal Var1at10n 
in a closed hydraulic circu1t. 
(d) As a 'transfer' barr1er system where pressure may be transmitted 
from one hydrau11c or pneumatic system to another hydrau11c or 
pneumatic system conta1n1ng a d1fferent flu1d w1thout danger of 
mixlng. 
(e) As an energy storage devlce. 
4.1.2 The Use of an. Accumulator as a Hellcal Compresslon Spring 
Replacement 
In this particular concept the accumulator is used as an energy 
storage device. See diagram 11 page Ill. 
To demonstrate th1s concept a Fawcett Christie Hydrocushion was 
used. It is a welded, non repairable accumulator for high 
volume, low cost appllcations (approxlmately £50). The size 
chosen for the example was .13 litres wlth a worklng pressure of 
up to 50 bar. 
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The siz1ng of an accumulator is based on Boyles law for the 
expansion and compression of gases 
PVn _ C 
where 
P _ pressure (N/m2) 
V - volume (m3) 
and n - 1.4 (the adiabat1c constant dependent on the type of gas 
used and 1ts temperature and pressure) 
C = constant 
PrV1, P2Y2 and P3Y3 may be related as follows. Where there is an 
isothermal compression of the gas 1t is assumed that P1Y1 - P1V3 
and where there is an ad1abatic comparison of a gas 1t 1S assumed 
P V"=P V"-p V" that l' 1 2' 2 3' 3 
Assume the minimum allowable pressure P2 
precharge P1 1S 907.P2 so P1 = 4.695 bar. 
Using the equation 
P = F or Pressure = Force (N) 
A Area (m2) 
5 217 bar, the 
Al = !7. - ill 
P2 5 217 
where Force 'F' 18 an arbitrary force of 
similar size to that of a preloaded spring 
1n a comparat1ve rack and pin~on applicat10n 
-3 2 2 -3 Al = 1.0178 x 10 m =1fx - 10 
4 
x = tJ" 36.00 mm where X = accumulator plston diameter 
The maximum allowable pressure P3 is def1ned as 
=~ 
1.0178 x 10 -3m2 
where Force 'F
2
' would equate 
to the final compreSS1ve force of 
the same spr1ng described for F 
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Assuming the nitrogen is compressed isothermally from the 
precharge to the maximum allowable pressure, then 
V3 =(4.695bar • VI) 
9.589bar 
Assuming the accumulator exhausts adiabatically to the m1nimum 
allowable pressure then :-
p V 1.4 
3· 3 
p V 1. 4 
2 2 V 2 = (9. 589bar.)f¥.V3 
5.217bar/ 
V2 = 1.5446 x .4897V l 
V2 . 7563Vl 
Where V2 - V3 
diagram 11. 
volume of o~l displaced by the piston shown in 
. 2666V 1 and VI .13 l1tres for this hydrocush10n 
So the volume of fluid d~splaced -5 3 .0346 litres = 3.46 x 10 m 
-3 2 Since Al ~ 1.0178 x 10 m then the length 
swept out by the cyl~nder y - 3.46 x 10-5m3 
1.0178 x 1O-3m2 
34 mm stroke 
So, referr1ng to diagram 11, the 1nternal piston diameter 'x' 
and stroke length 'y' are 36 mm and 34 mm respect1vely. These 
values define a volume of oil d1splaced which is what creates the 
pressure in the system. Providing the volume remains constant 
then the stroke length may be decreased and the p1ston d1ameter 
lncreased, or vice versa. 
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For the example the values of force for the piston at the 
1nstroke (pre10ad) and outstroke, and the stroke length itself 
were chosen so that they roughly compared to a NTEL s~ze 3 rack 
and pin10n system. 
The force/displacement characteristlc for thlS concept ~s llnear 
see graph 10 page 116 - compar1ng directly to the spring rate of 
a helical compression spring. So as an energy storage device 
alone an accumulator offers no benefits over a helical 
compression spring. It would stlll have to be used ln 
conjunction with some rnechan1sm which would 'convert' the 
characterlstic to the desired torque characterlstlc. 
Nevertheless the pros and cons of the system warrant some thought 
The maln advantages of this concept are 
(a) There is no need for a sprlng which means a reductlon 1n wear 
and its associated problems. 
(b) Any 011 damp1ng could be an 1ntegra1 part of the deV1ce 
utilising the 011 flow already tak1ng place. Because of the 
reduction 1n wear, as descrlbed above, and because hlgh wear 
areas such as a rack and plnion mechanlsm or roller 
follower/cam mechanisms contamlnate the damplng 011 orlfice 
S1zes may be safely reduced without risk of b10ck1ng. The 
accumulator Slze may, therefore, also be reduced and so the 
door closer ltself. 
(i) reduc1ng the orif1ce S1ze without r1sk of b10ck1ng means 
a correspondingly smaller amount of 011 needs to be 
dlsplaced for damplng which means the accumulator may be 
small, a factor further asslsted If, 
The accumulator could be reduced ln size if lt were 
designed speciflcally for the task, poss1bly uS1ng a 
p1ston system rather than a n1tr11e bladder (see d1agram 
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12 page 117). The result1ng door closer could be smaller and 
perhaps cheaper so maybe more viable. 
(c) Sizing adJustability could be eas~ly ~ncorporated over a 
large range by altering the volume of oil ava11able 1n the 
piston, ie, pressurising it which would 1ncrease the preload 
on the system. This may be achieved using a screwed end plug 
on the piseon for example. 
(d) Fawcett Christie (the accumulator manufacturers) verify that 
the nitr11e mater1al used for the bladder would stand 500,000 
cycles corresponding to the cyclic performance requ1rernent of 
BS 6459. 
The main disadvantages of this concept are 
(a) Sealing the piston mechanism. Due to the large pressures 
involved and because any seals would need to allow for 
movement axially, leakage would occur if seals were not of a 
prec1s10n tolerance Wh1Ch would be expens1ve. Leakage 
would cause the loss of essential pressure and so pr~vent 
the mechan1sm working. Regular readjustment to counteract 
th1s would not be acceptable. 
(b) The rack and p1nion or piston roller follower/cam mechanism 
and needle bearing for the dr1ve shaft and mov1ng channels 
could not eas11y be in the same 011 as that used in the 
accumulator itself without risk of blockage so a second 
chamber would be needed requiring containment and seals. 
(c) Fawcett Christie were not prepared to guarantee a life of 
ten years for the nitrlle bladder as per BS suggesting 
instead a repairable system, which would be impractlcal, or 
a piston accumulator arrangement as descrlbed In dlagram 11 
page 111. 
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(d) The hydrocushlon speclfied ln the example would cost some 
150%1 that of a complete NTEL 2000 door closer (a price based 
on a large order). With the addition of the 'door closer' 
parts, 1nclud1ng the prec1s10n coleranced seals, some form of 
body, arm, channel and so on, the concept becomes 
prohibltlvely expenslve. 
The pros and cons were discussed with Dave Yates (9 Oee 88) and 
the sea11ng problems and their assoclated cost were concluded to 
outwelgh the pros. 
The concept 1& more vlable in a floor spring appllcation lnvolvlng 
higher forces. Here the mechanlsm may be submerged in oil for 
frlcclon reduction and, because the floor sprlng 15 always mounted 
1n the same position relative to the door, ie, It is never upside 
down or back to front like an overhead door closer may be, the 
submerged oil chamber only needs one seal around the support hlnge 
shaft at the foot of the door. The oil level need not touch the 
seal and the seal would act more 1n prevent1ng dust and water 
entering the system rather than preventlng the 011 wlthln it 
escaping 
The cost would be reduced if NTEL deslgned and manufactured their 
own accumulator. The manufacturlng processes needed are slrnllar 
to those NTEL use for the plston/bore manufacture in most of 
their present door closers especially lf the piston rather than 
bladder accumulator were used 
ThlS concept is not yet viable for overhead door closers. Should 
low cost sealing technlques be developed then it 15 a concept 
worth consideratlon. 
NOTES 
1 Based on relatlve prlces for large orders, Fawcett Christie 
Hydraulics Ltd, Deeslde, Clwyd 1988 price list. NTEL 1988 
prices for slngle arm rack and pinlon door closers. 
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4.2 ENERGY STORAGE CONCEPTS - THE USE OF DISC SPRINGS 
Based on lnformatlon from the Schnorr D1SC Sprlng Handbook. (A 
Schnorr KG, Machlngen bel Stuttgart, Germany, 6th Ed.) 
4.2.1 Introduct10n 
Disc sprlngs are usually radially stralght conlcal dlSCS wlth a 
rectangular cross section. See diagram 13 pagel21 An elastic 
deflectlon occurs when a load 15 applled around the lnner and 
outer circumference. Llke any sprlng the respectlve values of 
load and deflectlon generate lts characterlstlc. 
A dlSC spring's characteristic is not stralght but regresslve. 
This 18 becuase when a dlSC spring 15 compressed the 
relatlonshlp between logltudlnal dlsplacement, change in 'h', 
and the radial dlsplacement, the change 1n 'Da', 15 slnusoldal. 
The stress changes 1n the spr~ng are also proport~ona1 to 
the rad~a1 d~sp1acement change 1n Da. The extent of this ~s 
dependent on the rat~o of his When th~s tends towards zero, 
correspond~ng to a th~ck disc sprlng, the character~st~c 18 
straight. As the hIs rat~o rises it becomes increaslng1y 
regresslve until his =~where, as the spring is compressed the 
cllaracterlstlc has an almost horlzonta1 portlon, le, the dlSC 
spring pressure remalns constant wlth lncreaslng stroke, see 
d1agram 14 pagel!1 As the his rat10 1ncreases st111 further and 
the sprlng gets stlll th~nner the character~stlc will peak and 
then drop, correspondlng to turnlng lnslde out. It is usual to 
only use the flrst part of the characterlstlc, often deflecting 
not much further than 75% of its origlnal height. This also 
avolds fatlgue fractures due to dynamlc overload, a problem 
aggravated with the constant cycllng a door closer would 
experience the net result being to shorten the door closer Ilfe 
D1SC spring characterlstics may be altered by the way they are 
stacked, as 1n dlagram 15 page 122 
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Da - Outslde diameter 
Di - Inslde diameter 
01 
Da 
h - Formed height of unloaded disc sprlng 
10 - Total height of unloaded disc spring 
s - Disc spring thickness 
Diagram 13 
Load 
---------- ------ ----~-""--___,.,r 
Regressive 
h/s=§ 
Diagram 14 
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Progressive 
Deflection 
10 
Load 
~b 
400~-----,r-----~------~------; 
300~----+-+-------+-~----+-------; 
200~--+---*-__ ~--+-----~~------; 
100~+-~~4-~~~~-------t-------; 
o ·4 ·8 1·2 Deflection (mm) 
a - Single disc sprlng 
b - 2 in parallel (2 x Load at same deflection) 
c - 3 in series (3 x deflectlon) 
d - 3 parallel pairs in series 
(2 x Load and 3 x deflection) 
Diagram 15 
Load 
r-B;a 
a 1 b / 
2/ ~ Lj / / , / 
1 "", ~ r- / ~ / " / P / / / 
600 
400 
200 
o ·4 ·8 1·2 1·6 2·0 2·4 2·8 Deflection 
Diagram 16 
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To generate a progress1ve characteristic a disc spring stack may 
be assembled in s,ngle, double and triple layers as in diagram 
16a page 122 or, 1f dlSC springs of various mater1al thicknesses 
are stacked, 16b. ObV1ously the layers, or 1ndlvidual d1SCS, of 
lighter sect,on will be displaced further than the d,sc spings of 
heavier sect1ons. Excess stress may be elimlnated by decreasing 
the formed height of a disc or by using spacer washers or rings 
to restrict the deflect1on. 
4.2.2 Replacing a Helical Compression Spring by Disc Springs in a 
Single Arm Rack and P,nion Door Closer Appl,cation 
Graph 11 page 124 shows how the regress,ve stra,ght and 
progressive disc spring character1stics affect the power curve of 
a conventlonal slngle arm rack and pin10n door closer, (ie, 1f 
the geometry remalns the same). The initial pre load on the disc 
spring determ1nes the latching torque on the door closer and the 
rate determ1nes the shape of the powercurve characteristics as 
shown. 
A progressive spring rate is the best energy storage device for 
the mechan1sm described because the present power curve, equating 
to a 'stra1ght llne' spr1ng rate, peaks too late at 45-, 
Combinations of dlfferent disc spr1ngs 1n a stack can be used to 
alter the spring rate, for example, if the disc spring stack 
rate remains low for as long as poss1ble more and more of th1S 
late power curve peak lS lost which is preferable. 
The advantages of a disc spring system are '-
(a) The ab,l'ty to produce a progressive characterist'c with 
them. 
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(b) The small space they use, even when stacked. In order to 
achieve a reasonable overall deflection for a rack and p~n~on 
mechanism, some 20 d1SC springs may be stacked. EVen these 
would take up perhaps one th~rd to half the space of a 
helical compresslon sprlng for a slmilar appllcation thus 
reducing door closer body size. 
(c) According to Belleville Springs2 a half m~ll~on cycles may be 
achieved by a d~sc spring. This is only possible if the d~sc 
spring 18 not deflected beyond 75X of lts height 'h' avolding 
fatlgue wlth lts associated problems. 
The main disadvantage of a disc sprlng system 18 the friction 
that occurs when the stack deflects. ThLS occurs between :-
(i) the dLSCS and the gu~de or bore that they are mounted ~n. 
(iLl the contact surfaces of the discs which move radLally. 
The worst case being sprlngs 1n parallel where the touchlng 
surfaces are large ie, the upper and lower faces of the 
sprlng and secondly 1n serles, le, end to end, although the 
frictlon can be lessened 1f the springs in contact are 
deflecting at the same rate and the same size. 
Obv~ously ~f che spr~ngs ~n contact are of different rates 
and sizes then more tr1ction will occur because they w~ll 
not move relative to one another. 
(~ii) the contact surface of the d1SCS at the top and bottom 
of the stack again move radially on non mov1ng surfaces. 
This high friction causes wear and even the complete submersion 
of the stack in oil, which would occur 1n the door closer would 
not allev~ate the prQblem enough. It may be necessary to 
somehow separate the stack o~l and damp1ng 011 because part~cles 
in the oil, caused by wear, may block damp~ng holes or damage 
bore/piston surfaces. The lubr1cation coupled with careful 
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manufacture of gUlde components, radiused spring edges and flats 
on the top and bottom of the sprlngs would all help to reduce 
friction and make the system more vlable, but nevertheless 
ach1ev1ng the BS 6459 requ1rements for m1n1mum eff1c1encles may 
be difficult using dlSC springs 
(c) A typlcal dlSC sprlng stack of say 20 costs approxlmately 
1601. -3 that of a tYPlcal hellcal spring, based on large orders. 
The cost of the stack would be reduced if less sprlngs could be 
used WhlCh may be possible but would be dependent on the 
mechanism des1gn itself, ie, smaller pin10n p.c.d. or smaller 
cam. The factors necessary for reduc1ng fr1ction, rad11, flats 
and so on, 1ncrease cost still further but would probably be 
necessary to satisfy BS 6459 minlmum effic1ency requ1rements. 
The introduction of flat washers and lnserts essentlal 1n 
generatlng the deslred progresslve character1stlc agaln lncrease 
cost, not only ln extra parts, but in assembly which would 
become complex. 
(d) The deslred progresslve characterlstic is not actually as 
easy to achieve as first indicated. All the 'weaker' dlSC 
springs could be fully compressed before the preload force is 
reached meaning the effect is to some extent lost. In pract1ce, 
from the preload onwards, the disc spr1ng characteristic would 
probably be steeper than a 'normal' helical compression sprlng. 
(See graph 13 page 127). The effect on the power curve lS that 
lt will, probably rlse. 
NOTES 
1 K -H Hertzer "Fatlque Strength and the Setting of Disc 
Springs", paper read at the Brunswick Technlcal Unlversity 
(1959) . 
G Schremmer "The Dynamic Strength of D1SC Sprlngs", paper 
read at the BrunSWlck Technical Universlty (1965). 
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2 Bellev1lle Spr1ngs Ltd, Redditch, Worcs, B98 8JY. Letter 
received by author from Mr N M Creary (9 Jan 89). 
3 Relat1ve pr1ces based on Stock Prec1sion Eng1neered 
Components (SPEC) catalogue, Associated Spring, October 
1988. 
4.3 ENERGY STORAGE CONCEPTS - CONSTANT FORCE SPRINGS 
'4.3.1 The information so far 1ndicaces that the best 'rate' for a 
spring must be as low as possible after the init1al preload. The 
latching torque is then achieved and then the rest of the 
power curve would be low. Trying to do th1S with a he11cal 
compression spr1ng 18 very d1ff1cult. If the rate were low the 
spring would have to be compressed a large distance to the 
preloact, that is, a long spr1ng is needed. A long sprlng makes 
assembly of the door closer diff1cult due to the compress10n of 
the spring into the bore and when compressed 1t would take up a 
lot of space so a larger body would be needed. Costs therefore 
rlse. 
It was looking at the problem 1n this context that led to the 
consideratlon of Constant force springs, analysed here. 
This section 1S based largely on informat10n supp11ed by Tensator 
Ltd, Tickford Street, Newport Pagnell, MK16 9BE "Constant Force 
Spr1ngs, A Standard Range" 1989. 
Constant force springs are a special variety of extension sprlng. 
They consist of a spiralled strip mater1al w1th integral 
curvature so that each turn of the scrip wraps tlghtly against 
the next. As the 8tr1p 18 deflected the inherent stress res1sts 
the deflection at a nearly constant rate, see d1agram 17 page 129. 
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The spr1ng 1S usually mounted w1th the internal d1ameter t1ghtly 
wrapped around a drum and the free end to the load, in this case 
a second dr1ve attached to the door closer 'p1n10n', 
The capacity of constant force springs may be increased by 
mounting more than one together. 
The concept, shown in diagram 18 page 131, uses a constant force 
spring in what 18 termed the 'spring motor' application. Drum dl 
18 free running and drum d2 18 the drlve shaft of the arm of the 
door closer. It is drawn so that the arm turns 1n an 
anticlockwlse dlrectlon as the door opens. An oil damping system 
may be incorporated by attaching a simple mechanlsm to the 
central drlve shaft, such as a rack and p1n10n or cam to create a 
lateral piston movement. 
4.3.2 Generating the Predicted Powercurve for the Constant Force Spr1ng 
Mechanism 
It is assumed, for the sake of the calculatlon, that the door 
closer would be mounted in the 'Normal' pos~tion relat~ve to the 
door. The arm length 1S cons1dered to be 3S0mm w1th the p1n10n/ 
dr1ve shaft aX1S 190 mm from the hinge aX1S and 26 mm from the 
face of the door, all typ1cal d1mensions. The geometr1cal 
relationsh1p of the arm and door 1n the 0". 4S", 90", 13S" and 
175 0 posit~ons may be used to generate the character~st1c, 
d1agram 19 page 144. 
, 
see 
As a bas1s for the calculat10n it lS assumed that the origlnal 
torque at the door latch1ng/ 2" door pos1t10n 1S 22 Nm, SNm more 
than the BS 64S9 m1nimum requirement for a S1ze 3 door closer, 
although 1t 15 the power curve shape Wh1Ch lS of 1nterest not the 
absolute values. 
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n 
B 
dc. arm 
Storage Drum Torque o/p Drum 
w - Spring materlal width 
s - Spring material thickness 
cl - Minimum distance between drums 
dl - Storage drum diameter 
d2 - Torque drum dlameter 
Diagram 18 Constant Force Spnng Doorcloser Concept 
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Using the equat~on . -
Force due to constant force spring on door x Distance from hinge 
x Angle at wh~ch force acts Torque on door. 
F. d. <os<'\'= T 
where F = force due to constant force spring (N) 
d ~ distance from h1nge (rn) 
0< = Angle at whl.ch the force acts on the door 
T :11 Door torque 
The first requirement is to establish the force tha~ the constant 
force sprl.ng produces. At 2 0 the BS minl.mum torque requirement is 
22.0Nm as dl.scussed so '-
F - T refer to diagram 19 for geometry 
d. wS c< 
= 22.0 Nm 
. 54m. cos4 0 
F = 41 N 
At 45 
41N x .43Sm.cos 23' = 16.5 Nm 
At 90' 
41N x .276m.cos 30' = 9.S Nm 
At 135 • 
41N x .1SOm.cos 17 = 7.1 Nm 
At 175 
41N x . l5Srn. cas 4' 6.5 Nm 
Th1s generates the power curve shown 1n Graph 14 page 133 
So the mal.n advantages of thl.s concept are 
(a) The powercurve is ideal dropping from a peak latching torque 
quickly and then leveling out at a low level. 
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(b) An oLl damping system may be Lncluded, as described, but 
would reduce effLciency and fully housing it would be 
dLffLcult requiring a large body. However the rack and 
pLnion damping system may be isolated from the spring putting 
bearLngs and seals either sLde of the pLnLon wLth the sprLng 
mechanism outside. 
(c) The efficiency of a system using a constant force sprLng 
alone would probably be higher than that of NTELs present 
2000 serLes of door closers, although the dampLng 
mechanism would reduce this if included. 
The main disadvantages of uS1ng the constant force sprlng 
mechanism are :-
(a) One wlch a large enough torque, could be ten times more 
-2 
expenS1ve than the hellcal springs necessary in the 
standard rack and pinion overhead door closer. It must, 
however, be pointed out that this prlce lS based on a sprlng 
whLch wlll extend to nearly 1.5 meters and has 27 worklng 
cOLls. A sprlng designed speciflcally for th,S appllcatlon 
would cost considerably less needing only one working COlI 
and perhaps extendlng one twentieth of the dlstance. 
Cb) The constant force spring necessary is quite large, one 
supplying a torque of 10 Nm has an outside dLameter of 138mm 
with a width of 50.8 mm. Again size would be considerably 
reduced were a sprlng deslgned specifically for ehe eask or 
lf a number of smaller springs were used in parallel. 
(c) Fatigue is the greatest problem. It is greatly influenced 
by the rat10 of width 'w' to thlckness 't' of the material 
used, the diameter of the torque output drum and the distance 
of the two centres apart. This defines the extent to Wh1Ch 
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the material 1S bent back on itself. Obviously the less the 
bend the greater the fat~gue life. EVen so fatigue would set 
in after some 20,000 cycles at the best, a far cry from the 
half mill10n cycles required by BS 6459. This assumes the 
use of normal materlals such as sprlng steel or stalnless 
steel A h1gher fat1gue life may be obtainable uS1ng more 
advanced materials such as carbon fibre, however the increase 
necessary is exceedlngly large and such materials incur a 
cost penalty both mater1ally and in terms of development for 
the appl1cation. 
(d) Lastly there would be no facility for adjustment across a 
range so a different spring would be necessary for each power 
size rating. 
Were it not for the limitat10n of fatigue a viable product could 
prbably be developed using a single or combinatl0n of constant 
force springs in conjunction w1th a rack and plnion rnechanlsm. 
A constant force energy storage device or sprlng wlth_a 
horizontal sprlng rate would actually generate a powercurve shape 
close to the ideal through the geometry of the parallel arm 
system. 
NOTES' 
1 Based on terms used 1n Tensators ' "Constant Force Spr1ngs 
A Standard Range". Catalogue 1989 
2 Based on Tensator prices, September 1989. 
4.4 MECHANISM CONCEPT - "THE BRITON SNAKE". 
Th1S concept was based on the Hawgood 4000,see Appendix 8 page 
229 and the testing section page 72. Rather than having only 
one 'joint' or pivot point like the Hawgood 4000 hinge the snake 
concept has more than one. The pr1nciple of its operation 15 
that by choos1ng different spr1ng rates for each j01nt the 
flexing of the snake may be varied altering the rollers position 
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in the channel and so its point of contact on the door or frame 
relative to the h~nge. Although each Jo~nt would be sprung 
loaded using a hel~cal compression spring of pos~t~ve spring 
rate the controlled flex~ng of the snake,and so the position of 
the roller would counteract the effect. 
By generating the Hawgood 4000's powercurve characteristic 
~t was possible to predict a characteristic for th~s type of door 
closer and more accurately assess its viabil~ty. Sadly ~t ~s 
probable that this effect would not be enough to counteract the 
r~sing spring rate problem nor to generate the necessary torque 
to latch the door. So it was left at the undeveloped stage. 
4.5 MECHANISM CONCEPT - THE BOWDEN MECHANISM 
Because this was the solution finally developed the layout 
drawing on page 194 can be used to explain the system 
Two spring mechan~sms effectively work in parallel. The rack and 
p~n~on/helical compression spr~ng mechan~sm creates a base torque 
on the arm throughout the door movement/door closer arm movement 
Wh1Ch is at a low level. The additional peak torque necessary 
for latching is provided by a detente cam/die spr~ng mechan~sm. 
After the roller follower has,left the detente a blend cam 
smooths the two characterist~cs together. F~nally the blend cam 
runs 1nto the dwell where the centre line of the roller follower 
detente cam/blend cam centre and the po~nt of contact of the 
roller follower on the cam face are common so no torque 15 
generated. This enables the die spring energy to be stored so the 
door closer's arm torque falls to the base level generated by the 
rack and pinion/hel1cal compression spr1ng alone. 
The advantages of th1S system are 
(a) It is poss1ble to achieve a Torque Character1st1c of the 
correct shape. 
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(b) A smaller rack and pinion spring can be used. ie, only that 
necessary for the sweep of the door and not the latching 
action,whlch could mean a smaller bore hole for the rack and 
pinlon mechanism. 
(c) Damplng can be included in exactly the same way as eXlstlng 
rack and plnlon systems. 
(d) It would be capable of being manufactured, for the most part, 
by NTEL's eXlsting manufacturlng facllicles so lnVestment in 
the new machinery, and assoclated training,ls not necessary. 
(e) The system is very versatile The torque may be changed by 
vary1ng the cam profile or rack and pin10n system and the1r 
associated spring rates. 
The main dlsadvantages are 0-
(a) More parts are necessary because there are two systems 
incorporated in one. Careful design and development would be 
necessary to reduce and slmplify these parts as far as 
posslble and to use standard parts or parts common to other 
NTEL door closers. 
(b) There was also some concern that the added forces from the 
detente mechanism may cause detr1mental wear, 4n particular 
the lip rad11 of the detente 1tself but also 1n fatigue on 
the p1nion shaft. Care would have to be taken to bolster 
~hese areas for the additional strength required. In 
discussions with T Davies l on the cam design he suggested 
the careful choice of bearings and to maximise the size of 
roller follower. ie, These he 1dentified as potential weak 
l1nks 1n the system. 
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Probably the only serious disadvantage of the system is the 
number of par.s. By careful des1gn .he wear and fa.1gue problems 
can be overcome. The original 'Bowden' Mechan1sm used a dlSC 
spring system for the energy storage ~n the detente but 
throughout the product's development it was realised that a 
larger deflection was necessary givlng a deeper detente profl1e 
than that initiallY considered hence the use of a dle sprlng. A 
die spring s.ill delivers high levels of force .hough. The 
larger deflection lncreases the angular distance over which the 
detente torque acts. This means the peak torque is spread WhlCh 
reduces the necessity of accurate arm to pinion tolerances and 
fixing tolerances. This avoids the situation where the peak 
torque may not correspond to the latchlng posltion of the door 
The die spr1ng s.1ll only use a small space compared to that of 
an equivalent hellca1 compreSS10n spring. 
NOTE . 
1 T Davies, mechan1sm expert and Reader in the department of 
Mechan1cal Eng1neer1ng, LUT. 
4.6 CONCLUSION 
Many more concepts than the ones described were considered dur1ng 
the development phase as shown in the sketches. Those outlined 
here are either the ones with more potential, the ones WhlCh had 
some influence on the final project development, or the one 
eventually developed. 
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5 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BOWDEN MECHANISM 
5.0 INTRODUCTION 
A meeting was convened on the 19th January 1989 and those attend1ng 
were :-
Graham Chapman 
David Yates 
Alan Underhill 
Syd Pace 
N1ck Bowden 
- D1rector of Research 
- D1rector of Research and Development for NTEL 
- Supervisor 
- Supervisor 
- Author 
The main purpose of this meeting was to decide which of the prev10usly 
discussed concepts should be chosen for development to working 
prototype. The pros and cons of each system were discussed and all 
those present agreed that this system should be the , Bowden ' 
Mechanism. 
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5.1 PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT 
The purpose of prototyp~ng the 'Bowden' Mechan1sm was to prove that 
the concept worked. There is, however, an lnherent confllct of 
interests between a prototype provlng a concept and a product WhlCh 
fully satisfies the Product Des1gn Specification. The product1on 1tem 
is the best compromise between function/performance, strength, cost, 
size and manufacturablllty, optlmlslng the product. Conversely a 
concept prototype should rel1ably prove the concept but should, as a 
one off, utilise as many parts as posslble that are standard. le, 
cann1bal1sed from other NTEL eX1st1ng products or off-the-shelf 
items. Only as many 'custom' parts as lS absolutely necessary should 
be speclfied due to their high cost in deslgn and manufacture tlme So 
in a prototype the function/performance and necessary strength take 
precedence and the cost, size and manufacturability temporar~ly take 
second place. 
5.2 GENERATION OF A 'DESIGN' POWERCURVE 
It was dec1ded that the door closer to be des1gned should have a BS 
6459 power size rating of 3, the Slze Wh1Ch makes up some 65% of 
NTEL's door closer sales (although not all of the single arm var1ety) 
The minimum torque requirement for a Slze 3 1S 17Nm at 2 door angle 
and 5Nm at 90·, with a minlmum efficiency at 2 of 50%. 
In order that a design powercurve characteristic for the door closer 
could be generated an est~mate of ~ts eventual eff~c~ency was required 
as well as some est~mate of calculation tolerance. Because the 
mechan~sm used was a rack and pinion based system, known from the test 
section to be tYP1cally 50% efr,c,ent (In th1S siz1ng) then 50% seemed 
a real~stic level to choose. A further 10% was included for component 
tolerance and calculat~on error. The design powercurve was therefore, 
at a level of 601. above the tideal' powercurve. 
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Any subsequent calculations could then ignore fr1ct10nal elements, 
component tolerance and calculation errors. If the concept prototype 
characteristic were to fall below the BS values it would be known 
immediately that the 1nefficiency was too high. 
The Design Power curve generated has a 2° door angle torque requirement 
of 37.4 Nm and a 90' door angle torque of 11 Nm and, most importantly, 
its shape is that of the 1deal powercurve,see graph O~ page 142. ' 
5.3 GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE DEVELOPMENT AND THE CONCEPT ITSELF 
The concept 1tself has been descr1bed 1n sect10n 4, page 136. The 
development of this system was iterative, an 1n1tial solutlon was 
developed, changed and improved, further developed and so on. The 
final solutlon 18 therefore the result of an evolutionary process 
The calculatlons in this seetlon refer only to the f~nal solutlon. 
ie, those used as a basis for the prototype. 
Referring to the layout draw1ng 1n 5 18 of th1s sect10n, page 194 the 
concept can be clearly understood. 
5.4 THE DETERMINATION OF THE RACK AND PINION/HELICAL COMPRESSION SPRING 
MECHANISM CHARACTERISTIC AND PRELOAD 
For the purpose of this calculation the following assumptions were 
made :-
i) The door closer arm length was 350 mm 
ii) The pivot aX1S of the pinion lay 190 mm from the door h1nge axis 
as measured along the face of the door. It was then proud of the 
door by 26mm. 
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The p~n~on p~tch c~rcle d~ameter (p.c.d) was .875" or 22 225 mm. 
iii) The channel width was 26 mm therefore the door closer arm roller 
ax~s was proud of the door face by 13mm 
The arm length and pos~tion of the p~nion axis evolved durlng the 
des~gn development phase. The plnion p.c.d ~s based on one of NTEL's 
standard rack and pin~on tooth patterns. This particular'pattern gave 
the largest p.c.d and so the largest root dlameter Wh1Ch means it was 
strongest. Strength was necessary because the comblned forces 
1n the Bowden Mechanlsm would be larger than those of an equlvalent 
sized rack and p1nion system and also the double bore system would 
requ~re a long plnlon shaft WhlCh would be more lnclined to flex than 
those 1n the eX1st1ng NTEL products. 
This calculation is based largely on the geometry of d1agram 19, page 
144. The scale of these diagrams have been reduced to f1t 1nto the 
thes~s). The calculations were actually performed on full s~ze 
diagrams for accuracy. 
The door angle has been measured from -5 to 175 of open1ng The 5 
allows for the movement of the arm from lts restlng positlon, or 
preload posltion,to the door closer primed or datum pos~t~on, 
approximating to door angle 0·. If O' pos1t10n of the door was the 
same as the preload or rest~ng posltion of the door closer any slight 
~naccuracies on fixing posltions, where the door closer lS proud, 
would prevent the door closer funct~onlng correctly The 175 door 
angle lS chosen because it is the BS 6459 m~n~mum door opening angle 
for a class 'c' door closer. 
Diagram 19 shows the relatlonshlp of the door angle to door closer arm 
angle. This in turn enables the spr1ng compression and so spring load 
to be calculated (through know1ng the p.c.d). So an arm torque can be 
related to a door torque because the line of actlan of the arm torque, 
and ~ts point of contact relatlve to the door hlnge, ~s known. 
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Consequently a torque versus door angle character~stic may be plotted, 
the powercurve. 
The following equation relates the helical cornpress~on spr~ng load to 
door torque through the rack and pinion mechanism, see diagram 19 
Where 
1 
d 
= Helical compress~on spring load 
::11 Pl.nl.on radl.us 
= Door closer arm length 
eqn (l) 
= Distance from hinge to arm contact point 
• Angle at whl.ch force acts on the door 
= Door torque due to helical compression spring 
(N) 
(rn) 
(rn) 
(rn) 
(degrees) 
(Nm) 
The ratio of '1' and 'r' rema1n constant, independent of the door 
angle so can be replaced by a constant (.03175). 
S~m~larly for each of the door positions -5' to 175 both the 'd' and 
'cos or' are constant. 
where Re = constant for each door angle 
Table 2, page 146 shows these values for different door angles. 
The hell.cal compreSS10n spring load Ll 18 a funct10n of 1ts 
compressl.on whl.ch equates to pl.ston dl.splacement 1n the door closer. 
The angle turned by the door closer arm, therefore, can be related to 
plston displacement because the p.c.d. of the plnl.On is known. 
Referring to diagram 19 ~t can be seen that when the door angle is O' 
then the door closer arm angle is also 0', ie, the primed or datum 
position,and when the door angle reaches 175 the door closer arm has 
turned 168°. The corresponding compression on the sprlng can be 
calculated as a proportion of the pinion's circumference. 
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DOOR ANGLE 0( d (m) k-e (degrees) (degrees) 
- 5 5 .542 1. 7208 x 10-2 K_ S 
0 3 .540 1. 7122 x 10-2 K 
0 
45 25 .435 1. 2509 x 10-2 K45 
90 30 .276 .7589 x 10-2 K90 
135 17 .180 .5465 x 10-2 K135 
175 4 .158 .5004 x 10-2 K175 
TABLE 2 
SPRING 
DOOR ANGLE ARM ANGLE DEFLECTION L1 (N) T 1 (Nm) 
(degrees) (degrees) a(mm) 
- 5 7.5 1. 455 720 03 12.390 
0 0 0 752.00 12.876 
45 68.5 13.286 1043.89 13.058 
90 117 22.692 1252.67 9 507 
135 149.5 29.000 1391. 26 7.603 
175 168 32.584 1470.00 7.356 
TABLE 3 
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So spring deflect10n, a 168 p c.d. circumference 
360 
= 32.58 mm per 168" 
or .1939497 mm/" 
The helical compreSSlon spring to be used in thlS appllcatlon was an 
off-the- shelf spring (SPEC Associated Spring Dl 3820 L) This was 
chosen because it had a high peak load capaclty for a small outslde 
d1ameter enab11ng a s1ngle spring to be used rather than a spr1ng 
nest which simplifies the calculatlons. The sprlng's characterlstlc 
was :-
fl Free length 180 0 mm 
f2 Loaded length 109.0 mm 
P l Maximum load 1569 N 
Hole = Outs1de clearance dlameter of spring 30 7 mm 
R Spring rate 21.97 N/mm 
As already described the concept may be divided into the two energy 
storage components, the rack and p1n1on/he11cal compreSS1on spring and 
the detente cam/die spr1ng. Because the detente cam/d1e spr1ng acts 
over only the flrst few degrees of the door opening the closing torque 
spec1fied by 55 6459 for the 90" door open1ng pos1t10n 18 ach1eved by 
this rack and plnlon/hellcal compresslon sprlng part of the 
arrangement. 
US1ng LrR90 - Tl in reverse,where Tl 1S the BS torque requ1rement for 
90" a value for the spring load at this p01nt can be generated. 
Ll = ~ - 1449.5N 
~90 
Unfortunately this value is too close to the peak load of the sprlng 
so a lower value must be chosen, ie, at 175 0 or hlgher the spring wl11 
be compressed beyond 1ts limit and risks be1ng damaged. 
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Instead a maX1mum load for the spring of 1470 N was chosen applled to 
the 175 door open positlon. Here some 4.5 mm safety factor was 
lncluded on lts compression equBtlng to 99 N force The nominal 
torque on the door at 175 0 was therefore 7.35 Nm, and at 90 9 51 Nm. 
The characteristic is shown 1n Graph 15 page 149. 
This means that the torque value at 90" falls below that of the des1gn 
powercurve but lS still well clear of the BS mlnimum torque 
requirement of 5 Nm (for a Slze 3). It lS a compromlse which must be 
struck In order that a standard, off-the-shelf, sprlng may be used. 
No larger spring (ie peak load on the spr1ng) of th1S sort of Slze 1S 
avallable commonly. 
Additional sprlng informaclon 
Preload spring length = 147 23 mm (-5" door angle). 
5.5 THE GENERATION OF THE RACK AND PINION/HELICAL COMPRESSION SPRING 
MECHANISM CHARACTERISTIC FROM -5" TO 45" IN 5" INCREMENTS 
To aid subsequent calculatlons of detente cam/dle sprlng 
characterlstlc and blend cam characterlstlc it was necessary to 
calculate a characteristic for the rack and plnion/helical compressl0n 
sprlng mechanlsm of more accuracy between -So and 45°. 
The procedure used for this calculation was identical to that of the 
previous calculation. Refer to diagram 20 page 150 for the geometry 
and tables 4 and 5 for the data page 151, Graph 16 page 152 shows the 
characceristlc. 
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DOOR ANGLE 0< d (m) Re (degrees) (degrees) 
- 5 - 5 .5420 1. 7208 x 10-2 K_ 5 
0 3 5400 1. 7122 x 10-2 K 
0 
5 5 5365 1. 6969 x 10-2 K5 
10 8.5 .5295 1.6627 c 10-2 K10 
15 11 .5205 1. 6222 x 10-2 K15 
20 13.6 .5100 1. 5738 x 10-2 K20 
25 16 4985 1. 5214 x 10-2 K25 
30 18 .4840 1.4615 x 10-2 K30 
35 20.3 .4683 1. 3945 x 10-2 K35 
40 23 .4500 1.3152 x 10-2 K40 
45 25 4347 1 2509 x 10-2 K45 
TABLE 4 
SPRING 
DOOR ANGLE ARM ANGLE DEFLECTION Ll (N) Tl (Nm) 
(degrees) (degrees) a(mm) 
- 5 7.5 1. 455 720.03 12.390 
0 0 0 752.00 12.876 
5 7.6 1.474 784 38 13.310 
10 16 3.103 820.17 13.637 
15 24.5 4.752 856.40 13.893 
20 32.5 6.303 890.48 14 014 
25 39.5 7.661 920.31 14.002 
30 46.5 9.019 950.147 13.886 
35 54.5 10.570 984.223 13.725 
40 62.5 12. 122 1018.32 13.393 
45 68.5 13.286 1043.89 13.058 
TABLE 5 
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5.6 THE DETERMINATION OF A CHARACTERISTIC FOR THE DETENTE CAM/DIE SPRING 
MECHANISM 
The detente cam was used instead of a convent10nal cam system for the 
following reasons '-
In a convent10nal cam the follower r1des up an often changing, or 
var~able, gradient where the normal to the grad~ent, ~f 1t does not 
pass through the central axis of the cam, creates a torque. If the 
follower 15 sprung loaded then as the cam action compresses the 
follower the load from the spr1ng is 1ncreased, th1s ~n turn increases 
the torque on the door closer arm. In the door closer appl1cation the 
h1ghest torque is requ1red when the door 1S Just open1ng, wh1ch is 
where there 1S least load from the spr1ng. So that the torque 1S 
largest at this starting p01nt then the cam angle must be steep, 
tB11ing off to pract1cally noth1ng, at the cam's largest rad11 where 
the torque is required to be small. Because the spring load at th1s 
pos1tion 1S largest the cam must compensate for this so that the 
resulting torque 15 small. The cam angle, therefore, compensates for 
a r1sing spr1ng rate; but to result 1n a fal11ng torque rate the 
compensat10n must be large. D1agram 9 page 90 helps to show th1s so 
the conventional cam 1S not ideal for th1S app11cat10n. Th1s 
'limitation' may be seen in practice. The Geze TS 5000/5500 descrlbed 
on page 47 uses a cam system of this type. The powercurve, although 
1mproved (see discussions), is st1ll not 1deal, but 1t must be 
presumed that Geze have apt1mised the system. 
The detente cam works on a dlfferent prlnclple. Dlagram 21 page 154 
helps expla1n the mechanism. The line of act10n of the load passes 
from the central aX1S of the roller follower through the centre of the 
lip radi1 af the detente cam and, due to 1ts d1stance from the central 
axis of the cam, generates a torque. In th1s type of 'cam' the 
d1splacement of the l1ne of act10n of the load from the central aX1S 
of the cam starts off largest and decreases as the cam turns and th1s 
~n1tial displacement 15 large compared to a normal/ convent10nal cam 
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wh1ch compensates for the r1sing sprlng rate where the hlgh torque 15 
requlred 
The detente cam 15 not as adjustable as a convent10nal cam. The 
resultlng characteristlc 15 a product of choosing and setting the 
following varlables :-
1 L1P radll 
2 Detente depth or overlap 
3 Cam dwell dlameter 
4 Roller follower dlameter 
Dlagram 22 page 156 helps to explaln how changes ln the above affect 
the resulting character1stlC. In thls applicatlon, provlding the 
characterist1c peaks and spreads over a reasonable angle (explained 
later), then lt may be considered adequate. 
Knowing exactly what b18ses to place on each of the varlables 
described, 1n order thaC the result1ng characteristic be opt1m1sed, 1S 
difficult to Judge, however most of the variables did have other 
lirnltations imposed. 
1 The lip radli was as large as was reasonable w1chout compromlsing 
the peak torque. See dlagram 22. This kept wear to a mlnlmum ln 
what is a h1gh wear area 
2 The detente cam dwell diameter was large to gain both strength 
and stiffness,as well as to reduce wear. Its diameter was 
ultimately limited by the maXlmum bore diameter of the rack and 
pinion p,ston bore so that the prototype was kept reasonably 
small. It was_also governed by the d,ameter of the roller 
follower because of the effect a larger detente cam dwell 
dlameter has on the characteristic,relatlve to the roller 
follower diameter. ie, the characteristic becomes wlder if the 
detente is smaller, again diagram 22 helps to explain th1s. 
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3 The roller follower was an off-the-shelf ~tem determ~ned by the 
strength of the bear~ngs within it (needle rollers) and the bore 
Slze WhlCh in this case 15 the same as the spring 'hole' 
dimenslon. 
With these three var~ables determ~ned the only maJor adjustment of the 
detente cam/die sprlng characterlstic came in the chOlce of depth, or 
overlap, with the follower. A larger depth has the follow~ng effect 
on the characterlstic :-
(a) It increases the angle over which the detente is 1n operatlon 
which In-turn wldens the resulting characterlstlC. ThlS 15 an 
important feature when considering flttlng the door closer arm to 
the pinlon shaft. The narrower the characteristic the greater 
the number of potential arm to plnion shaft flxlng posltlons 
necessary to guarantee that when the door closer arm 15 1n lts 
primed position (theoret~cally O· but could be more or less) ~t 
is not turned too far beyond ~ts peak. The result of th~s would 
be a loss of closing torque at the latch posltion of the door. 
Cb) It increases the peak torque because the line of action of the 
load passing through the detente lip rad~~ ~s d~splaced further. 
The only lim~ting factor was that as the detente becomes deeper so the 
strength and st~ffness of the detente cam and pinion shaft reduces. 
~e, the second moment of area of the pinion decreases. 
A d~e spring was used ~n this application because ~t is one of the 
only types of spring wh~ch can achieve a preload high enough for the 
appl~cation ~n the limited space available. Refer to double bore 
prototype draw~ng section 5.18 page 194. 
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The final detente cam arrangement was as follows 
Detente dwell diameter = 29 mm 
Lip rad~i = 2 mm 
Roller follower diameter 30 mm 
The calculat~on for determ~n~ng the detente cam torque characteristic 
is s1milar to that used for determining the helical spr1ng 
characterist~c 
The following equation relates die spring load to door torque through 
the detente cam mechanism according to the geometry shown ~n diagram 
21 page 154. 
Lz.y = Tt 
1_ COlS 13__ _ 
Where 
It can be 
~ angle 
= D1e spr1ng load (N) 
= Angle between line of action uf the dle sprlng load and 
pinion centre (degrees) 
a Perpendlcular dlstance between the l~ne of action of the 
die sprlng load and pinion centre (m) 
= Door torque due to die spring (Nm) 
seen that the I cosp t and j t functlons are constant for any 
of the door so the dle spring load and door torque can be 
related by a constant, Re',for each door posit1on, 1n the same way as 
the compression sprlng. 
Finally, the angle turned through by the door closer arm can be 
related to that turned by the door. Refer to d1agram 20 page 150. It 
was found that the relatlonship of door angle turned to arm or cam 
angle turned was almost constant throughout the flrst 4S door openlng 
and in this calculatlon it 1S treated as such. The angle turned by 
the door closer arm, and so the cam, when the door is opened to 45° lS 
68.5· . 
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So 1 arm movement = .6569° door movement. 
Table 6 pagel60relates decente cam angle to door angle by the constant 
I?el 1n each of these positions Where -
The die spring load,L2 ,~S a functlon of its compreSS10n and is shown 
1n diagram 21. 
The die spring to be used in th1S applicat10n was an off-the-shelf 
spr1ng (SPEC Associated Spring St52680 BQ). Its spec1f1cation was 
R 
Free length 
Loaded length 
Max~mum load 
Outside clearance dlameter of spring 
Spr1ng rate 
76.2 mm 
53.3 mm 
3827 N 
32 mm 
166.7 N/mm 
The preload for th1s d1e spr1ng 18 dehned at the 2· RZ \ posit10n 
The torque requlrement at thlS pOlnt in the flnal door closer should 
be 42.iNm·1 (Dengn power curve) 17Nm BS 6459. From graph 17 page 161 
it can be seen that 13.096 Nm of this torque is actually supplied by 
the rack and pinl0n/hellcal compreSSlon spring mechanlsm at 2° where 
Tl + T2 = 42.7, Nm 
So T 2 - 29.604' Nm 
: * -- ThiS value was originally 37 4 Nm but the-formulae on page 158 has been c~;e-Cied '1 
and all subsequent calculanons and graphs have been altered to reflect thiS change. 
-~-~ - -- - - - - ------- ---- ----------- - ----
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DOOR ANGLE 
ARM ANGLE j3 -3 Y (m)xl0 ke' x /0-1 (degrees) (degrees) 
-
0 33.1 12.40 1.480. K_ 5 
2.5 31. 1 12.20 i 1.425 K_ 3 36 
5 30.0 12.00 1.385 K -1. 72 
10 26.2 11. 30 1259 Kl 56 
10.65 25.2 11. 17 1234 K_2 
15 23.5 10.47 1.142 K4 . 85 
20 19.6 9.22 .979 K8 14 
25 16 0 7.90 .822 KIlo 42 
30 12.4 6.34 
.649 K14 71 
35 8.85 4.60 .466 K17 99 
40 5 3 2.80 I .281 K21. 28 
, 
45 1.6 .95 I .095 K24 . 56 
47 5 0 0.00 K26 . 2 
TABLE 6 
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The rest of the detente cam characteristic may be determined from th~s 
pOLnt. The largest deflectLon LS also safely within the limLts of the 
die spring. 
Table 7 page 163 shows the torque that the detente cam/die sprLng 
produces (T2). Added to the rack and pLnion hellcal compression 
spring torque, (T l ), the torque 'felt' by the door may be calculated. 
The preload of the die sprLng was 19s2.ZN, Its initial preload length 
was 64.49 mm (-5· door angle). 
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·~e DIE SPRING 
i, fro';;'bl. 61 
COMBINED 
DEFLECTION ': togIV9 TORQUE 
- -
DOOR ANGLE (mm) LOAD T2 (Nm) Tl (Nm) T (Nm) 
(degrees) 0-1 L2.(N) 
- 5 0 1952.18, 28.89 12.390 41.28 
- 3.36 . 70 2068.87 29.48 12.58 42.06 
- 1. 72 1. 23 2157.22 29.88 12.73 42.61 
1. 56 2.50 2368.93 29.82 13.02 4284 
2.00 2.71 2404.67 29.67 13.10 42.n 
4.85 3.56 2545.63 29.07 13.31 42.38 
8.14 4 52 2705.66 26.49 13.46 39.95 
11. 42 5.30 2835.69 23.31 13.68 36.99 
14.71 5.95 2944.05 19.11 13.91 33.02 
17.99 6.50 3035.73 14.15 13.98 28.13 
21. 28 6.80 3085.74 8.67 14.01 22.68 
--~-
24.56 6.96 3112.41 296 14.00 16.96 
26.2 7.00 3119.08 0 14.00 14.00 
TABLE 7 
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5.7 BLEND CAM DESIGN 
It is quite obv~ous from graph 17 that some form af blend lS requ~red 
between the detente cam/d~e spr~ng character1stic and the rack and 
p1n1on/helical compress1on spr1ng characterist1c to smooth out the 
door motl0n. Th1S 1S possible by introducing a cam from the autslde 
of the l1P rad11 to a larger diameter than the .029 m already 
specified for the dwell of the detente. See diagram 23 page 165. 
The first stage of the design of the cam is to flnd the angle at WhlCh 
the detente lip radii is in relation to the central aX1S of the 
detente itself. See diagram 24 page 165. 
USlng the trigonometric equation 
2 2 2 
a = b = c - 2bc cos A for triangle ABC 
2 2 2 
cos A - b + C - a 
2bc 
A = 48.394· 
The cam beglns before 48.39· blend cam, angle at a tangent to the 11p 
radl1. 
To calculate Ch1S the torque value at the point at which the cam 
starts 1S required. See graph 18 page 166. This lS 10.95 Nm above 
the rack and pinlon/hellcal compression spring torque at thlS pOlnt 
The point on the lip radius where 1tS angle equates to that necessary 
to give this torque with the corresponding compreSS10n of die sprlng, 
is the point where the blend cam begins. See diagram 25 page 167. 
From the d1agram the fo1low1ng equation may be used to generate angle f3 
Torque Load x displacement 
- (P + R.o.l 
r 
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(Nm) 
(Nm) 
Cam 
Increased ~ to accommodate blend cam 
Diagram 23 
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18 Blend Cam Design Showing Correction Factor 
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Tangential Load 
Diagram 25 
Diagram 26 
167 
a 
Spring Load 
Tangent to 
Cam Face 
Lip Radius/Cam 
where 
p = D1e spring preload 
r 
R Spring rate (d1e spr1ng) 
a., Cam radl.us at an angle (at arm angle 
G\ D1e spring displacement 
T3 = Door torque due to blend cam 
The trigonometric rule states 
-1 
so n 
(3= 
0 0.,= 7.5 mm) 
(N) 
(N/m) 
(m) 
(m) 
(Nm) 
Referring to d1agram 26 page 167 1t 1S also poss1ble to dehne /3 
geometrically. This formulae is again based on the trigonometr1c equat10n 
for a tr1angle ABC 
2 2 2 
a = b + c - 2 bc cos A 
so 
2 
+ .002 - 2(.0125" .002.cos (l80 - 13)) 
j3 =((a. + a)2+ 0.002' -: 001252) COS·' 
~ 2.(a, +a). 0.002 
Because;.3 in the above equations 15 the same by choosing a value for the 
(a, + a.) function values for j3 may be generated. When j3 in both is the same 
then this 15 the angle of the cam face at its start, the angle necessary to 
generate the requ1red torque of 10.95 Nm. 
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The follow1ng 1S the f1nal loop of the iteranve 
example. 
let (o.,+Gl ) . o 143-4m 
so G\. = .006934m 
so p + R.o.. 1952.18 + ( 0069.34 x 10-3) r 
3108.08 N 
From the equations used before 
- (_ 10.95 
3109.74 x 
/3 = 13 72. 0 
Ll.kewise . 
.014 J -1 c-.m 
(31 = ((a. +~)2:; 0.002" -0.0144342t~_,--
i =.~a,-+~). O.OO~ __________ j 
166.7) 
calculat~on by way of an 
Because these angles are the same then this 18 the angle of the blend cam 
face measured at normal to the radius of the detente at this point Wh1Ch is 
the same as the angle of the lip rad1US measured from the 11ne pass1ng 
through the centre of the detente to the 11P radius centre line. 
So the angle at whl.ch the cam takes over from the detente, measured 
radially, 15 
a
2 b2 + c 2 
- 2bc. cos tr 
2 2 - 2 
cos V' = 01434 + .0125 ·002-~~~~~~--~~ 
2)( .01434 X • 0125 
U = 2"7'1-' 
Therefore cam start1ng angle 48.394 - 2.'11'1- = 46.2.2' 
It 18 also assumed that the end point of the cam ~ 75 (detente rad1al 
angle). So the blend cam stretches over 75 00 - 46.22 = 28.78' of the 
detente cam/pinion shaft. 
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The calculation so far has assumed that the po~nt of contact of the roller 
follower on the cam face, the detente cam central axis and the roller 
follower central axis are ~n l~ne throughout the cam's rotatlon. ThlS is, 
in fact, not the case except durlng the detente dwell. The pOlnt of 
contact of the roller follower on the cam face 15 d15placed def1nlng an 
angle between it, the central axis of the detente carn,and the roller 
follower. This also causes a correspond1ng error 1n the extenslon 'x' of 
the die spring and so load. The pract1cal effect of this is that the 
torque on the arm, due to the cam beglns tak1ng effect before 46.22° is 
turned by the arm. The angle at WhlCh this effect takes place is the arm 
angle. The best way to compensate for thlS is to calculate a correctlon 
factor graphically. 
Graph 18 shows the comb1ned detente cam/d1e spring and rack and 
pinion/helical compression spring character1stlc. When the cam begins as 
opposed to the detente cam, at 46.22° arm movement, the torque should be 
10.95 Nm greater than the rack and pin1on/helical compression spr1ng torque 
alone; 14.00 Nm. The door angle is .6569 times the detente cam or arm 
angle. Allowing for the preload angle of -5', 1e subtract1ng 5' from the 
door angle, the 46.22' detente cam equates to a door angle of 25.36'. By 
reading off graph 18 lt can be seen that th18 pOlnt does not touch the 
detente cam characterlstlc but is 5.8~· clear. This lS where the 
correctlon factor must be taken into considerat10n. It 18 assumed that the 
correct10n factor for the other angles of cam arm rotation are 
proportional, reducing to zero when the cam reaches the dwell (75· detente 
cam angle). So the cam beg1ns when the arm rotation 1S 46.22' and operates 
for a further 28.78· to 75·. In terms of door angle the cam starts at 
25.36' f1nishing 1n the dwell after 18.Q6·, ie, at 44.27'. So a correct10n 
factor of 5.8~· = .3086' must be added to every degree of door opening 
18.Q6· 
along the cam. See table 8 page 171. 
The torque values necessary for the T3 cam at each of these corrected 
angles may be calculated by subtracting the he11cal compreSS10n spring 
torque T1 from the absolute torque at each angle. See table 9 page 171. 
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DE'I'EN'I'E CAM 
ARM ANGLE 
, 
(degrees) 
46.n 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 
DE'I'EN'I'E CAM 
ARM ANGLE 
(degrees) 
46.2.2. 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 
DOOR ANGLE 
FROM -5' 
(degrees) 
25.36 
27.84 
31. 13 
34.41 
37.70 
40.98 
44.27 
CORREC'I'ED 
DOOR ANGLE 
(FROM -5') 
(degrees) 
19.52 
22.77 
27.08 
31. 37 
35.67 
39.97 
44.27 
CORREC'I'ION FAC'I'OR NEW DOOR 
(DEGREES DOOR ANGLE) ANGLE 
5 850' 19 52 
5.069' 22 77 
4.055' 27.08' 
3.043' 31.37' 
2.028' 35.67' 
1. 015 39.97 
0 44.27' 
'I'ABLE 8 
'I'1 (Nm) 'I'(Nm) 
14.00 24.96 10.96 
14.09 23.11 '.02 
14.00 19 60 5.60 
13.85 16.6+ 2.7' 
13.70 15.4 1. 70 
13.40 14 51 1. 11 
13.10 13.10 0 
'I'ABLE 9 
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5.8 GENERATION OF THE CAM PROFILE 
The starting point of the cam profile and the required torques for 
each angle of the cam have been defined. It now rema1ns for the 
actual cam profile to be generated which may be calculated us~ng the 
follow1ng procedure '-
From sect10n 5.7 
At 46.zZ· detente cam or arm angle 
T 3 = la 96 Nm and /!\:z. = .014434 m 
Th1s g1ves a cam face angle j3 of 13713-' 
A new value for (~,+£1.) can. therefore. be calculated geometr1cally 
for the 50' arm angle posit10n 
See diagram 27 page 173where 
)C. a fract10n of the circumference (m) 
Z = further cam deflection wh1ch is added to the (/!\,-ta.) funct10n to 
give a larger (G\,+tO functlon at lncreasing arm angles. 
Increase 1n arm angle ~ )( 
360' 
(50' - 46.2Z·) ( 0141,-3) 
180 
and 
-3 
.9528 x la m 
z = itan(3 
-3 
.Q5Z9 x la tan 13.713 
.Z32/rmm 
so the new (t(,+~) funct10n = 14.44 mm .... 23 mm 
( T, ) 1:041-
1 
(Pr 1- R.~)(a, +£1.) :: f3 
~ -
where T3 at 50' = ~.02 Nm 
and P ... R.o.. 
r 
so (3 
1952.18N'" (166.7N/mm x 7.17mmJ 
3147.25N 
11. 23' 
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14.67 mm 
'014434 46,2,2.' 
en 
- I 
!I X 
-I ~I 
nil 
U (a1+ a ) 50' 
Diagram 27 
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So a new value for (Cl,~OL) can be calculated as before for the arm 
angle of = 55 
5'. '71'( tt, +tt) 
180 
Z = ;;Ctan f3 
-3 
- 1.2802 x 10 m 
Z= -3 • 1.28 x 10 .tan 11.23 
Z= -.254m 
therefore (a,~Cl)at 55 = 14.92 mm 
so 
-1 /;o..n 
( 
~ 5.60Nm ) = 
3189.1N x. 01492m 
(P + 'R.tt)= 3189. IN 
r 
6.71· 
So a new value for (a,~~) can be calculated as before for the arm 
angle at 60· 
So Z = )~ Tan 6.71· 
.z: = . 153mm 
therefore (et/T",t) at 60' = 15.07m", 
Table 10, page 175 shoWS the cont1nuation of this method up to 75° cam 
angle. 
The final dwell radius is 15.24 mm so the outside d1ameter of the 
detente is 30.48mm. See diagram 28 page 176. 
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DETENTE CAMI 
ARM ANGLE 
(degrees) 
46.2.2. 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 
CAM TORQUE 
T3 (Nro) 
10.96 
,.02 
5.60 
2.7:J 
1 70 
loll 
0 
175 
CAM FACE ANGLE 
(degrees) 
13.1/· 
11. 23 • 
6.71· 
3.30· 
1.99· 
1. 29 
0 
TABLE 10 
(a, +t'l) 
(mm) 
14.43 
14.67 
14.92 
15.07 
15.16 
15.21 
15.24 
Diagram 28 Cam Profile 
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4&%2.-
48-394-
5.9 THE DETERMINATION OF A PREDICTED POWERCURVE FOR THE PROTOTYPE 
See graph 19 page 178. 
The resulting powercurve for the Concept 2000 ~s the result of 
add1ng together all the previously generated const1tuent 
characterist1cs. It assumes 100% eff1c1ency so 18 more 
comparable to the des1gn curve. Again, actual torque values are 
less important than the character1stic shape. 
The predicted powercurve for the prototype 18 the sum of the 
three torques T l , T2 and T3 . 
Tl Torque due to Helical Compression Spring through the rack and 
pinion system. 
T2 Torque due to the die spring through the detente cam system. 
T3 Torque due to the d1e spring through the blend cam system. 
ThlS predicted characteristlc 18 as close as posslble to the 
deslgn power curve, page 142. Dlfferences are due to the 
I1mltations of standard parts, partlcularly the sprlngs, and 
calculation errors due to the graphlcal techniques used. In 
production custom parts would be used so the characteristic could 
be tailored that b1t more. But the shape of the character1st1c 
lS correct. 
This character1stlc, and that of the 'Design' powercurve, is for 
the opening torque. The efflciency of the prototype~whlch lS 
assumed to be SO%,plus a further 10% for the tolerance of parts 
and calculation errors)means that the closing torque 
characteristic should be such that the torque at 2
0 
and 90 
approximates to the BS m1nimum requirements and the shape that 
determined in the P.D.S 
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5.10 DETERMINATION OF THE CRITICAL JAMMING LENGTH FOR THE PISTON BORE 
SLIDE ACTION 
As well as determining the theoret~cal powercurve that thls 
prototype could generate calculations were requlred to determlne 
the practical elements of the prototype such as sizes, strengths, 
stlffnesses, feaslble assembly, manufacturabllity and so on. 
The jammlng length 15 the mlnlmum length that the plston can be 
w1thout the risk of Jamm1ng. See d1agram 29 page 180 
Let 
F Force (N) 
e .. eccentr1city of load (m) 
2 = bear1ng length (m) 
Rl reaction (N) 
pi. = coefficient of frlctlon 
r l = bore/plston radlus (m) 
The piston w111 Jam 1n the bore if 
by taking moments about '0' the following express10n may be 
obtained ,-
(F.e)-t(,u.. R,d,)= (R,dz).,.(;-tx R,,,r,) 
F.e :; R,.h 
Substitutlng lnto the flrse equation jamming wlll occur when 
F ~ (2#;u-xF.. e) 
12 
or h ~(2.;u.e) 
In appendix 9 a value offA= 0 4, maximum, for the materials used 
1n thlS application was obtalned. So 
12 ~ O.Be 
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F pR 
e 
r; 
-- .--'-- -f- ------+-1 --- -1----1-
o 
Diagram 29 
180 
So 12, ~ • S r 1 because where e is at its maximum it equals the 
piston radius 1'"'1 
This ratio was used for both the pistons in the prototype, the 
rack and pinion and detente follower. 
5.11 SUMMARY OF THE PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS USED BY NTEL FOR COMPONENT 
PARTS 
There were two BS steels WhiCh NTEL use for the component parts 
of its door closers, both of WhiCh were used in this 
prototype :-
ENlA. To BS 970 (c1955) a m1ld steel w1th added lead. 
Nominal stress values are :-
2 RM (U.T. Stress) 460 N/mm 
RE (Y1eld Stress) 380 N/mm2 
EN33. To BS 970 (c1955) a 3% Nlckel case hardening steel, 
Nominal stress values are :-
RM 
RE 
2 754.2 N/mm 
2 638.6 N/mm 
These are values for when the steel is carburised. 
The mild steel ENIA is used for the piston parts and the high 
carbon steel EN33 is used for pinion shafts including the teeth. 
These were the values used in determining the strength of the 
component parts. 
5.12 FACTORS OF SAFETY. SOME GUIDELINES 
Factors of safety 'N' are extremely important for the correct 
running of machine elements. The guidelines given below are 
based on values suggested by Robert L Matt, P.E. Universlty of 
181 
Day ton in hlS book (c1985) Machlne Elements ln Mechanlcal Deslgn 
- Merrill Publishlng Co. 
N-2 Where 1n calculatlon or practlce the loads, materlal propertles 
and operating condltlons are well known and ductile materials are 
used (these redlscribute stresses better than non ductile 
materials so may be loaded to a higher percentage of thelr 
Yleld). 
N~3 For ductile materlals where the adequacy of material properties 
data, loads, or the stress analysis, such as 1n stress 
concentratlon areas and so on, is in some doubt. 
N=4 As in N~3 above but for brittle materials where stress 
concentrations are not so readlly redistributed and so on. 
N=S When conditlons are uncertain concerning all of material 
propertles data, loads and stress analysis. 
5.13 SHAFT DESIGN 
The shaft design calculations and the follOWing stress calcula-
tions are based largely on methods outlined 1n two books :-
1 R L Matt, PE (1985) "Machine Elements in Mechan1cal Design". 
C E Merrill Publishlng Company 
2 K Smith (1981) "Mechanical and Engineering Principles. Vol 1 
Satics and Dynamics". Pitman 
Refer to the final component drawlng and to diagram 30 on page 
183. 
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Diagram 30 Pinion Shaft 
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~ 
• 
PEAK LOAD 
1470N (1751 
PEAK LOAD 
3242 N (44-27-
175·) 
The p.c.d. = 22.225 mm for the pinion teeth) a standard NTEL 
profile) 
The dwell diameter of the cam = 30.48 mm 
The length over which the pinion may be treated as a beam ~s 
67.5mm 
The peak loads on the pinion part of the shaft due to the helical 
compreSS1on spr1ng 1S 1470 N at a door angle of 175·. 
The peak load on the detente cam blend cam du~ to-the d1e spr1ng 
is 3242N beginning at a door angle of 44.77 onwards. 
The axis of these peak forces are shown in d1agram 30. 
It is assumed EN33 will be used here, necessary for the hard 
wearing properties required. 
The shaft is supported in bearings by shafts of d1ameter 16mm. 
5.13.1 Calculat10n 
The react~on at the bear2ngs must f1rst be calculated. 
F1rst find R2 by taking moments about RI' 
(1479 x 14.25) + (3242 x 54.25) R2 
67.5 x 10-3 
R2 2916 N 
RI 1470 + 3242 - 2916 
RI = 1796 N 
By construcc1ng a shear force and bending moment diagram. see 
diagram 31 page 185, the maximum bending moment may be 
calculated. 
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1796N 2916N 
1470N 3242N 
14'25MM 
54·25 MM 
67·5 MM 
38'63Nm 
f¥1AXIMUM BENDING MOMENT 38'63Nm 
Diagram 31 Shear Force and Bending Moment diagram 
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Using the equat10n for circular bending 
- !!I:~ 
I 
Where 
() = Stress (N/m2 ) 
M = Bend1ng moment:: 
t 
y' D1stance from 
extreme point 
I = Second moment 
In this case 
4 
(Nm) 
the neutral aX1S (central 
(worst stress point) (m) 
of area for a beam (m4) 
4-
ax~s) to 
From diagram 31 the max~mum bend~ng movement ~s 38.63 Nm 
so 
er max = 38 63 x 0 011125 
1. 203 x 10-8 
2 
= 35.7 N/mm 
the most 
Th1s 1S well w1thin the maximum ultimate and Y1eld stress for 
EN33. The safety factor ~s, ~n fact, greater than N=4. But the 
large safety factor will . 
(i) Allow for stress concentrations due to the change of section 
ie, the two different diameters. 
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(i1) Allow for the component be1ng fabricated,w1th the inherent 
join weaknesses,rather than being manufactured from one 
piece which 1S probable because of the complex1ty of the part. 
(ili) Allow for the stress concentrations assoc1ated with the 
sharp change of section to the detente slot. 
(iv) Allow for fatigue problems which may occur due to the large 
number of cycles that the door closer is required to make. 
Next cons1der the shear strength. 
The weakest shear p01nt is at R2 across the 16mm spindle 
diameter. 
Shear stress = ~ZL 
Area 
a-max = 14 5 N/mm2 
Aga1n th1s 18 well withln the necessary shear strength. le, a 
safety factor in excess of N=4. 
5 14 DETERMINATION OF PIVOT DIAMETER 
The minimum s1ze of P1vot d1ameter for the roller follower 1n the 
detente system 1S the only other manufactured part wh1ch needs 
checking for strength. The standard parts, such as bearings and 
the roller follower, d1scussed later are specified uSlng trade 
literature calculatlons not baS1C eng1neering formulae. Parts 
such as the pistons or body are substantial w1th no associated 
strength problems and are, therefore, not considered. Similarly 
end plugs which use 20 TPI Imperial screw threads have 11ttle 
risk of tear out. 
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The minimum shear dlamecer of the pivot using EN33 can be 
calculated uSlng the equatlon 
() F 
A 
so 
where 'd' is the pivot diameter and" 0-
Yleld stress of the material. 
lS the 
The maX1mum force of 3242N on the roller follower is spread over 
two shear planes 
each plane. 
so 
d ~ 2 !r62lN' 
J(6381( 7r) 
The force is, therefore, half thls value on 
1.80mm minlmum d1ameter 
5.15 CHOOSING A ROLLER FOLLOWER 
The roller tollower Slze was llmlted by the detente bore dlameter 
(the die spring 'hole' dlameter). The outer diameter of the 
follower should be as large as possible to lessen wear. Using 
the INA Rolling Bearlngs 305 catalogue 1989, a standard roller 
tollower was found with an outside diameter of 30 mm and a 
thlckness of 12 mm with lntegral needle rollers and no lnner race 
so no aX1al guidance. The outer race will,ln fact, be axially 
gUlded by lts location in the detente piston ltself so was not 
necessary on the component. The face of the roller follower lS 
crowned, ie, is slightly rounded which, in practlce, causes even 
. -1 
wear over 1tS surface when compressed. 
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5.15.1 Calculat~on for the L~fe of a Bearing 
The life of a bearlng lS calculated using the followlng formulae 
L~fe = (~) p 
where :-
Life is measured 1n milll0ns of revolutions and is the life 
expected to be reached. or exceeded. by 90% of a suff~c~ently large 
group of apparently ~dent~cal bearing~ before the flrst evidence 
of mater~al fat~gue develops. 
C = BaSle dynamlc load rating. For radial bearlngs it is 
that load of constant magnltude and dlrection WhlCh a large group 
of apparently identlcal bearlngs can endure for a baSle life 
rat~ng of one m~ll~on cycles. (N) 
L = Equ~valent Dynamic bearing load. (N) 
p = Life exponent: p = 10/3 for needle rollers wh~ch are used ~n 
all the bearing appllcations of thls door closer. 
The roller follower chosen was ST010 w~th the d~mens~ons already 
descr~bed. Its bas~c dynam~c load rating C = 8400 N 
So 
Life =(8400)~ 
3242 
23.89 million cycles 
ThlS bearing system is over strong because BS 6459 only requires a 
half million cycles of the door closer for compliance. Th~s over 
speclficatlon would warrant the custom deBlgn of a roller 
follower in mass production. A great saving could be made by 
only achiev~ng say 2.5 or 3 m~llion cycles (~ncluding a safety 
factor) but was not Just~fiable for the prototype 
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\ 
NOTE 
1 Adv1sed by T Dav1s, Reader and Lecturer, Department of 
Mechanical Engineering, LUT. 
5.16 CHOOSING BEARINGS FOR THE PINION DETENTE SHAFT 
The bearings for the main plnlon detente shaft were chosen 
for their strength and the,r small w,dth. If they were w,de then 
the longer the pinion shaft would be and the larger the body 
necessary to accommodate them. 
Drawn cup needle roller bearlngs wlth open ends were used 1n the 
prototype. Other than Just a cage contalnlng needles the drawn 
cup type are the cheapest varlety being housed 1n a drawn steel 
housing. The machined equlvalent would cost more than 2.5 times 
as much, with only fractional performance lmprovements. The cage 
type requlre greater tolerances and surface finish of the hole 
they flt inside, which is aluminium 1n thlS appllcatlon, a poor 
bearing surface. 
Flnally, because the outer race, the drawn cup, LS so thin the 
bear1ng diameter ts not much larger than for needles alone. 
Again these bear,ngs are specified by L,fe, the INA HK16l2 drawn 
cup closest to the detente side of the shaft. 1e, at pos1t10n R2 
,n d,agram 30 page 183 has the larger peak load,ng. Its 
d1mens10ns are outside diameter 22mm, w1dth l2mm, f1tt1ng to a 
shaft diameter of 16mm. Using the same formulae for life. 
Life ~ (~)~ 
10 
(22QQ.) "f. 2916 
24.36 m,llion cycles L 
Th,s was aga,n high bue to be expected in a prototype. 
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5.17 SPECIFICATION OF SEALS 
Radial seals were necessary at elther end of the pinion/detente 
shaft. By placing these seals on the outside of the bearlngs then 
the hydraulic damping oil could also be used to lubrlcate them. 
Seal specifl.catl.on was made by recommendations from the "Slmrit 
Simmerring Radial Shaft Seals", Catalogue Number 100, (1989) as' 
well as based on advice from technical staff at Simrit. The seal 
chosen was a Des~gn Series Bl (formerly DIN 3760 Form B) w'th 
lnslde dlameter of 16mm, outslde diameter of 24 mm and a wldth 
of 6 mm. They were chosen because '-
(,) Whenever the pinion/detente chamber oil '5 compressed the 
seal tightens against the shaft creating a flrmer seal. 
See d,agrams 32 page 192. 
(il) It was dimensionally small so does not lncrease the shaft 
or body s,ze unnecessarily. 
(,ii) There were no high pressures ,n the internal cavity of the 
door closer so a seal w1th thls l.nterference was adequate. 
('v) It was a low cost type. 
The seals and bearlngs requlred particular shaft chamfers and 
tolerances for correct assemply and functlonlng. These are shown 
on the shaft drawing "Pinion/Cam Shaft" page 196. For the seals 
the tolerance was hll for the bear,ngs h5 (ISO specificat,on). 
The chamfer wh,ch gUldes the shaft into the seal and bear,ngs is 
20' wh,ch prevents any damage during assembly. 
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PRESSURE 
Garter Spring ----;;::,).,..,~..,...,...,..,..) 
Tightens against shaft. 
Diagram 32 'Seal Profile 
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S.18 ASSEMBLY OF THE PROTOTYPE 
The calculations 1n the preV10US section were those essent1al for 
the detail design of the door closer. It was dur1ng v1sits to 
NTEL on 14 March 89 and 7 April 89 and during numerous telephone 
conversations w1th A B1Shop and Dave EVans of NTEL as well as 
regular lialson wlch supervlsors that the author was able to 
develop the door closer concept to the prototype stage. The 
author was able to establish Just what parts could be 
cannlbalised from eXlstlng NTEL products and what thelr 
manufacturlng capabilities were wlth lts correspondlng lnfluence 
on design. The drawings shown on the next pages show the layout 
drawing of the door closer concept, the double bore system, and 
the detailed component drawlngs for the custom parts. 
The author, as project manager, ordered the off-the-shelf/ 
standard parts and organlsed the collectlon of NTEL parts, 
(ie, those cann1balised from other NTEL products). 
The Prototype Double Bore System dated 24 Apr 89 was agreed for 
manufacture 1n a meeting convened on 10 May 89 at Loughborough 
Those attend1ng were Dave Yates, Syd Pace, Alan Underhill and the 
author Detail drawings were suppl1ed to NTEL after th1S 
meet1ng, the last be1ng sent on 23 May 89. On 18 May 89 a letter 
was sent to NTEL advlslng the necessary cannlballsed parts to be 
collected together, the parts were llsted by drawlng name, number 
and the quantity requ1red. All the custom parts were finished by 
16 Jun 89 except for the hardening and tempering of the "Plnlon/ 
cam shaft". The standard components were sent to NTEL on 20 Jun 
89 by the author hav1ng been collected together at Loughborough. 
The door closer assembly was finished on 27 Jun 89. 
The prototype was herein called the 'concept 2000' since it was a 
new system based on NTEL's 2000 series door closers 
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The author then v~s~ted NTEL on 29 Jun 89 to test the door 
closer and generate a power curve and effic1ency characterist1c. 
The door closer, being adjustable, has a maximum and minimum 
sett1ng so two powercurves and efficiency characterist1cs are 
shown graphs 20 and 21 pages 202 and 203. These are discussed 1n 
more detail in the evaluation section. 
F1gure 6,page
O
-204,ShOWs a photograph of the prototype 1n position 
on the door while be1ng tested. 
5.19 COMPLETE CONCEPT PROTOTYPE PARTS LIST 
NTEL PARTS CANNIBALISED 
DRAWING TITLE 
End plug 
Regulator (General and 
Latch) 
Piston (Operat10nal 
Sequence) 
Channel (as used for 2030 
series 460 mm ) 
Arm (350 roller centre to 
piston shaft centre) 
DRAWING NUMBER 
1986 162 75 
23 009 00 
25 002 03 
201 
QUANTITY 
1 end plug + 2 seals 
2 Regulators + 2 seals 
1 piston (opened out 
to 30.7 as shown in 
layout) 
1 
1 
~ ¥ 
CONCEPT 2000 Maximum Setting. 
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Fig.6 Prototype testing at NTEL 
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STANDARD PARTS 
PART 
Helical Compression 
Spr1ng 
Die Spr1ng 
COMPANY 
SPEC Assoc1ated 
Spr1ng 
SPEC Assoc1ated 
Spring 
Seals (pin10n/cam ~haft) S1mr1t 
Drawn Cup Needle 
Roller Bearings 
Roller Follower 
'0' ring seal 
Id ring seal 
INA 
INA 
Superior Seals 
Superior Seals 
Circlip (for I'Screw" on SPEC Associated 
preadjust) Spring 
CUSTOM PARTS 
DRG TITLE 
UBody" 
"Pl.nion/Cam Shaft" 
"Cam Profile" 
"Detente cam p1ston follower arrangement" 
Includes End plug 
Shder 
Screw 
"Bearl.ng Housing and bush" Includes . 
Bear1ng housing 
Bush 
ORDER NO QUANTITY 
D13820 
St52680 
16246 Bl 
HK1612 
STOlO 
IDll 
ID38 
N7ll20 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
DATE QUANTITY 
23 05 89 1 
16 05 89 1 
08 05 89 
09 05 89 
18 05 89 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
NB : The bush is required because the outside diameter of the seal 1S 
greater than that of the bearing. So the order of assembly would be to 
fit the seal, then the bush and then the bearing to the bear1ng housing 
(or body). 
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5.20 THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SINGLE BORE SYSTEM 
Because the concept prototype worked, that is generated the 
correct powercurve character~stic while mainta~n~ng a h~gh 
efficiency, further measures had to be taken to establish how 
v1able the product was. Dave Yates asked that a s1ngle bore 
system be developed, or at least some ideas be generated for 
reduc,ng the foot print s,ze of the un1t. The large foot pr1nt 
of the concept prototype was expected, as d~scussed in sect~on 
5.1 'Prototype Development', Prior to the concept be~ng proven 
it is not worth develop~ng or optimising the const~tuent parts 
but rather maxim~s~ng the use of ex~sting parts to reduce cost 
and time. 
A single bore system was developed and a scaled layout drawing 
sent to Dave Yates at NTEL prior to the f1nal meet,ng at NTEL on 
the 20 Sep 89. The single bore system was based exactly on the 
proven concept prototype except that the detente cam and rack 
and p~nion systems were comb~ned. This was an uneng~neered 
layout and although real~stlc, lt was expected that the 
engineerlng be carrled out by NTEL eng1neers 1n terms of 
optimisation. The concept was drawn as a Layout, ~ncluding a 
parts list, enabllng a comparison to be drawn, in terms of 
necessary parts, between thlS and NTEL's internal solutions to 
the same door closer problem. 
QUlte obviously a slngle bore system massively reduces the Slze 
of the foot prlnt but a lot more of the parts become pecullar to 
the individual product rather than standard. Springs, for 
example, requlre designing to fit, perhaps the pln~on tooth 
pattern, plston etc. Machln1ng becomes more complex because of 
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off centre bores wh~ch enable one mechanism centre to slide past 
another, although the design does st111 allow for grinding on 
centres which 1S necessary to produce the high tolerances 
required for the sl~d1ng members. 
The "S1ngle-Bore Concept Overhead Door Closer Parallel Arm 
Applicat10n (Unengineered)" drawing dated 28 Jul 89 1S shown on 
page 208. 
5.21 OVERHEAD DOOR CLOSER AESTHETICS 
The aesthetic proposals fall into two categor1es, those for a 
s1ngle bore system and those for a double bore system (shown on 
pages 209 to 212). This was because the aesthet1c development 
was run in parallel to the eng~neer1ng development when either 
the single or double bore eng1neer1ng solut10n could have been 
developed. The reason for this was that all too often the 
practical or performance cr1ter~a of a product are des~gned first 
and then a box des1gned to f~t over the result1ng 'functional' 
object. By ~nterweav1ng the two the 'funct1onal' object may be 
altered or rearranged in some way that vastly 1rnproves the 
potential aesthet1c of the product with no detrimental effect on 
performance, result1ng 1n a better product. 
Referring to section 3.3 'Factors Influencing Archltects' Cho~ce 
of Door Closers' and 3.6B 'Discussion of Door Closer Aesthetics' 
a 'check list' of des1rable v~sual features from wh~ch aesthetlc 
proposals may be generated has been given, a method of combatt1ng 
the subject1v1ty problem assoc1ated with aesthetics. Beyond this 
the proposals are self explanatory offering NTEL some opt10ns to 
the aesthet1c system currently used. These range from be1ng an 
obvious progresslon to the eX1st1ng aesthet1c, or to proposals 
Wh1Ch are quite different. 
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The aesthetic is achieved in all cases by an 1njection moulded or 
high pressure formed cover fitting over the body casting. In all 
cases the cover is a two part mould1ng. The channel section is 
achieved using a purpose bU11t extrusion profile w1th injection 
moulded end plugs. All the covers enable the door closer body 
casting to fit either way round to suit different fitting 
applications. 
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I 
I 
6.1 EVALUATION 
Concept 2000 Prototype 
The evaluation of the door closer is carried out d1rectly 
against those sect10ns outlined in the Product Design 
Specification. See Appendix 1 page 229. 
Two points must be remembered, firstly, the door closer is a 
prototype so some of the factors required by the 55, for 
example those concerning endurance test1ng, are unrea11st1c to 
test at this Btage~due to time and because such test1ng is 
aimed at production products not prototypes. The concept was 
developed to a single bore system which 1S more desirable in 
terms of viable mass production. In terms of performance,and 
from an analysis point of v1ew,it is assumed that the single 
bore system would be identical although smaller. 
1 Performance 
1.1 The door closer comp11es w1th 55 6459 regarding the 
categorisat10n of power. The door closer built satisfies the 
size 3 rating, but be1ng adjustable, would be equally 
applicable to the range of 5S power s1zings. 
1.2 The door closer conforms to 55 6459 performance requirements 1n 
the following.:-
(a) Variable power, although considered of secondary 
importance in the PDS, is included S1nce specifiers 
consider it important. Door closers can be adjusted on 
site to suit the application rather than be1ng specified 
for each separate application. 
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A preadjust is shown 1n the single bore concept drawing 
wh1ch adjusts each of the two springs 1ndependently, yet 
in the same bore. 
(b) Closing t~mes. 
(c) Closing moment. 
(d) Efficiency, which is higher than necessary, but lower 
tolerances 1n bearlngs, seals and between bore and piston, 
which are lncllned to be over specifled 1n a prototype, 
would ObVlously be reduced in production to save costs 1n 
production. 
(e) Latching action, ie the high torque at latch~ng, is where 
the concept excels. Because the latching actlon 1S the 
result of the detente dle spring,which 1S separate from 
the closing act10n, le the rack and pinion/helical 
compression spring, it may be adjusted ~ndependently. 
Likewise the closing torque can be adjusted separately so 
the resulting torque characterlstlc can be variable. 
(f) Back check res~stance, again regarded 1n the PDS as be~ng 
of secondary importance, is not included presently. By 
simply increaslng the cam radius at the appropriate p01nt 
on the dwell it may be facilitated. 
(g) Fluid leakage dur~ng the endurance tests was not ev~dent. 
At the end of the test1ng there should be no leakage 
around external seals which could damage door furniture 
Similarly there should be no leakage between the p1stons 
and bores which would affect the closing speed adjustment. 
Although such endurance testing couldn't be conducted 1n 
the time to see the effects of wear on fluld leakage it 
stands to reason that if the piston/bore and seals 
currently used in NTEL products suff1ce then they w1l1 1n 
this. 
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(h) Damage is concerned with the fracture of any of the door 
closer parts during the test1ng, lncludlng 1n the door 
impact test and by fat1gue in the endurance tests. 
F1xings should also be secure. The same app11es here as 
for Cg) above. Although test1ng wasn't carried out 
present NTEL door closers satisfy this requirement so lt 
lS safe to assume thlS wlll, not being slgn1flcantly 
differeni: It lS, however, an area where engineering 
optimisaC1on is needed and testing required, because some 
components are spec1fic to this concept such as the pin10n 
shaft, so not yet tested. This is only really worthwh1le 
at the mass production stage. 
1.3 Mark1ng a door closer for identification accord1ng to BS 6459 
1S again only concerned w1th the f1nal production run. 
1.4 The prototype is a class e, as requ1red, which means the door 
on WhlCh it is mounted could open to greater than 175 0 and the 
door closer can close, and concrol,che door from a m1n1mum of 
115 down to the closed posit1on. It does, ln fact, control 
from the fully open posit10n. 
1.5 The door closers torque charac.eristic is of the shape 
described 1n the PDS, Wh1Ch indicates that the solutlon 1n 
terms of engineering is viable. Referr1ng to Graph 22, page 
217, and the graphs in section 5.18 page 201, 1t can be seen 
that ln both the maximum and minimum settings the 
characteristics from approximately 35· upwards are the same, 
which is Similar to that of the predicted powercurve, perhaps 
some 35% stronger. The part of the characteristic which is 
significantly different is the latch to 35' posit10n which is 
due primarily to the detante/dle sprlng mechanism. This must 
be because the dle spring was stronger than specified or, and 
this is most likely, the d1e spring preload was too high. 
Other more general errors can only be due to:_ 
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(i) The over speclflcatlon of parts for the prototype, a factor 
which would be reduced as the un1t is further developed for 
mass product10n where purpose bUilt components are used, 
(ii) Errors in assessing the mechanical advantage of the 
system. The system is stronger, geometrically, than f1rst 
assumed. 
Such discrepancles are to be expected 1n the flrst prototype 
and would be lroned out in further generatlons as the product 
is developed to mass productlon. 
The absolute torque values are high compared to BS 6459 
requ~rements. This ~s mostly the result of the design 
power curve WhlCh was used as a basis for deslgnlng the unit as 
described in section 5.2 "Generatlon of a 'Deslgn' Powercurve", 
On no account should the characteristics go below the BS 
requlrements so that the unit be seen to fall, despite the 
characterlstlc belng the correct shape. 
1.6 The damage occurlng to the door by the door closer is mlnlma1, 
ie only that associated wlth flxlng, WhlCh is acceptable~so Lt 
doesn't compromlse the flre reslstlng door standards or BS 
1.7 The magnitude of the no~se levels of the door closer in 
operation lS the same as that already eXlstlng in NTEL's door 
closers and therefore acceptable. It was possible that dlSC 
sprlngs, were they to be used, may give off undue noise which 
could be detrimental to perceived qual~ty and so sales. 
1.B When in situ there 1S no part of the door closer wh1ch projects 
when the door lS closed WhlCh minimises the opportunities for 
vandalism or mlsuse. 
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Env~ronment 
2.1 The door closer would withstand a drop of 7 feet without 
suffering any subsequent loss of performance, although the 
cas1ng would be damaged wh1ch 1S acceptable. 
2.2 The door closer was not, as a prototype, tested to see if it 
was able to withstand abuse subject to the BS requirements of 
abuse test~ng, in reaching its maximum throw (or backcheck were 
it incorporated). Present NTEL door closers sat1sfy th1s 
requ~rement so ~t is also assumed this would once developed to 
a finished product. 
2.3 The materials used would 
(a) withstand prolonged exposure to damp. 
(b) withstand the above in conjunction with cleaning by normal 
household cleaners 
(c) resist attack by atmospheric pollution exist1ng 1n 
industrial locations 
(d) exh1b1t no adverse react10n to long exposure to sunl1ght 
such as ultraviolet degradat10n leading to 
d~scolorations, crack~ng etc. 
- all without corrosion, loss of performance or shorten~ng 
of the product life. 
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--------------------------, 
2.4 It is assumed, again because NTEL's eXisting products would 
satisfy this criteria, that when the door closer lS stored or 
in position subject to a temperature range of _20 0 to 40 that 
no creep, detrimental to performance or product life, would 
occur. 
2.5 Differential expansion should not be a problem over the above 
temperature range when in use, although there was no direct 
testing of compliance With this factor, ie, tolerances are 
large enough for no jamming to occur, no cracking, freezing and 
other temperature associated problems. This factor was 
introduced because of the potential marketing of the product in 
countries as far apart climatically as Norway and Spain. 
Ma1ntenance 
3.1 The door closer 1S des1gned to need no maintenance other than 
annual oiling and tightening of fixlngs. 
Size and Weight 
4.1 The s1ze, or footprint 9 0f the single bore system is only 
slightly larger than that of the existlng NTEL product. Its 
we1ght, therefore, would be comparable due to the use of 
simllar materials. It would be easily handled for 
installation. 
Aesthetics, Appearance and Finish 
5.1 For the purpose of the evaluation the single bore visual 
concept page 209 should be referred to. 
The visual proposal successfully incorporates the following 
factors indicated in previous sections to be desirable. 
3.6B and 5.21). 
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(3.3, 
(a) Cons~stency, by us~ng s~milar edge radi~, shapes, colour 
and materials on the var~ous constituent parts. Th1S 
helps the viewer see the door closer as a slngle,complete 
product, not as a collection of parts; channel, arm and 
body. 
(b) Visually blending the channel, arm and body together. 
Runn1ng lines and shapes through all the parts makes the 
result look more 'product' like and less an engineer~ng 
sOlution. 
(c) Care has been taken not to design the product in 
orthograph~c elevations Wh1Ch often leads to a square 
10ok1ng product. Instead the product has been des1gned 
in the view it would most commonly be seen, ~e, the 
interplay of the front, sides and underneath have been 
carefully considered 
Cd) The v1sual size of the product has been reduced by 
utllising l1nes with1n the product. These come, not only 
from natural breaks in the product between channel, arm 
and body but also 1n 
(i) the relief 1n the body face g1v1ng horizontal lines 
and the s1des almost vert1cal lines Th1S reduces the 
vlsual height of the product and, in the case of the 
sides, the distance 1t appears to be from 1ts mount1ng 
surface. 
(i1) the use of matt finishes on upwardly facing surfaces, 
a more subtle way of introducing lines, although primarily 
to disguise dust. 
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(e) By vary,ng the colours of the parts, the l'ghter colours 
stand out distract~ng the viewer from the dark parts 
Seelng only the llghter part the Vlewer percelves the 
product to be smaller 
(f) Using the logo to balance visually heavy areas as well as 
glving a focus of detail, interest and asymmetry. 
(g) The proposal creates interest in what has mostly been a 
visually unlnteresting product area. Unobtrusive does not 
mean uninterestlng and with the correct colour for lts 
loc4tlon greater unobtruslveness can be achleved while 
remalnlng lnterestlng and orlglnal, certalnly dlfferent 
from the existing door closers and certainly more 
desirable. 
The cost of the cover and extrusion praflle, 1n terms of 
too11ng, 15 large, however, NTEL's current product 18 
cons,derably cheaper than its two competitors, Dorma and Geze. 
This difference gives NTEL room to absorb the too1,ng costs in 
the 'new' product price and sC111 remaln competltlve. The 
author bell eves thlS to be a wholly Just~fiable expense and, 1n 
the long run, lead to improved product sales. 
Because the mechanism 15 adjustable the same body may be used 
for dlfferent slzing appllcations, so the problems of a famlly 
resemblance, or lack of consistency throughout a bu~ldlng, 
would not occur. Use of.plastlcs, such as perspex, for the 
body means that a full range of colours compatible w~th offlce 
furn'ture and general build,ng interiors is immed,ately 
available. Plastics also lend themselves to ,nv,s,b1e/snap 
fixings WhlCh, in the analysis of eXlstlng door closers, the 
author felt would be an area for improvement. Flxlngs are 
usually hidden or covered in most domestic and pub1,c products 
from computers to kettles 
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In that the aesthatic objectives have been realised in the 
proposal, the eValuat10n can only conclude that it must be 
successful. Beyond this the analysis becomes one of personal 
preference. Dave Yates of NTEL was pleased wlth the proposal 
offered giving an alternatlve to NTEL's present aesthetlc, 
perhaps a second yardst1ck by Wh1Ch to Judge the success of the 
aesthetlcs. 
Materials 
6.1 The POS requires that the materials used 1n the prototype 
should be conduclve to generatlng a manufacturable design. 
All the materials used are ldentical to those NTEL use 
presently, so one may assume that this factor 1S fulfilled. 
Standards and Speclficatlons 
7.1 All necessary BS and other standards are sat1sf1ed w1th 
particular reference to performance or the requlrements for 
closers used on flre resisting doors. The only exceptlon belng 
endurance testing not appllcable to the prototype. 
Ergonomics 
8.1 The door closer, when ~n pos1t1on, 1n no way obstructs or 
creates a hazard,or po~ential hazard.to ~he door user Be1ng 
surface mounted it offers no ergonomic installat10n problems. 
It is proposed that a template be used, suppl1ed in the 
packaging, to make the installer's task easy and trouble free. 
Test1ng 
9.1 Prototype tests were carr1ed out as and when necessary (not BS 
tests at this stage). Such as to generate the power curve and 
efficiency characteristics. 
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7 CONCLUSION 
The evaluat10n fully assesses the door closer in terms of the 
Product Des1gn Speclflcatlon agalnst WhlCh lt was designed. 
The prototype proved that the concept was viable achieVing the 
desired characterist1c shape w1th a sU1tably h1gh eff1c1ency~ 
The visual proposals suggested an aesthetlc sUltable for the 
'top-of-the-range' product. The project can therefore be seen 
as a success. 
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-------- -----------------------------------------------, 
8 FURTHER WORK 
Further work 18 required 1n terms of development. The 
engineerlng requlres optlmls4tlon for manufacture The 
inJection moulded cover and extruded channel proflle requlre 
ratlonallslng and detsl11ng. All these requlrements are well 
within Newman Tonks Eng1neering Ltd capab1l1t1es should they 
wish to pursue the project. In the author's capaclty as a 
Des1gn Consultant this is how far the author can sensibly take 
the project before hlS skills are dupllcated, so lt is a 
suitable point for the author to finish and hand the project 
over to Newman Tanks Engineering Ltd. 
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PRODUCT DESIGN SPECIFICATION DOOR CLOSER 
DRAFT 2:27/10/88 
1 PERFORMANCE 
1.1 The door closer should comply with the appropriate British Standard 
(BS 6459) regarding the categorisation of power and class. 
1.2 The door closer should conform (where applicable) to the follow1ng 
performance requirements of BS 6459 regarding :-
(a) Allowance for variable power (secondary importance; need not 
necessarily be one device. 
(b) Closing times. 
(c) Clos1ng moment. 
(d) Efficiency. 
(e) Latching action. 
(f) Back-check resistance (secondary importance). 
(g) Fluid leakage. 
(h) Damage. 
1.3 The door closer should be marked for identification according to 
BS 6459. 
1.4 The door should be class C as defined in BS 6459. 
1.5 The door closers torque characteristic should, as far as possible, 
be as 1n F1g 1. 
1.6 No damage to the door should be made by the door closer in use other 
than that associated w~th the attachment/f1xing of the door closer 
to the door and frame and this should be minimal. 
1.7 The magnitude of the noise levels of the door closer in operation 
should be comparable to already existing door closers. 
1.8 When 1n S1tu there should be no part of the des1gn of the door 
closer that projects, w1th the door closed, so minimis1ng the 
opportunities for vandalism and misuse eg, projecting arms and other 
project1ng parts. 
2 ENVIRONMENT 
2.1 The door closer should withstand a drop of 7 feet without suffer1ng 
any subsequent loss of performance. ie, surface damage such as 
scratches, small dents etc are acceptable but m1salignment of parts, 
buckling, fracture of parts etc is not. 
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2.2 The door closer should be able to withstand abuse subject to the 
requirements of the abuse testlng both in closlng and 1n reachlng 
ltS back-check (secondary importance) or maXlmum "throw" without 
detrimental effect on performance ie, it should wlthstand 
foreseeable abuse. 
2.3 The mater1als used should 
(a) Withstand prolonged exposure to damp. 
(b) With stand the above 1n conjunction with clean1ng my normal 
household cleaners. 
(c) Res1st attach by atmospheric pollut10n eX1sting in 1ndustr1al 
locatlons. 
(d) Exhlblt no adverse reactlon to long exposure to sunlight such 
as ultraviolet degradatl0n leading to discolouratlon. cracking 
etc. 
2.4 The door closer when stored or in position should withstand the 
temperature range of -20 to 40 degrees centigrade without undergoing 
any amount of creep detrlmental to performance or product life 
(secondary importance). 
2.5 The deslgn of the door closer and materials used must be such that 
differential expansion is not a problem over the above temperature 
range when In use. 
3 MAINTENANCE 
3.1 The door closer should only require minimal maintenance other than 
annual 01l1ng and the t1ghtening of the door closers fix1ngs/method 
of attachment to the door. 
4 SIZE AND WEIGHT 
4.1 The size and weight should be kept to a reasonable minimum for easy 
hand11ng of the product 1n both the manufacture and in the 
installation by the user. 
5 AESTHETICS, APPEARANCE AND FINISH 
5.1 Aesthetics, appearance and finish should be such that the fee11ng of 
quality already associated w1th Newman Tonks Eng1neer1ng Ltd's 
products lS malntalned or promoted. 
6 MATERIALS 
6.1 The materials specified in the concepts/prototypes should be such 
that they would be conduclve to generating a manufacturable design. 
7 STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
7.1 The door closer should comply with BS regard1ng 
(a) Performance (as stated in section 1 above) 
(b) The requirements for closers used on fire res1stlng doors 
(ie, the fltting of the door closer to the door should not 
significantly reduce the door's fire resistance). 
8 ERGONOMICS 
8.1 The door closer, when in position, should in no way obstruct or in 
any way create a hazard or potential hazard to the door user. 
9 TESTING 
9.1 Prototype tests will be carried out as and when necessary (not BS 
tests at this stage). 
THE FOLLOWING IS A COMPLETE LIST OF THE COMPANIES INCLUDED IN THE TRADE 
LITERATURE SEARCH. THE LETTER 'R' IN BRACKETS AFTER THE COMPANY ADDRESS 
INDICATES THAT INFORMATION WAS RETURNED. 
AMERICA 
Schlage Lock Co 2401 Bayshore Boulevard, San Frans1sco, Ca11forn1a, USA 
(Part of Ingersoll-Rand Door Hardware, M1ssissauga, Ontario LSE-lE4). (R) 
AUSTRIA 
Grundmann Ges m/b/H., Gebr., A-3l30 Herzogenburg. 
BELGIUM 
Metalch1mex SA-NV Ruse de Houta1n 31, B-4296 Grand-Hallet. 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
Merkur1a, Argentinska 38, CS-17005 Praha-7. 
FINLAND 
Oy Worts11a, Box 230, SF-00l01 Hels1nk1-10 
SaaJos Ky, J PU1stokatu 17-21, SF-08150 LohJa-15 
FRANCE 
Fonta1ne SA, 181 rue Sa1nt-Honore, F-75001 Par1s 
Liob SA BP 33, F-69650 Sa1nt-Germa1n-au-Mont -d'Or. 
Maloigne & Cie S.A R.L., Go,6, rue de la Republ~queJ F-80210 
Feuqu1eres-en-V1meu. 
GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
Ahrent, Wolfgang, KehrW1eder 16, D-2000, Hamburg-Schenefeld. 
BKS GmbH, Postfach 100210, D-5620 Velbert-1. (R). 
Brem1cker SBhne KG, August, Postfach 210/220, D-5802 Wetter-2, Vo1marstein. 
Brennenstuhl GmbH & Co, KG, Hugo, Seestr. 1-3, D-7400 Tub1ngen-9, Pfrondorf 
Dannert, Fritz, Postfach 4046, D-5828 Ennepetal-14. 
Dictator-Techn11 Ber11n, K.u.J. Stech GmbH, Postfach 360427, D-1000 
Ber11n-36. (R) 
Dictator-Technik Ruef & Co., Gutenbergstr. 9, D-8902 Neusa B-1. 
Dorma GmbH & Co KG, Postfach 4009, D-5828. 
Ennepetal-14. (R) 
Dowaldwerke, Postfach 106123, D-2800 Bremen-1. 
Gartner GmbH & Co KG., Josef, Postfach 40, D-8883 Gundelflngen (R) 
Geze GmbH & Co, Postfach 1363, D-7250 Leonberg. 
Ischebeck, Karl, Postfach 33, D-5828 Ennepetal-14, Voerde 
Wiemann & Co., Herm., MUh1enstr. 39, D-5820 Gevelsberg. 
Zimmermann GmbH, Am Gllligert 14, D-7632 Friesenhelm - He,l,genzell. 
GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND 
Aardee Spring & Lock Co Ltd, 36 Clyde Place, Glasgow, G5 8AN (R) 
Adams James & Son Ltd, 26 Blackfrlars Road, London, SEl 8NY. 
Adrenalln Co., Unlt 3, Nefyn Ind Est, Pwellheli, North Wales, LL53 6EG (R) 
Appleton Jack (Wil1enhall) Ltd., Meadowdale Wks, Dlmminsdale, Wlllenhal1, 
W. Mldlands, WV13 2BE (R) 
Avenue Spring Co (Metal Workers) Ltd., 58 Southgate Road, London, NI 3JG 
Boyd (George) & Co Ltd., 300 Crownpolnt Road, Glasgow, G40 2UP. 
Buck & Hickman Ltd., Bank House, 100 Queen Street, Sheffield, SI 2DW. (R) 
Budden (Thomas) Ltd., Unlt 14 Works, Manford Ind. Estate, Manor Road 5 7JH 
Erith DA8 2AJ. 
Chasmood, Patgro Ho., Middleton Estate, GB-Gulldford, Surrey, GU2 5XR. (R) 
GKN Crompton Ltd, Gerard Street, Ashton-in-Makerfield, Wigan, Lancs, WN4 
9AN. (R) 
Dictator (UK) Ltd, Sherborne Works, 141 Sherborne Street, Ladywood, 
Birmingham, B16 8DA. 
Door Controls Ltd, 19/21 The Broadway, Herne Bay, CT6 8LG. 
Door Spring Supplies Co, 1-2 Adams Yard North, Finedon Road, 
Welllngborough, Northants,NN8 4EB. 
Dorma Door Control Ltd, Dorma Trad1ng Park, Staffa Road, London, ElO 7PU 
Dryad Simplan Ltd, Frog Island, Leicester, LE3 SDP (R). 
Forson Design & Engineer1ng Co Ltd, Commerce Way, Lanc1ng, W Sussex, BNlS 
8TQ. (R) 
Gibbons (James) Format Ltd, Coliery Road, GB-Wolverhampcon,WVl 2QW. (R). 
Groom, G.W. 420 Kingsland Road, London, E8 4AA. 
Group Sales Ltd, 18 Tresham Road, Orton Southgate, Peterborough, PE2 OSG. 
(R). 
Heath & Sons, plc, Samuel, Cobden Wks, Leopald Street, Birm1ngharn, B12 aUJ. 
Holmes Brothers (Lytham) Ltd, Freckleton Street, Lytham Sy Annes, Lanes, 
FY8 SOY. 
Industrial Devices Ltd, 309 West End La, London, NW6 lRG (R) 
Jebron Ltd, Wednesbury, West Midlands, WSlO 9HY (R). 
W&R Leggott Ltd, Silens Works, East Parade, Bradford, BDl SHA 
MacK1nnon & Ba11ey, 72 Floodgate Street, Birmingham, BS SSJ (R) 
Magnet Joinery Sales Ltd, Royd Ings Avenue, Keighley, West Yorksh1re, 
BD2l 4BY. 
New Defiant Products Ltd, 23-41 Northwood Street, Birm1ngham, B3 lTX (R) 
New Defiant Products Ltd, Na1rn Road, Deans Ind Estate, L1vingston, West 
Loth1an, EHS4 SAL. (R) 
Parkes (Jos1ah) & Sons Ltd, Un10n Worksm Gower Street, Willenhall, 
WV13 lJX. (R) 
Perk1ns & Powel1, Cobden Works, Leopald Street, Birmingham, Bl2 DUJ. 
PLC Peters Ltd, Pasadena Close, Hayes, Middleton, UB3 3NS. 
Peters-Bradbury, SpringwQod Industrial Estate, Rain Road, Bra1ntree, 
CM7 7ET. 
Reiler Ltd, Blackpool Road, Preston, PR2 tON (R). 
SAL (UK) Ltd, PO Box 312, London, SE3 7TS 
Skeld1ngs Ltd, 126 Oldbury Road, Smethwick, Worley, West Midlands, B66 IJB. 
----- -----------------------------------, 
Slingsby plc, He., Preston Street, Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD7 IJF (R) 
Stokes Adrian (Overseas) Ltd, 39-42 Burnt Mill, Harlow, CM20 2HZ. 
Titan Hardware Ltd., International House, Peartree Road, Scanway, 
Colchester, C03 5JX. 
WET Eng1neering Co Ltd, 23 Northwood Street, Hockley, B1rmingham, B3 1TX. 
Worcester Parsons Ltd, Lifford Lane, Kings Norton, Birmingham, B30 3JR. 
Yale Secur1ty Products Ltd, Wood Street, Willenhall, WV13 1LAS. 
HUNGARY 
Ferunion, PO Box 612, H-I051 Budapest (R) 
Finomszerelvenyguar, Postfach 2, H-3301 Eger. 
Mogurt, Postfach 249, H-1391 Budapest. 
ITALY 
-----
C.I.S.A. SpA, C.P.170, 1-8018 Faenza (RA) 
Induscr1al Briantea Ferramenta c Minuterie, 5.a.s. 
Marco, Via Don G Ver1ta, 5, 1-20052 Monza (Ml) 
Marchesi & C., A, Viale Val Rendena, 93, 1-38079 
Tione di Trento (TN) 
JAPAN 
Chikura Kogyo, Kabushuk1kaisha, 38-5 Ch1dor1z-Chome, Ota-ku, Tokyo-to. 
Santo Industries Co Ltd. 23-24 Furv1chi 3-Chome, Koto-ku, Osaka. 
NETHERLANDS 
Ankerslot BV, Postbus 521, NL-7550 AM Hengelo (Ov) 
Dictator Productie BV, PO Box 57, NL-8300 AB Emmeloord. (R) 
Etrometa BV Postbus 132, NL-8400 AC Gorredijk (R) 
Kramahan BV, Postbus 212, NL-3702 AR Zeist. (R) 
PORTUGAL 
Hipolito, S.A.R.L. Rua Serpa Pinto, P-2651 
Torres Vedras-Codex. 
SPAIN 
Cubells, Camino del Rochs, 6Z, E-46013 Valencia 
Jardi, S A Sardana, 7, E-OB150 Parets del Valles, Barcelona. 
Trepat, La Llacuna, 105, E-08018 Barcelona. (R) 
SWEDEN 
de Jong Ltd., A.M. Box 506, 5-16215 Vallingby 
SWITZERLAND 
Mechan1k-Norm, Postfach, CH-8036 Zur1ch. 
Mewo A.G Bahnhofstr. 18, CH-8832, Wallerau (SZ) (R) 
Schmidt A.G., C. Eugen, Postfach, CH-8033 Zurich. 
TAIWAN 
Ching Ho Shi, No 31 Fan She St., Ilan, Fan She Tseng, Fu Sh1n HS1ang, Chang 
Hua HS1en. 
University o/Technology 
LOUGHBOROUGH LEICESTERSHIRE !.Ell 3TU Tel:O'09263171 Telex 34319 DuectDullmgNo: 
DEPARTMENT OF DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY 
Professor K. W. Bnttan 
N.G.R.Bowden. Ext.2664. 3/11/88 
Dear Sir, 
I am a research assistant working for Loughborough 
University of Technology and I am conducting a review of 
door closers wIth particular reference to the principle of 
their operation (eg. rack and pinion, torsion springs etc.); the 
torque characteristic of the door closer; and the measures 
taken to meet the efficiency requirements of British 
Standard 6459 or an equivalent standard. 
The sort of door closer that I am reviewing should not be 
an integral part of the door but rather one which would 
fasten to the door. 
Please send me any information available on your current 
product range. 
Many thanks for your cooperation in this matter. 
Yours faithfully, 

n 2030 Non Projecting Sliding Arm Series 
2030 sliding arm series are 
a sllmllne door closer of 
ple<asir.g elesign. This single action 
" o,un"ed pinion door closer 
adjustable latch action 
sine,le ,,,m to close the door. 
being unobtrusive there is a 
vandalism. As an option the 
also be supplied with 
provides a cushioning effect when 
forcibly thrown open but-does not 
substitute for a door SlOp). 
13C) serii,,, door closers are constructed 
L.M.9 aluminium body, steel rack 
treated and ground) with 
roller bearings, extruded 
channel and nylauon roller. 
series door closer covers are 
silver, gold or brown bronze 
. ; ..•.. - . .. are zinc coated steel for 
I:::~~,:t rust. A~ernative covers and It imitation bronze, satin 
sta"mess ,st",,,I .. Bnton 2030 series are 
a range of colours to match the 
Hardware's Normbau range. 
channel are sprayed black. 
Max. Door 
Width 
830mm 
930mm 
1070mm 
Max. Door 
Weight 
45Kg 
60Kg 
80Kg 
(or ball bearing) bun hinges will ensure 
closer performance. 
2030 series is manufactured to 
s:~~~~~~t~~; have earned Briton door ~ reputation IOf quality and 
Adjustments 
All closers in the series incorporate tm basic 
regulators: 
1. Door Speed- to control general speed 
of closing. 
2. Latch Action-to accelerate door in final 
stages of the closing cycle to overcome 
stubborn latch bolts. 
:l Back-check (Brnon 2530) provides 
retardment to the opening swing of the door 
over a wide range of the opening angle and 
can be turned off if not required. 
Concealed Controls 
Briton controls are concealed. 
This is a requirement being insisted upon by 
fire officers the 'NOrld over. A door closer is an 
important link in the control 01 fire and smoke 
and could help SC!"e lives. It is therefore 
important that its efficiency is not reduced 
by unauthorised adjustment. 
Additional Safeguard 
Briton regulating screY.-S are retained in position 
and cannot be removed either accidentally or by 
vandals. 
Coli Strengths 
Experts have calculated the coil spring 
specifICations so successfuly that W'e have as yet 
to hear of a breakage in the field. 
Rack and Pinion 
A special design feature of the mechanisms is 
that the rack is cut out to take the pinion giving 
two imponant advantages over most 
arrangements: 
1. The overall projection of the closer is 
considerably reduced. 
2. The pinion rotates on the centre line of the 
piston. a geometrically perfect action giving 
less 'Near. 
Applications 
Fixing 
Briton 2030 series can be surface mounted 
in three alternative applications. ie 
Door Mounled (pull side) 
Transom Mounted (pull or push side) 
Detailed instructions supplied with each closer. 
Stand Open 
Briton 345 friction stand open device is available 
on Briton 2032/3/4 door mounted pull side 
closers. 
Handing 
Closers are self handing 
Angle of Opening 1100 max. 
A door stop should always be used to 
prevent door opening beyond the limit 
of the closer. 
Maintenance 
All internallNOrking parts of the Briton 2030 
series are completely immersed in oil to ensure 
long working life of closer . 
When used as pan of a fire precaution system. 
check correct functioning of unit during the 
periodic fire test procedures. check quarterly 
10 ensure correct setting of door closing and 
latching speeds and that fixing screws are tight. 
A small quantity of Hght machine oil applied to 
the roller and door hinges will maintain optimum 
performance. 
Guarantee 
A 10 year guarantee with a free replacement ex· 
works of any closer proved defective by reason 
either of fauhy manufacture or defect in material. 
Supply and Quotations 
Available through architectural ironmongers and 
builders merchants. 
Technical Services 
Newman Tonks Engineering lid have technical 
consultants covering all areas throughout 
the U.K. 
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Briton door controls are 
manufac!Uted under a stringent 
quality control system monitored 
by the British Standards 
Inst~utlon 
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THE DETERMINATION OF THE CO-EFFICIENT OF FRICTION FOR ALUMINIUM ON 
STEEL 
Determination by exper1ment was cons~dered the most effect1ve and 
accurate method to find the coeffic1ent of fr1ction for aluminium on 
steel - the bore and piston materials respectively. 
A sceel marking block, che finish of which compared Co thac of Che 
p1ston, was used as a slope and various f1n1shes of alumlnium block 
were placed on ic. The cangent to the angles at Wh1Ch they began to 
slide is the coefficient of friction. The highest values were 
obtained for 'as bought' alumin1um, although many types were tested. 
Tan U ~;U where U 20.75' (the worst case) 
so /U = 0.3789 
By choosing ~ = .4 a safety factor is 1ntroduced because the bore 
surface would be better than that of the 'as bough~' alumlnlum, and 
_________ -=t,he sY,stem_ would_ be_fully_lubricated_ Once_ the_ piston- begins- 1:0- move-
in the bore, and not before, a fluld bearing is generated where 011 
passes between the plston and bore. The frlctlon at thlS tlme becomes 
that of the shear strength, or viscosity, of the o~l itself, which is 
mlnl.mal. 

